


The Empty Chamber

. rom the earliest frontier days of the old west,
, the mechanical characteristics and limitations

of the single-action revolver have been well under
stood, as the writings of the day amply demonstrate.
The safety precaution of loading the "six-shooter"
with only five cartridges and resting the hammer on
the empty chamber was universally practiced.
According to folklore, some cowboys habitually
carried "burying money" or their last bank note
rolled up in the empty chamber. These old-timers
understood that the notches in the hammer pro
vided only limited protection, and that an accidental
discharge could result ifa fully loaded revolver were
to be dropped, or if the hammer were to receive a
sharp blow,

Despite the lessons of history, there are still

ou

people who get themselves in trouble by ignoring
the following common sense rules ofgun handling:

1. The shooter should thoroughly understand the
mechanical characteristics and rules for handling
the particular type of firearm he is using.

2. The safest way to carry any old style' single~'

action revolver is with five chambers loaded and the
hammer resting on the empty chamber.

'The Ruger "New Moder single-action revolvers
are not subject to this limitation andcan becarried
safely with all six chambers loaded. Some other
manufacturers have added various manual safety
devices to old style single-action revolvers, but no
manual safety can ensure against accidents if the
shooter fails to use itproperly. Remember: There is
no such thing as a foolproof gun!

© 1980 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.
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F lashback time! Let's roll back the so take it as such. We've heard that the Air
pages of past "Industry Insider" col- Force was so impressed with the Beretta

umns and update the stuff we predicted, 9mm ,that it has already ordered a number
and where it has gone, and where it may be of them from the Italian factory.
going for 1981. • • • •• •

One of our continuing stories has been We were the first to break the stories,on
the third-generation Smith & Wesson two Dan Wesson guns, the .44 Magnum
9mm autoloaders. The new guns, desig- and the .22 revolver. The .22 has been out
nated 439, 539, 459, and 559 have been for a while, and experienced some serious
built in limited runs, but are not yet on the extraction problems. Fred Hill of DW says
civilian market. The reason may be that this has been squared away.The company,
the company is having second thoughts always deep into quality, has gone a step
about the new safety design. further and installed a new quality control

One great thing about the design is that, director with full Department He,ad
for the' first time, the gun is totally safe powers.
against accidental discharge if dropped. As for the .44, Fred is hoping that some
Another plus, as far as gun buffs are distributors will have received their first
concerned, is that, for the first time, these ones prior to 1981. By the time you read
guns present the option of being carried this, you'll know for sure. The recoil reduc
cocked and.locked. tion system (patented) will be called

On the other hand, the new design elim- "Power Control," and we've worked with it
inates the fumble-proof hammer-drop fea- enough to know that it works. An im
ture which worked off of the thumb safety. proved rear sight, too (finally!) which we
This means that one applies the safety, hope will find its way onto the .357 and .22
then pulls the trigger to safely lower the as well.
hammer. Pulling the trigger.of a gun with a Two other Dan WessQndevelopments
round in the chamber to make it safe does are in the offing. When Dan himself was
not sit well with some people. We've heard alive, he swore he'd never make,a gun out
rumors of a new safety which would be ofstainless; he justabhorred the stuff. Still,
accident-free~dropping the hammer there's a great market for it, and DW ex'ecs
independently and safely, and (according are quietly doing a study of the pos
to some reports) still allowing cocked and sibilities. Also, even though the company
locked carry. Time will tell. has a healthy back listing of sportsmen's

• • • • • • orders, some look longingly at the bustling
Another of our continuing handgun police market. Look for Dan Wesson to

soap operas has been the JSSAP rests in establish a blue ribbon committee of top
Florida to select a new 9mm pluabellum police gun experts sometime in 1981, to
service auto for U.S. troops. They haven't help guide their policies in that market.
yet formally released which models are • • • • • •
among the three finalist guns, but it is The Wildey pistol appears to finally be a
generally accepted that there are three: the reality; look for an early test in the e
Beretta model 92, the S&W model 459, pages. You might also keep your eyes open
and possibly the Browning P-35 in either for an S&W model 520, a fixed-sight
the special "fast action" model, or the variation of the Highway Patrolman .357.
double action version, both built ex- A small number were apparently made for
elusively for the JSSAP tests. an eastern State Police, which went to the

Insiders at,this time say the Beretta did standard model 28 instead. It's not likely
far and away the best in the tests, but that that they'll be produced on full scale,
S&W has the inside track because they can which should make them primo invest
build pistols in this country sooner. The ment revolvers if you can find any.
rumor persists, however, that certain brass • • • • • •
hats would just as soon wait until the gun The big news at the IPSe Nationals
can be produced in this country under (other than the new controversial holster
license. ' rule, which will be the sUbject of a full

If that happens, according to the rumor report in the next issue) was the premier
mill, Colt may be the most likely to get the showing of Jeff Cooper's "Bren Ten." This
contract. Rob Roy" Colt's executive in auto pistol looks a lot like the Czech 75,
charge of military sales, was not available but with a IOmm, .40 caliber, bore. The
at press time to confirm or deny the rumor, (Continued on page 31)
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·45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

EACH
Hammer Strut $1.25
Hammer Strut ,Pin .20
Barrel Link. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) .85
Barrel Unk Pin . . .35
Firing Pin ' ,......... 1.25
Firing Pin Stop 1.50
Plunger Thbe . . . . . . . . .. 1.95
Ejector 1.95
Grip Screw .30
Recoil Spring :,....... . . . . .45
Magazine Catch Spring . . . . . . . .30
Firing Pin Spring .30
Main Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Plunger Thbe Spring .30
Recoil Spring Plug 1.50
Grip Sc"rew Bushing .55
Main Spring Cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Cap Pin .. . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Retainer .30
Slide Stop Plunger .30
Safety Plunger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Grip Safety (Long) 7.95
HammerPin .30
Sear Pin'.................... .30
Ejector Pin '. . . . . . . . .25
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Main Spring Housing (Flat) ... 7.95
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style) . . . . . . . . . .. 8.95
Recoil Spring Guide . . .. 2.25
Disconnector 4.95
Trigger (Long) 6.95
Trigger (Short) 5.95
Trigger (Adjustable Match, ,

Aluminum) . . . . 8.95
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Blue Steel) 10.95'
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Stainless Steel) 12.50
Sear Spring. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95
J-Iammer (1911A1) . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.95
Hammer (1911, wide) 10.95
Barrel Bushing 5.95
Se'ar 5.95
Magazine Catch Lock 1.25
Magazine Catch 5.50
Grips (G.!.) . . . . . . . . . .. 3.95
Magazine 5.95
Slide. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59.95
Rear Sight 1.50
Front Sight. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Extractor 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 6.95
Barrel 27.50
Barrel Bushing Wrench . . . . . . . .60

Please include postage. Texas
residents please include 4% sales tax.

Write or call to get oui" monthly
mailing of bargain priced gun parts

and accessories.

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135H Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827
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INDusrRr INSIDER
JERRY RAKUSAN

S&W DESIGNING NEW AUTO SAFETY;
SERVICE 9MM NARROWED TO THREE

/



Precision is something Germans are famous for . ..
but Heckler & Koch makes an art of it!

H & K's VP70Z
9mm SELF-LOADING PISTOL

Accurate•••
Reliable... And
Available Now!

• Magazine capacity: 18 rounds

• Only 4 movable operating parts-ensures
shooting accuracy and absolute reliability

• Sights are based on light and shadow
effect-aiming is possible even under
unfavourable lighting and visibility conditions

• Calibre 9mm x 19 (Para)

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERYl

IECKLER MOCH . 933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218
& n , ..c. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 243-3700

Write for our 20-page catalog of new & exciting H&K weapons.
Jnclude $3.00 for postage & handling.
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LYMAN HASN'T FORGOTTEN
WHY YOU STARTED RELOADING

IN THE FIRST PLACE.

There's plenty of room to work with the
Lyman O-Mag - even with an 8mm
Remington magnum! And our magnum
grip won't give you the slip when you
need it most.

That's why Lyman gives you
more for your shooting dollar.

For about $100, our competi
tion will sell you their green,
top-of-the-line a-press. Period.

For that same 100 bucks, we'll
sell you our orange, top-of-the
line a-Mag. Plus a detachable
shell holder and a complete set
of standard AA dies worth more
than $29.

Now, isn't value like that the
reason you got into reloading in
the first place?

See, at Lyman, we haven't
grown so big tl:).at we've forgot
ten the real nefjlds of our cus
tomers. So our O-Mag Press
is not only a better value. It
comes with design features our
competition just doesn't offer.

Like a 4% inch press opening
that allows plenty of room for
loading standard and even
magnum-length cartridges. It's
nearly an inch larger than our
competitor's.

A mounting base with three
holes instead of two, for greater
leverage and stability.

A flat work surface above and
behind the die station for mount
ing racks and accessories.

And a magnum-length grip'
that doesn't get slippery like the
typical bicycle style grip.

OURS. THEIRS. Our Multi-Deluxe Die Set.
More Lyman innovation
and value.

If you're ready to move up
from our standardpistol die sets,
Lyman's Multi-Deluxe offers
even more reloading value.

This premium tungsten
carbide die set comes with up to
three extra seating screws, so
you can reload all the popular
bullet designs in your chosen
cartridge. And because our seat
ing screws screw out the top of
the die, instead of the bottom,
you can change bullet designs in
a matter of seconds.

Best of all, the Special!
Magnum advantage of the
Multi-Deluxe allows you to re
load the .38 Special and the .357

Magnum (or the .44 Special!
Magnum) with the same

die set. You'd have to buy up
to six of our competitor's die
sets to accomplish the same

thing.
We've even built our split-lock

ring out of steel, instead of
aluminum.

So, tell your dealer you want
to compare the Lyman Multi- ...
Deluxe and the Lyman a-Mag to
any other equipment he offers.
You'll see why Lyman is making
the competition green with envy.
And why Lyman offers more for
your shooting dollar.

When it comes to reloading,
you gotta look at Lyman!

Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH-7041
Route 147
Middlefield, CT 06455

Write for a free catalogue.



MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEl{ PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER SILUErAS

PHILIP C. BRIGGS

monly used to mold large, complex items,
such as snowmobile hoods. It's light, but a
lot denser than the foams that most of us
are used to seeing. Cut one apart and you'll
find it will dent with a fingernail, but not a
lot, and it's the same density throughout,
except for the hard, very smooth skin that
forms against the mold. This outside sur
face comes out nearly flawless, requiring
only minor filling of gas bubbles before
painting.

The primary advantage of the foam
stock is weight, or rather the lack thereof.
The stock I've been testing, bedded, with
trigger guard and paint, weighs 11 ounces,
the same as a factory original nylon one.

Cost was $60 last I asked, but I wouldn't

The foam stock with an H-S Precision
custom barrel and a completed model.

Something that those of us who have
built budget unlimited guns have

learned, and those thousands who will buy
Remington's new silhouette pistol will
learn, is that the ambidextrous imitation
wood, lightweight, dimensionally stable.
nylon factory stock is damn uncomfortable
to shoot with anything above mild loads.
Besides that, it's ugly.

The recoil from, say, a .308 at full snort,
grinds that scallop at the bottom of the grip
into the heel of your hand, and as the grip
is smaller at the top than the bottom, it
slides through your hand to stop with a
crash as the overhang bangs into the first
knuckle of your thumb.

More modest cartridges, like those on
the .223 or .222 Mag. cases, or the new
7mm BR aren't as hard on the hand, but
they'll still beat up your thumb.

And then there's ugly. That's subjective
of course, but I submit that if it was a thing
of beauty the pistol wouldn't have lan
guished on dealers shelves for the dozen
years or so between introduction and the
birth of the handgun silhouette sport.

BETTER STOCK FOR XP
Whatever the reason, most of us have

switched to a better stock on our XP's, as
soon as we could afford it, and I expect
most of the oncoming thousands will do
the same. Better looking means wood, and
that can be expensive, and to a weight
conscious competitor, too heavy. Better be too surprised ifit's more by the time you
handling can be wood, but for most it's read this, what with the general rate and
synthetics. Fiberglass was the first option, direction of petrochemical prices. That's
built by the same firms that had been for an inletted, primed stock, ready for
building fiberglass rifle stocks for bedding and painting. They'll bed one to
benchrest, varmint, or silhouette guns. your action using their own Accu-Bed
They're not cheap either, but depending compound for another $40. .."
on who builds them, and how, they are They've been making rifle stocks with
lighter, although not always by a lot. And this material for about two years now, and
unfortunately, some I've seen aren't that the pistol stocks for over a year. Complex
much more comfortable to shoot than shapes are easily form"ed with this process,
Remington's; and reshaping the accessory and they've taken advantage of that prop
stock by filling adds weight, or by filing erty to incorporate finger grooves and a
removes strength. thumbrest on the pistol stock.

There's a second generation of replace- The foam is readily shaped with wood-
ment stocks coming out now though, and working tools, so that carving clearance for
one of them, a foam stock from H-S Preci- a thumb knuckle takes but a few minutes
sion (Box 512, Prescott, AZ 86302) with a rasp, and there's no need to worry
has been designed to eliminate these about weakening the stock by cutting
problems. . through the shell. Refinishing the carved

The stock is injection molded of poly- spot is easily done with epoxy or lacquer
urethane foam that .is reinforced with putty. Putty can also be used to add mate
chopped fiberglass fibers. Called rial where needed to get that custom fit
"Fiberthane," the foam mix is one of a necessary to comfortably shoot the arm
family of structural foams that are com- (Continued on page 13)
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LIGHTWEIGHT FIBERTHANE MATERIAL
FOR A STRONG, COMFORTABLE STOCK

$1695 Check or
money order

plus $2.00 postage
handling (California
residents add 6%
sales tax).

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460
Dept. HGR3
Morro Bay, CA 93442

GWMDAVIS
P.O. BOx 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '79 Catalog.

WELL CAST ~
NARDO
BULLETS
fOr pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra Bonita Ave.-...
Los Angeles, CA 90046 .
(213) 651-2691 • '. AHA

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction. Hogues famed
orthopedic hand fit • Fully relieved for all speed
loaders with positive case ejection
• Compound, ambidextrous !fJF
palm swells. Proportional
finger grooves
• Exclusive <..
COBBLESTONE®
non-slip, non-irritating
stipple pattern •
Strength and
durability of
reinforced
Nylon
No cheap
plastics.

for S&W SQUARE BUTT K FRAME,
RUGER SECURITY-SIX
(post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above).

®

MONOGRIP
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PACIFIC ORDNANCE

Yes, I wish to order the new Brass Backstrap.

Round Trigger Guard
Square Trigger Guard

QuantityQuantity
___ Colt S.A. Army
___ Old Model Ruger _
___ New Model Ruger
COST (No. of Units Ordered) x $69.95=$ _
SHIP TO: Name _

Address _

City State Zip __

• Only orders with certified check or money order accepted.
Prices subject to change without prior notification.

Include $2.00 per unit for shipping charges.
MAIL TO:-Paclfic Ordnance, Inc.

1414 Highway 101 East
Port Angeles, Washington 98362
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* O.A.H.A. FOUNDATION, INC., P.O. BOX 45-70, BLOOMINGDALE, OHIO 43910 *
Association, has bagged more than 200 big game
hUQting records along with the Weatherby Trophy
and the International win in '75 and '76 in the Grand
hmerican for trap shooting.

Steve Herrett is responsible for the .30 and .357
Herrett cartridges so popular with hunters and sil
houette shooters. His handgun stocks are world
respc"Cted.

Roy Jinks is Services Operations Manager at Smith
& Wesson and has authored numerous historical
books and articles on S&W. He has actively
participated in shooter education programs at high
schools and colleges.

Larry Kelly invented the highly successful Mag-na
port gas venting system that reduces muzzle jump and
recoil. He has supported and promoted handgunning
for -many years, and was once Chairman of the
OAHAF. He is an avid hunter.
. Frank Pachmayr was a pioneer in development of
.45ACP accuracy. His innovations and patented in
ventions, including his popular handgun grips, have
been of great help to handgunners.

Ual'ry Reeves won his first championship in 1936
and .since has won over 70 state and regional cham
pionships including being National All-Around
Champion six times and World Centerfire Champion
iQ. '·19?~. In International Competition, he holds 4
GOld, 5 Silver, and 2 Bronze Medals, and has twice
been T,tam Captain-Manager of the Pan-Am Olympic
Shooting Team, and 1968 Captain of the U.S. Olym
pic Team.

. Hal Swiggett is a firearms writer who was instru
mental in Itemington's introduction of the .44 Mag
num standard velocity round. His expertise has been
used by handgunners and manufacturers alike.

The OAHA Foundation has selected the Top Ten
Nominees for 1981. This year's Nominating Commit
tee was chaired by the 1976 winnet;.B.illJordan. Nomi
nees for this year were solicited frc;)~)l previous,
winners and from the general pubHc:;''thtough the
pages of AMERICAN HANDGUNN&,R-magazine..

The 1981 Top Ten Nominees represent nea~lv 1\11
aspects of handgunning. In previous years, the criteria,
for nomination included only "a significant contrib1,l.
tion to the sport of handgunning." Recently, this has
been expanded to consider both service and achieve
ments in the handgunning field.

The Awards presentation and dinner will be held at
the Denver Hilton on May I, 1981.

If you wish to express your opinion of who should
win the 1981 Award, write to: OAHAF, Box 45-70,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910.

The Top Ten Nominees, for 1981: Col. Rex
Applegate is an author and world authority on
counter terrorist tactics whose research and traihing
programs have saved the lives of many military and
police personnel.

Lucy Chambliss is a police officer who ha'~' won
Gold and Bronze Medals on the U.S. International
Shooting Team. Besides being on the NRzi Law
Enforcement Assistance Committee and NRA~Jkia'td.
of Directors, Lucy writes a popular monthly colu:¢n
in AMERICAN HANDGUNNER. ~

Jimmy Clark is a widely respected pistolsm~tii

whose guns are in demand by top competitors;t\lsQ' a
shooter, he has set a total of 64 nationa[ reCords, <

including winning the .22 National CRampiqnships
five times.

Elgin Gates, the International Executive Director
of the International Handgun Metallic Silhouette

----------------------------------------
aUTITallDllI1 a.IIICall
BallDIUlIlIl1 aBalDI
P.O. BOX 45-70, BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910

NAME -...,. _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

I am already a subscriber to the AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.

(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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Dave Yeh' of H-S Precision mills out
excess compound after bedding action.

wrenchers. Duratite wood dough (by DAP
Inc.) works well, as it's light, and will stick
to the stock, but not your hand while you
mold the 'mess to fit.

The strength of the foam stock is less
than that of a wood or fiberglass version.
You could break it if you used it for a
hammer, and I expect you wouldn't have
to strain too hard to bust it in half with
your bare hands. Still, it wasn't designed
for that sort of abuse, but rather for the
forces exerted by the recoiling action and
the resisting hand. There's a piece of alu
minum tubing in the grip for reinforce
ment and recent stocks incorporate a strip
of fiberglass cloth around the recoil lug.

I've heard of two stocks that were bro
ken in that area, the thinnest and hence

weakest portion of any stock. One was
broken in the struggle to remove the action
from the bedding compound, the other on
a· friend's 7mm-08 failed while we were
chrono'ing some loads. However, as the
crack propagated from the top of the stock
down I suspect it was damaged by prying
the rear of the action out of the compound
first, which forces the barrel down on the
farend.

I took that stock back to H-S owner Tom
Houghton, and although they probably
weren't responsible, he replaced it. That's
nice, but more importantly for the rest of
us, Tom decided on the spot to add some
glass cloth to that area to eliminate the
problem.

WHAT PRECISION MEANS
I had my stock bedded to my 8mm

IHMSA by H-S, and they do nice work.
Myself, I'm prone to clean out the excess
bedding with a Dremil and a chisel, but
they use a mill. Even though most custom
ers wouldn't know the difference Tom feels
that's the best way to do it, and I guess
that's what "Precision" means.

I've shot the stock for six months or so,
around 500 rounds. Visibly neither the
stock nor the bedding show any sign of
distress, but the tail of the stock is now
floating off of the bedding.

I don't know for sure that it hasn't been
that way from the start, but I suspect it

hasn't. I'm prone to snug the action in
extra firm, and as I had only a half inch or
so of the barrel bedded I expect that with
this limited support I've over stressed the
foam in this area. As you can't pillar bed
an XP because of the trigger bar, I'd
recommend that the bedding extend down
the barrel a couple of inches, and that the
inletting be opened up so that a lot of
compound can be placed around the recoil
lug to spread the clamping force over a
larger area. That, and drilling and tapping
the action for a rear action screw should
eliminate the problem of the over zealous
wrench.

At least, that's what I'm going to do to
mine. No way I'm going back ~
to that nylon stock. ~

Roughing up the stock before compound.

9mm'Short -- .380ACP .. -'

STAINLESS
BARRELS ON
ALL MODELS

SLIMMER
SLIDE AND FRAME

EASY
TAKE DOWN

LOOK AGAIN!
THE NEW MARK II

ALL AMERICAN-MADE

DOUBLE ACTION

.380
For people who wanta 9mm with less velocity.

Available in stainless or blue finish .

.At your firearms dealer or send
for catalog. Please enclose 25 cents.
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE
/ TARGET SIGHT

LOW PROFILE
SERRATED
HAMMER

ROLLING BLOCK
SAFETY

HAND-CHECKERED

AMERICAN
~--

WALNUT GRIP

7-ROUND
MAGAZINE

I
STERLING ARMS CORPORATION,
211 GRAND' STREET, LOCKPORT. N.Y. 14094
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44.50

35.95
7.50

29.00
29.00
21.00
16.00

19.50
9.95

15.00
11.00

30'S HANDGUNNERS
Reading Lee Echol's "Handgunners of

The 30's" in the November-December is
sue was like a visit with this shooter
comedian. I did not meet Lee until the
Mid-WinterMatches of 1951, where he was
the NRA Referee. Smitty. Brown, of
Tampa, a neighbor of only 50 miles away,
had told me about Lee, but nothing coul~

compare with meeting the gentleman in
person. Lee, Charles Askins, Smitty, and
Harry Reeves, (though Harry had to be
more serious to keep his national-interna
tional champion edge for the Detroit P.D.),
they knew handgunning. Don't ever sell
them short on mental .training, per
severance and contagious enthusiasm for
their sport. Their personalities and friend
liness attracted hundreds to pistol shoot
ing. Also, never forget, these men were
probably the best one-handed .38 revolver
shots this country ever produced. they
cocked that standard action job revolver,
for the' 5 shots in 10 seconds rapid-fire
match, so fast you almost couldn't se·e their
thumb move. Try that if you don't ,think
their scores were remarkable!

required skill they disciplined themselves
to learn for their protection. The popu
larity of running makes you wonder if they
hope to outrun the aggressor rather than
taking a defensive stand.

The fear of lawsuits for anything has
affected the use of many fine military
shooting ranges in the U.S.-ranges built
with our tax dollars and facilities we en"
joyed in the past. I understand fewer and
fewer base commanders can accept the
liahility connected with letting civilians
use the ranges. It does seem, however,
given the right priority and exposure, the
NRA could find a pressure point or a legal
solution so again we all coUld enjoy these
ranges so well located geographically and
of superb competition quality.

ROBOT PROFESSIONALS
When this likeable type drifted from the

matches and ranges and the robot profes
sional came, I think that's when amateur
handgunning started to die a little. That's
when many stopped going to the club
range for an afternoon of relaxation and
fun. Golfor tennis claimed them, and most
damaging to our sport, their youngsters
along with them. Pistol silhouette matches
have brought some of the fun back, but are

(Continued on page 26)

BIANCHI CUP. BARRICADE
One detail I noticed in the Bianchi Cup

match, is the type barricade used, it solves
the problem of training the shooter to keep
feet and body behind cover. If it is not too
expensive, and doubt if it's much more
than keeping those lines· painted, that
boarded-in square· trains the shooter to
lean around his protection.

For the past several months, I have
averaged a call a day from women who
want to learn to shoot. They either did not
live in our town when our police depart
ment offered at least two such courses
annually, or they were playing golf or
tennis. Too bad, as our city no longer
provides such shooting courses. Many
Americans are beginning to regret shoot- .
ing has not been one of their sports and a

LUCY CHAMBLISS

NRA COMBAT REVOLVER IMPRACTICAL;
BIANCHI CUP BARRICADE WORTHWHILE

N RA Combat Revolver scores con
tinue almost perfect and the .course

of fire for those above the Sharpshooter
class continues to be mechanical. David
Wiegel, Orlando, Fla., fired a 1496-110X
last July, dropping 4 points only in the 50
yard match. His groups all looked like they
had been fired from 7 yards. Dave's been a
l4S0 shooter about 3 years, but fi,nally with
the help of his Travis Strahan revolver, put
together this outstandillg score in the wilt
ing Florida heat and humidity. It is not my
intention to detract from the magnificent
scores being fired now by men such as
David, however, NRA Combat Revolver
matches at present, many police believe,
have all the training value of bench-rest
shooting. It seems those who speak the
loudest, and most often, want the possible
scores and absolutely no change in course
of fire. Well thought-out, sincere competi
tors suggestions continue to be ignored.·
Time will tell how badly no updating of
time or positions will decrease entries in
the future.

Entries have declined already in many
combat matches, maybe due to budget
cuts, lay-offs, or an expensive, not too
practical course of fire. Meanwhile, a
match suc~ as the Bianchi Cup Match,
covered by most shooting magazines; in
cluding the NRA's, grows and seems to be
inspiring imaginations of shooter and gun
smith. It is an honor to even be invited to
shoot the Bianchi. The $9,200 to the win
ner in cash and merchandise, as well as
cash to 6th place, gives the incentive and
means to shoot, even ifnot subsidized by a
department.

SIGHT SETTINGS

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co. as an
authorized Warranty Revair Sta
tion,and we carry a wide variety of
Colt Parts.

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. We are here to stay, and we
take pride in doing first class work
at reasonable prices - inquire at the
address below for particulars.

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
H. & D. Extended Slide

Release
Recoil Buffers
Ext. Mag Release

Exchange
Micro Sights (melted

& Blued)
King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bat Cross Sights
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long Match Trigger (with

backlash adj.) 10.45
Wolff 18112 Spr. Kit 4.00
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
Magazines (Colt) Blue 13.00
taka SS Mags 15.00
Mag Pads .50
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 17.50
Pachmayr Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 13.00
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters
IPSC Hat Pins

Attention!
(C(OMBAl

SHOOTERS·

SHOOIIST
SUPPLY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Forwa·rd correct remittance
in cash, check or M.O. along

with 10% or $2.50 to:

We offer a complete money back
.guarantee -- if you are not 100%
satisfied, your money will be cheer
fully refunded,
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COMBATS.URVIVAL
Never before available to the public! An extremely useful, comprehensive training
manual on physical and combat survival, tactics and techniques. Our inside sources
believe that this is the same manual used to instruct Great Britain's elite Strategic Air
Service (SAS). These s'pecialists in secret warfare were responsible for the daring
1980 hostage rescue operation at the Iranian embassy in London. Combat Survival
illustrates tactical and training methods useful in similar ops, as well as in general
survival situations. Also contains rare info on evading and silencing guard dogs,
sabotage and intelligence gathering, navigating under survival conditions, survival
medicine, and much more_ Includes dozens of useful charts, graphs and line draw
ings. Chapter titles include: Evasion; Survival Navigation; Improvisation and Escape
Kit; Contacting Agents; Dog Evasion; Wild Foods; Animal Traps and Snares; Fishing;
Water Survival Still; Shelter; Primitive Medicine; and four more. Or'der nowl8'h x 11.
softcover, 152 pp., illus., ISBN 0-87364-212-00. $12.95

THE REVENGE BOOK
by Bob Smith

Over the phone lines and through the mails. in the
hands of messengers and on the backs of vermin,
The Revenge Book tells you how to strike out anony
mously at those vexing individuals who make life
miserable for you. Revenge artist Bob Smith paints a
shadowy panorama of vengeance that is guaran
,teed t,o enrage your victim's, spouse, shock ,his
neighbors' and business associates, and in short.
turn the world against him. This devilish concoction
of trickery is offered for entertainment purposes
only! 5'h X 8'12. softcover. cartoons. 90 pp. $6.00

....o.u_

.,."..........."._-

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
KARATE WEAPONS

by Dr. red Gambordella. 4th Dan
Defend yourself! And learn how to
do it right with the only compre
hensive book on karate weapons
ever published! Shows the proper
usage and katas for seven lethal
karate weapons, including nun
chuka, yawara' sticks, sai, fighting
knife, ton fa, staff, and boo 8 V2 x 11,
hardcover. 870 action photos.
256 pp. $24.95

DON'T BECOME THE VICTIM
by Marcus Wayne Ratledge

Jimmy Carter once called this book's author "the
most dangerous criminal in the history of Georgia."
Now Ratledge's inside story on practical crime
avoidance is here. Gives specific, down-to-earth
details on how to avoid becoming the victim of
muggers, burglars. con artists. car thieves. rapists.
etc. A gutsy. real-life guide to effective anticrime
mea'sures by a reformed criminal and gifted writer
5'/, X 8'1,. soltcover. 120 pp $6.00

I
I
I
I

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book

01 Dirty Trtckl
An hilarious overview of the meth
ods people use to get even with big
business, government, and plain
old enemies. More sophisticated
and involved tricks are included, as
devised by CIA and Mafia
members, and political dirty trick
sters. Presents over 80 separate
topics. 5'12 x 8'12. 180 pp ..
hardcover. -$9.95·

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I
Fantastic, large format guide to making an smg or
pistol silencer in the home workshop. Over 50 9" x
12" working machinists drawings are presented, all
of superb quality. Shows step-by-step construction
for three different firearms silencers. all of very
advanced design. Improvised materials and machin-'
ing techniques are suggested. and tt:l.e text is writren
clearly and concisely. An excellent additfon to yo'ur

'silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Wor.kshQPSllerlceri
I is for entertainment and historical purposes'only. 9
x 12. soltcover. IlIus.; 80 PP. $12.00

BOOK OF THE NINJA
by ChriS Hunter

The fmest Ninja training manual
available! Learn "The Art Of Stealth"
as practiced by the black-garbed
Ninja spies of feudal Japan. hlS~

tory's most cunning and fearless
assasSins. PrOVides a complete
training course. Covers: Inpo.
Tonpo. Mae-Gen. Haral-Gen. Selo
Nage and much more, Many pho
los.9x7 . 90 pp .. Illus . softcover

59.95

PI.... Includa ' •.00 for~a and IuUlcl1t.D4l.

r-----~.----------·
I 1- PALADIN PUSS .-.--
I [...·,i'. PO Box 1307-AH4 •
I Boulder, CO. 80308
I Phone (303) 443-7250
I Please send me the followiDg titles:

I -------
I
I BAMIl . _

I ADD:RIl88 _

LOrrY STATE ZIP.J-------------------

TANG SOO DO
.The Way 01 the China Hand

by Hank Murphy. 5th Dan
5th Degree Dan Hank Murphy
presents the finest book ever pnn
ted of Moo Duk Kwan Tang Sao
Do. Stances. flexibility and stretch
ing exercises, basic motions, and
forms like Giecho Hyung /I Bu and
Giecho Hyung Sahm Bu are illus
trated with great action photo
graphs. 51

/2 X 8V2, softcove'r. illus..
112 pp. $8-00

SURVIVAL POACHING
by Ragnar Benson

Tells the survivalist how~to collect
wild game under any circumstan
ces;, using Indian secrets, Shows
specific poaching methods for
deer, elk, bear, moose, beaver,
mink, muskrat, trout, salmon,
gwuse. pheasant. ducks. and
dozens more. Includes detailed
plans for many traps, snares, dead
falls. etc. Truly a fascinating and. ,
useful selection. 5% x 8 '/2, 2pO pp., I'

hardcover. illus. $12.95

BLACK MEDICINE I & II
by N. Mashiro. Ph.D.

Volume I. The Dark Art 01 Death,
is a thorough analysis of the t:lu
man body's vital points, and how
to exploit them in hand-to-hand
combat. Volume II. Weapons At
Hand, presents 112 injury resistant
parts 01 the body that are natural
weapons. as we!1 as 180 lethal.
makeshift weapons, 5% x 8%, ac
tion photos. The Set: $16.00

Each Volume: $8.00

SLASH AND THRUST
by John Sanchez

Presents a complete. totally
practical knife fighter's training
program. The author tells novice
knife fighters how to train to be-.
come an expert! Covers: choosing
the martial knife; test cutting; car
rying methods; complete training
program; guard and grip opposi
tion;' slashing and thrusting; also
using and throwing exotic edged
weapons. 5'hx8%.!72 pp. $6.00

LIFE AFTER DOOMSDAY
by Dr. Bruce Clayton

Who will survive the nuclear war
that many experts predict is com
ing? Llle Aller Doomlday tells you
how to survive such a radioactive
nightmare. Includes eye-opening
information about shelters, food
storage, home medical techniques,
survival psychology. and shelter
defense. 8'hx11, hardcover, charts,
drawings. photos. 215 pp. $19.95

LIVING IN TROUBLED LANDS:
The Complete Guide To

Personal Security Abroad
by C. Patrick Collins

The life-saving security guide for American profes
sional living and working overseas. Collins is a
former CIA official who helped create personal
security programs for Americans going overseas. A
practical guide for technicians, mllitary personnel,
executives, and other prof~ssionalswho must reside
in countries with questionable security and swiftly

.changing alliances. Common sense precautions
that are time-tested and proven, 5% x 8V2, hardcover,
200 pp. $12.95-

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

NEW TITLES F:R.OM
THE ACTION LIBBAllY:

• Ju-Jutsu.And Judo ............................• 6.00
• OSS BabotaCe .And Demo~tionManual _. _ U8.98

Not Ayallable In CANADA
• How To Kill, I, II, m ,IV & V (Each Volume)'8.00

The Bet _ _ . - - .. '88.00
• Shooting To Live _. __ _'8.98
• SUencers, Snipers & .AssaB8ins.· _U 7 .98
• 1JJl4erwater Demolition TrainiDg Manual .. _.• 9.98
• To Keep .And Bear Arms $18.98
• Close Shaves . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .• 8.00
• The Code Book : . .• 6.98
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HANDLOADING

Onlyfroma ....
the Original MYA.

Lee Loaders®

a=~=' or send for FREE catalog.

.........~GlCDAPDAATIDN
(formerly Lee.Custom Engineering)

P.O. Box 253. Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
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EFFECTIVE HANDLOADS
More effective handloads will result

from the use of heavier bullets. For exam
ple, if you're into casting bullets, Lyman's
No. 41026, cast of wheel-weight lead and
sized to AIO-inch diameter, will weigh out
at about 240 grains. Propelled by 19.5
grains of 2400 and a CC1 350 primer,
velocity will come to 1170 fps with a foot
pound energy rating of about 730.

If you prefer to stick with over-the
counter swaged bullets, Speer offers an
excellent 220-grain semi-jacketed soft
point. This bullet, ahead of 19.5 grains of
2400 and the CCI 3.50 primer, will clock an
average velocity of 1320 fps from a 6-inch
barrel for about 850 foot pounds of energy.

Remember, with these or any hand
loads, that safety calls for reducing all
charges by at least 10 percent. The load
that may be tolerated by one gun can be
excessive in another.

obtaining higher velocities with the lighter
bullets, but little would have been
achieved beyond the sensational figures
themselves. With both feet firmly on the
ground, it is reasonable to recommend
nothing lighter than 200 grains for the Al
magnum. The only exception might be
noted in the case of the 150-grain load,
which might be used as a light plinker. But,
it's not adequate for serious shooting.

I n the spring of 1964, there blossomed an
all-new round,' the .41 Magnum. Pro

ponents hailed its introduction by saying
that it was the police cartridge of the
future, a statement that was preceded (and
followed) by extensive tests involving po
lice departments-and a sizeable thatch of
interested observers-throughout the land.
It was, however, doubtful that a major
police changeover would take place, even
with a special purchase price thl\t would
lop a few bucks off the price of the also
new Smith & Wesson Model 57, which was
specially chambered for the Al MAgnum.
Full retail, by the way, was a mere $140,
the same as you'd have paid for the S&W
Model 29 in .44 Magnum.

Reduced recoil, combined with stopping
power that is superior to that of the .357
Magn~m, render the Al Magnum nearly
ideal for silhouette shooting or hunting
purposes. With these advantages in II).ind,
it makes little difference that the round has
had small success in the matter of being
adopted by police departments. Further
more, the fact that the Al Magnum, stand
ing as it does between the .357 and the 044,
exists as the "16 gauge" of magnum hand
gun cartridges should take' nothing from its
merit. The ,.41 Magnum is rewarding to
handload, and, because of its in-hand trac
tability, it is a joy to shoot.

.41 MAGNUM ROUND HANDLOADING
IDEAL FOR SILHOUEnE OR HUNTING

DAN COnERMAN

A JOY TO SHOOT
My handloading of the Al Magnum has NOTE SLIGHT TAPER

been for a Model 57 with a 6-inch barrel. It should be noted by all who handload
Prior to beginning, it was noted that the that, especially in magnum calibers, resiz
case's rim, which is approximately 0488- to ing dies for straight-sided cases are ma
A89-inch in diameter with a thickness chined internally so as to introduce a slight
of .055- to .060-inch, will fit shellholders taper in the case wall. An example o{; this
normally intended for .30-30-class rims, can be noted in average measurements ofa
although there is a separate shellholder for group of six resized Al Magnum cases. The
it these days. diameter of the walls just ahead of the rim

Before chronographing the following averaged A34-inch, while the average at
himdloads, I wanted to check the bullet the mouths was A29-inch. This represents
speeds on factory-loaded ammo. Five-shot a sizing reduction of .005-inch at the
strings in my gun resulted in an average mouth, and .004-inch back near the rim
velocity of 1415 fps for the jacketed soft- when compared to measurements taken
'point load, and 1030 fps for the lead bullet after the same group of cases was fired.
load. These figures represent a moderate Also demonstrated is the existence of a
increase over velocities obtained in thl:: .005-inch taper. As I have already sug
original factory chronographings' with a gested, the taper is intentional, for without
barrel of similar length. it the loaded round would tend to lie on the

Bullets in these handloads were swaged bottom of the chamber and therefore
using half-jackets and were hollow- bulge irregularly when fired. The taper
pointed. The idea behind hand-swaging also is necessitated by the fact that there is
bullets was to experiment with weights not more resistance to resizing in the web area
commercially available to the handloader. than at the mouth. If dies were machined
Much more could have been done toward (Continued on page 30)
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This super-strong tool is made of
flex-nylon and features an integral
shell holder. The cost allows most
shooters to have aseparate priming
tool for every caliber they reload.
Favored by benchresters who appre
ciate being able to "feel" primer
placement.
Only $3.98

For neck sizing the Improved
. lee loader® $14.98

For Full length Sizing the
Unitized lee loade~ $17.98

The complete reloading k~s.

They include a priming tool,
one piece sizing die, flaring
crimper, arid primer pocklt
deaner.
See your local Gun Dealer, or
send for FREE catalog.

~GlCDAPDAATIDN
(formerly Lee Custom Engineering)

P.O. Box 253. Mequon, Wisconsin 53092

~
Di-L:ube

A Superior Lubricant
for Sizing Dies

This is the same dry film lubricant
used in the manufacture of the full
length sizing dies included in
Mequon's Unitized lee loader:'!'
long lasting and effective. Di-lube
is the answer to sticking cases.
1oz. bottle with applicator $1.98

See you local Gun Dealer. or send for FREE catalog.

__GlCDAPDAATIDN

(formerly Lee Custom f::ngineermg)

P.O. Box 253. Mequon, Wisconsin 53092

Only from a ....
The MYA.

Unitized PRIMING TOOL

RELOADING CORPORATION

offers a choice of
durable, economical and
safe tools &accessories

for the discriminating
reloader.

Mequon products are not always the
least expensive. Though always

reasonable, we feel obligated to put
Quality first.



Customize your own gun with the
famous M-S Safari Arms components

At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer® and MatchMaster® pistols and now, those
same custom features are individually available for your own
handgun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, S&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanics.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for your~ ......
local gunsmith's installation. ® IC:n~ rcer

------$--
- $--
------.$--

-----$-

-----$--

------$--

Address _

Name _

Date Card Exp.__O My Check 0 My Money Order is enclosed .. TOTAL: $__

City State Zip _

~ Combat Magazine Base Pads. Available
for all Colt, S&W Model 39, S&W Model 59,
Browning High Power automatics. With this

component, you don't have to worry about noise or damage to magazine
when ejecting the clip - even from a standing position - during match
shooting or in combat. $1.95

~ Ambidextrous Safety Set for
S&W Models 39 & 59. A must for
the serious combat shooter, police
officer and left handed shooter.
$39.95

~ The Enforcer (3.B" barrel, E-102)
or The MatchMaster (5" barrel, E-103.)
Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with cus
tom features. Available in Teflon,
Armaloy, blue, alloy, or stainless steel
finishes. Send $1.00 for fully illustrated
catalog and ordering information.

~------------Mail To: M-S Safari Arms, Dept. AH-3-81

I P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AI. 85063 Make:

Please enter my order for: Quantity: QUanti~~)(g)U~ngo Fixed Rear Sight Set Stainl'" Blue (cj Colt Total:

BStandard $14.95 ~.
With front sight ready for insert $19.95 . .. $__o Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set $29.95 $__o Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set

B~~~t$~n!.9~3~:95 ..~..S.&W. ~~~:~~ .

§Hammer (Stainless only) $14.95 ........•...
Beavertail Grip Safety $15.00 .
Extended Combat Safetl'...o Browning $19.95 0 Colt $16.95 .o Extended Combat Slide Releaseo Browning $19.50 0 Colt $17.50 .o Information on The Enforcer/MatchMaster
& other M-S products $1.00 .o Adjustable Rear Sight Set

BStandard $29.95
Outlined rear, dove tail front $39.95 . . . . .. $__

o Combat Magazine Base Pads $1.95

Bg~7rn.i~~ ..~.~~~..3.9 ~. ~~.~.~~ $__
o Mast. Chg. 0 VISA Card Shipping & Handling $ 1.00

VISA

Alaska & Hawaii
1-800-824-7919

"Manufactured under pat. =-3492748

T Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Full position control with right or left
hand. Get the most from your automatic.
A must for combat shooters, police
officers; and all left handers. Browning
High Power: $39.95 Colt: $34.95·

T Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set.
Now full control of the .45 automatic with
the left hand. $29.50

California only
1-800-852-7777 .

24 HOUR TOll FREE ORDER DESK
Master Charge

Visa
C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

Dealer Inquiries Invited

~ Hammer. Stainless steel
commander style. Designed with
enough metal for correct fitting
of the sear engagement. $14.95

~ Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides
better control of the weapon by
spreading recoil over a larger area of
the shooter's hand. This reduces
apparent recoil and eliminates hammer
pinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for a perfect fit. $15.00

T Fixed Rear Sight Set. No-nonsense front and rear sights
designed for fast target acquisition_ Provides the proper light
gap between front and rear sight. Melted full radius style. Blue
or stainless steel. Rear sight fits standard dove tail. $14.95

& Extended Combat Safety. Match proven design assures
positive control of safety without having to shift or
reposition grip. Browning High Power: $19.95 Colt $16.95

& Extended Combat Slide Release. Now the same technology as
applied to the Enforcer parts provides for one hand control
during reloading leaving the left hand free to insert a fresh
magazine. B'rowning High Power: $19.50 Colt: $17.50

National
1-800-824-7888

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SAFARII
ARMS I

M-S Safari Arms. P.O. Box 23370. Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269-7283 I
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BOB ARGANBRIGHT

HANDGUN LEATHER

dry naturally. Remember, once dry, it will
retain whatever position or shape it was in
when wet.

Once dry, the leather should be treated
with a proper dressing. Traditionally, this
has been neats foot oil. This is an oil made
from the bones of cattle. I personally do
not like to use neats foot oil repeatedly, as
it darkens the leather. more than I like.
Whatever dressing is used, a little goes a
long way.

Available today are leather care kits
from such holster manufacturers as the

A good quality leather care kit is a
must for taking care of fine leather.

Twenty years ago, when I first became
aware of the need for special leather

for my new shooting sport of Fast Draw,
the best competition belt and holster rigs
could be purchased for approximately $40.
Later, the very popular Alfonso fast draw
rigs were introduced at under $50. In this
day of $1.30 gasoline, comparable rigs cost
approximately $150. Specialized leather
for the increasingly popular practical
pistol sport is becoming a major
investment.

Bianchi's popular Pistolero rig is cur
rently priced at $149.90. The last price I
have for the excellent practical rigs by
G. W. Davis are in the $90 to $130 range,
and the classic Sparks Hackathorn Special
is $107. Bianchi's Chapman rig is a bargain
at $74.40. In the PPC field, Bianchi offers a
new steel-lined swivel holster for the bull
barrel ppe guns for $59.95 plus the cost of
a belt, speedloader pouches, etc. The aver
age field holster, of best quality, will set
one back $25 to $50. With such invest
ments as these, proper leather care be~

comes of major importance.

IPSC & PPC LEATHER
Of the rigs used by sportsmen today, the

practical pistol shooters and the PPC
shooters probably use their leather the
hardest. This is mainly due to the matches
being held outdoors in all types ofweather.
I have shot in a number ofcombat matches
while it was raining. One tends to rush
home and wipe the gun down and care- George Lawrence Co., Safariland, and
fully oil it to prevent any rust damage, Bianchi Gunleather. I have used all three
while tossing the competition rig in the and they all do an excellent job. The
corner until the next time it is needed. This Lawrence kit consists of their own neats
is a mistake. foot oil formula and a dressing for a final

While age will cause leather to lose its finish. This will do a fine job, but I persun
natural oils and deteriorate, its biggest ally do not care for the dark brown color
enemy is water. Water will tend to leach produced by their neats foot oil.
the natural oils out of the leather, also The Safariland kit is similar, containing
causing it to stretch and lose its proper a conditioner and a dressing. The condi
shape and fit. Wet leather should never be tioner is for use on very dry, deteriorated
force dried! Richard Nichols of Bianchi leather. I have used it successfully on a
Gunleather told me they regularly receive number of very old single action holsters.
samples of their holsters that are shrunken, For maintenance of modern leather, the
shrivelled, twisted, wrinkled wrecks from dressing is excellent. This kit comes pack
being dried in the kitchen oven. This will aged in an attractive box with two sheeps
destroy any holster. When thoroughly wool applicators. A "professional tip"
soaked, leather is soft and pliable. Belts from the instructions is to allow the leather
should be laid out flat and left to dry slowly and the dressing to warm in direct sunlight
at room temperature. Leather should be for a few minutes before application. This
handled carefully; as wet it is easily causes the conditioner or dressing to better
scratched. The holster, if wet to the point penetrate the leather.
that it loses its proper shape, should be Of the three kits, I prefer the one from
reshaped to the gun and then allowed to (Continued on page 30)
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DETERIORATING EFFECTS OF WATER
STOPPED WITH PROPER LEATHER CARE

ROGERS
& SPENCER

The Name of 5 quality hand·
guns preferred by American
Blackpowder Shooters. Write
for complete information in our
illustrated catalog.

Send $1.00 for catalog to:

EUROARMS OF AMERJCA
Dept.: AH3 _
isol Lenoir Dr.• Winchester, Virginia 22601

• Standard $145
• Target Model $160
• London Gray Satin
Finish $ 160
• Pre·Assembled Kit .. $124
• Dis·Assembled Kit .. $105
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There's Gold In Those Guns!

Part 1

r---------------------,NO RISK Charter Subscriber Discount Offer
I 0 Enroll me as a Charter Subscriber of Fain's Firearms Pricing Advisory at the special discount I
I ffi~~. I
I

0 6 Months (6 Advisories, 1 Blue Book) for $17-1 save $2 ~.

o 1 Year (12 Advisories, 2 Blue Books) for $32-1 save $4 I
I

0 2 Years (24 Advisories, 4 Blue Books) for $60--1 save $12
... with the privilege of personal consultation with Mr. Fain. I understand I'm protected by your I

I
30-Day Money-Back-PLUS Guarantee: if I'm not 100% satisfied with my first Advisory and Blue I
Book, I can return the Blue Book aft.er 30 days and you will promptly refund every cent II paid-PLUS my first Advisory is mine to keep and profit from. I

I
(For UPS delivery, please add $1.50 per Blue Book issue and give street address, not PO. Box.)

o Enclosed IS my check or money order for $ , made out to Fain's Firearms Pricing I
I M~~ Io Instead, charge it to my VISA MasterCharge

I No. Expir. Date I
I Signature I
I ~~ I
I Address Apt. No. I
I

City State ZIP I
Your subscription may be tax-deductible if used for business or investment purposes.

I Fain's Firearms Pricing Advisory, One Appletree Square, Minneapolis, Minnesota I
55420

L ~__I
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Collectible and used gun values are chang
ing so fast you need expert price informa
tion every time you buy or sell.

Money-Back-PLUS Guarantee
Any way you subscribe, you can't lose, you can

only gain-we guarantee it in writing:
. Put your first Advisory and Blue Book (mailed to

you at the same time) to the test for 30 days. If you
don't agree they will make (or save) you many times
their cost during the term of your subscription, send
the Blue Book back to us for a quick refund of all you
paid. What's more, our first Advisory is yours to
keep as our gift to help you in your gun deals.

Send in your Charter Subscription today to Fain's
Firearms Pricing Advisory, One Appletree Square,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420. It's the shrewdest
investment you'll have made since your last gun.

service package of Fain's Firearms Pricing Advi
sory

For instant service, dial TOLL-FREE
1-800-528-6050, ext. 638 (in Arizona, TOLL-FREE
1-800-352-0458, ext. 638)

6-Month 1I"ial Offer

As a Charter Subscriber to Fain's Firearms Pric
ing Advisory, you can get all these services on a
6-Month Trial basis for just $17 (you save $2 off the
regular $36/year rate). That includes 6 issues of the
Advisory newsletter and one 350-page-plus issue
of the Blue Book. Or, take a 1-Year Charter Sub
scription for only $32 and save $4 (12 Advisories,
two Blue Books). To really save, send for a 2-Year
Charter Subscription for just $60 and save $12 on 24
Advisories and 4 huge Blue Books.

CREDIT CARD
HOLDERS

$1 goes to NRA-ILA
The first $1 of your subscrip
tion fee is donated to NRA's
Institute for Legislative Action,
to defend our right to keep and
bear arms.

NOW
$250-$700
$150-$800
$ 65-$350
$110-$185
$300-$600

PERSONAL
CONSULTATION

1968 (OCM)
$17
$20
$15
$23
$95

,45 Auto
M1 Carbine
'03 Springfield
K-38 S&W
M1 Garand

Part 3

At the time of GCA '68, gold sold for about
$50/oz. It's now over 10 times that-over
$500ioz. But five DCM guns now sell for up
to 41 times their '68 prices:

NRA-DCM guns
outperform gold!

man or exotic, in most models and variations. From
$35 .22's to shotguns and handguns valued up to
$100,000 ... from little-known makers to names like
Colt's, Winchester, Luger, Mauser, Browning,
Springfield Armory, Parker, and Ruger.

The Advisory and Blue Book cover probably 99%
of all the questions you'll ever have. But there will
still be times when you need personal gUidance. So,
as a Charter Subscriber to Fain's Firearms Pricing
Advisory, you may contact us personally for trading
advice andior an appraisal of almost any gun.

There's no extra charge. It's part of the total-

Congratulations-you're a successful
investor!

Those aren't just guns in your closet, they're
investments-investments that are pulling more
cash in your pocket every day.

BUT - can you tell what each of your guns is
worth, right now? Exactly! Could you instantly tell
the true, current value of any used or collector gun
you may become interested in?

A service, not just another book

But we didn't produce a fast-outdated annual ref
erence book. What you need is a completely new
approach-an information service that would give
you an accurate price any time. Now, after 16
months of research and $85,000 of development
costs, that service is here-Fain's Firearms Pricing
Advisory

FAIN'S FIREARMS
PRICING
ADVISORY

Possible gun deals come to you all the time. So
we created Fain's Firearms Pricing Advisory This
12-page, illustrated monthly newsletter is ttie only
gun p~riodical that keeps. you right on top of the
latest price trends and hot opportunities. And, it's
the only one designed to teach you the real secrets
of "horse trading." In it you'll learn:

• Why some people almost always make money on
gun deals

• Today's "sleeper" guns-which ones they are
• 11 secrets of shopping gun shows, gun shops,

and auctions
• 14'ways to lower others' prices and raise yours
• A "baker's dozen" sure ways to spot fakes
• What every collectoriinvestor should know

before that next gun deal

and much more. Each issue of this frank
newsletter can easily be worth hundreds or thou
sands of dollars to you. You also receive.

NOW-get better deals
on guns with the frrst
price guide that includes
expert personal consul
tation! -

P 2 BARRY FAIN'Sart PRIVATE BLUE
BOOK OF GUN
VALUES

• First, a new issue of this 350-plus page guide
comes to you every six months. Unlike any annual
reference book, every pri"e represents what that
gun in that condition is really going for at gun shows,
gun shops, auctions arid private sales all over the
U.S. Between issues we review every gun listed"":'
4,425 in all-and revise the prices. This painstaking
work lets you always know the exact, current price
of any gun.
• Second, Barry Fain's Private Blue Book enables
you to grade aq;urately any gun's condition by using
the simple, no-guesswork new grading system that
the savviest experts have adopted.
• Third, Barry Fain's Private Blue Book covers a
wider range of important used and collector guns
made since the 1800's than any firearms price guide
ever compiled.

Nearly every significant rifie is here, as is almost
every important collectible pistol, revolver, shotgun
or musket-antique or modern, foreign or domestic,
military or commercial, standard or custom, com-



BY JIM WELLER

AMMO'SCENE

HANDLOADS LACK MATCH ACCURACY
AnAINED BY FACTORY RELOADING

That edge you may need to win might
come from using the right ammunition.

With all the different brands of ammu
nition available today, it would have been
impossible to obtain and fire all of it. Aside
from the major ammo makers, there are
countless numbers of places doing com
mercial reloading. I settled on match
ammo from Federal, S&W, Frontier, and
Winchester, while the commercial reloads
were represented by I:'recision and Zero.

My handloads consisted of WoW once
fired match brass, filled with 3.2 gr. ofW
W 231 powder and lit by that company's

standard small pistol primer. This com
bination had proved to be the most accur
ate in my Colt handguns while using the
home-cast wadcutters. These, incidentally,
are DEBB slugs, which are sized to .357
and lubed with Micro-lube. I also tried
some loads using the Hornady and 3-D
HBWC, both .358 in size, and lubed with a
very slippery dry lube. Powder was
dropped from the Bonanza pistol measure
with pre-drilled rotor. A light roll crimp
was then placed on the case mouth after
bullet seating.

Since I Was interested in match
accuracy, my Douglas-barrelled Colt with
1-10 twist was used. Fifty shots were fired
from the Lee rest, with the barrel and
cylinder receiving a thorough scrubbing
between bullet brands. The forcing cone
was also cleaned using a Lewis Lead Re
mover after every 50 shots. There was one
exception to this which I'll get to later. I
put up a clean backstop and fired one shot
to find the point of impact, then placed a
piece of white paper over the hole, and

(Continued on.page 52)
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TESTING VS THE COST
J decided to test various handloads and

bulletS, along with several types of factory
match and commerical reloads, to prove to
myself whether or not the extra expense
justified itself. I receive no departmental
backing in my shooting, so factory match
ammo was pretty much out of the ques
tion. Factory fodder is presently averaging
somewhere around $12 per box, although
somewhat cheaper by the case, while the
better quality commercial reloads are
running about $50 per thousand rounds on
the shooter-supplied brass. My own hand
loads, using wadcutters cast from wheel
weights, cost about a buck or so per
box, not counting my time used in making
them up.

The actual testing tooK place at 50 yards,
since any NRA 1500 match includes 48
rounds from this distance. Not wanting to
do this from a sandbagged rest, I enlisted
the aid of Lee Custom Engineering, 46 E.
Jackson St., Hartford, WI 53027 and pro
cured one of their excellent Lee Pistol
Rests. This little device is worth it's weight
in gold. It's small, light, and easy to set up.
I have mine bolted to a piece of scrap
wood, and I just C-c1amp it to the shooting
bench. Cost is minimal when you consider
the alternative. Sixty bucks will get you the
rest and one adaptor for the handgun of
your choice, with adaptors available for all
popular makes of handguns. It's really a
bargain with today's inflated dollar.

I n the three or four years that I've been a
competitive police shooter, I've

acquired an amazing amount of shooting
doo-dads, thingajigs, and whatnots, all for
the purpose of giving me, (hopefully), just
a little more edge and a few more points.
One thing I learned, though, is that o~e of
the most important decisions you can
make as a competitive shooter is in your
choice of ammunition. For the longest
time, I fired my own reloads in matches,
and although my 25 yard tallies were fair,
my50 yard scores still left something to lJe
desired. Towards the end of the 1979 shoot
ing season, I began using commercially
reloaded ammunition from Precision
Ammo Co. and right away there was a
noticeable decrease in group size, along
with the inevitable increase in score. Up
until that time, I had used my reloads with
my own cast bullets, but as you will see,
there are some places you just can't cut
corners.

CHARLES CTHOMAS • PUBLISHER

301-327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD • ILLINOIS • 62717

New! THE NEW HANDBOOK
OF HANDGUNNING by Paul B.
Weston, California State Univ., Sacra
mento. '80, 112 pp., 48 il., $12.95

New! TERRORIST ATTACKS:
A Protective Service Guide for Execu
tives, Bodyguards and Policemen by
Raymond P. Siljander, Loss Preven
tion.Engineer, Phoenix, Arizona. Fore
word by Paul Roos. '80, 342 pp., 143
il., $33.50

COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING
(2nd Ptg.) by James D. Mason, Con
sultant, San Diego County Sheriff's
Dept., San Diego, California. Fore
word by Bill McMillan. '80, 272 pp. (6
3/4 x 9 3/4), 594 il. (26 in color), 8
tables, $14.95

THE SPORTING USE OF THE
HANDGUN by Mason Williams, Fire
arms and Ballistic Consultant, Libby,
Montana. '79, 288 pp., 119 il., $14.75

TI:IE DEFENSIVE USE OF THE
HANDGUN: For the Novice by
Mason Williams, Firearms and Bal
listic Consultant, Libby, Montana. '78,
240 pp., 106 il., cloth-$12.75, paper
$7.75

MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATION
OF THE PRESIDENT JOHN F.
KENNEDY MURDER by Charles G.
Wilber, Colorado State Uniu., Fort
Collins. '78, 336pp., 9 il., 2 tables,
~9.~ ,

BALLISTIC SCIENC~ FOR THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER by
Charles G. Wilber, .Colorado State
Univ., Fort Collins. '77,324 pp. (63/4
x.9 3/4),86 il:, 26 tables, $30.75

AMERICAN . POLICE HANDGUN
TRAINING by Charles R. Skillen,
Yellowstone County Sheriff's Dept.,
Billings, Montana, and Mason Wil
liams, Firearms and Ballistic Consul
tant, Libby, Montana. '77,216 pp., 77
1l.,$14.75

A HANDBOOK ON THE PRIMARY
IDENTIFICATION OF REVOLV
ERS AND SEMIAUTOMATIC PIS·
TOLS by John T. Millard. '74, 168
pp., 87 il., cloth-$13.50, paper-$1O.25

MANUAL OF BASIC POLICE FIRE
ARMS INSTRUCTIONS AND SAFE
HANDLING PRACTICES by Roy
Agosta, Macomb County Community
College, Warren, Michigan. Foreword
by Jack Seitzinger. '74, 116 pp. (63/4 x
93/4), 142 il., $8.75, paper .

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval
Catalog of 3047 titles sent on request
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THE MAGNIFICENT CLASSIC

THE ENGRAVING WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR

Chapter 1 - DESIGN & LAYOUT - what is good layout. .. draWing
scrolls, leaves, flowers, mythological figures, ribbons, borders
... enlarging basic scroll into design ... transferring to steel

Chapter 2 - MATERIALS - listing/photos of engravers' tools ...
how they work ... how to sharpen & maintain cutting edge ... gold
for inlays/how to buy ... how to plan/make your own vise/tools

Chapter 3 - ANATOMY - effect of muscle & limb on "look" of
animal ... drawings/picturesofbiggame/small game/fowl/birds/
dogs/bear/cats in many poses ... goo'd vs bad animal engraving

Chapter 4 - LETTERING - Gothic, Roman, Old English, Script
alphabets ... laying out letters ... tools to cut ... nameplates,
monograms, initials ... designing/building/using tool sh arpener

Cbapter 5 - The CAMERA. ANOTHER TOOL - use to enlarge/
redLce patterns, layouts, designs ... transferring pattern s ... for
doing animal/human studies to en grave from ... trace/copy figures

Chapter 6 - BEGINNING TO ENGRAVE - tools to use ... howto
make cut. .. how to hold tool.s for different cuts/effects/ shading!
movement in pattern how to hold hammer. .. floorplates to copy
using 'engravers vise using hand gravers ... practice plates

Chapter 7 - ADVANCED ENGRAVING - shaping special gravers/
tools ... gold wire borders, outlines, scrolls ... gold wire inlay/
sheet goldinlay/repousse gold inlay.:. doing/finishing high re
lief engraving.... numerous floor plate designs ... scroll plates

Chapter 8 - The GRAVERMEISTER - complete introduction, di 9

cussion ofthisnewtool. .. control, versatility, work capabilities

by JAMES B MEEK

Written For .You:!
.~

THE ART OF ENGRAVING brings to the reaq~r ~,.f~r the first
time ever - a complete, authoritative, imaginatit:e and detailed
introdllction and training in the art of gun engraving. It is a
supremely unique book, for not only do~s it sweep aside the
mystery which has surrounded engraving through the centuries,
but it factually, simply and in laymen's terms tells you how to
engrave. Unlike so many so-called "i.nstruction. manuals", The
Art of Engraving does not assume you know anything about en
graving. You start atthe beginning by learning to draw scrolls &
layouts, then cut practice plates until you are sure enough of
your ability to actually proceed to designing a pattern, trans
ferringit to a gun and cutting it into the steel. Whether you want
to learn to engrave now ... think you might like to in the future
... or simply wish to broaden your knowledge of the art to be
able to better judge the \\Qrk of others (as you will learn to tell
the good from the bad- and know \\-by), this is the book for you.

Deluxe First Edition
A Magnificently beautiful book. Deluxe hard-bound cloth covers.
Bound a special way to lie flat on your bench. Printed on the
finest dull-finished coated p",er .available (so exceptional a
special. mill-run was made). Extensive use of color throughout
hi ghlights. design s/illu stration s/pictures. Absolutely no effort
spared t.o make it an instant classic as a \\Qrk of art in its own
right as a book -not withstanding the almost mind-boggling pro'
fusion of dr'awings, photographs, illustrations, designs, layouts,
technical information, instructions, details and steps given to
teach you to engrave..

Complete .. Authoritative
208 extremely handsome 8Y2 x 11 pages. Over 1378 photograph s,
drawings, designs, layouts, illustrations. Hundreds of examples
of master engravers' \\Qrk to.show specific styles, handling of
designs, useof different techni ques and the effect they achieve.
Thoroughly cross-referenced index with over 600 entries make
locating a specific tool, design, letter, technique fast and easy.
Comprehensive listing of important & useful reference bodks of
design, engraving, metal-work. Complete names & addresses of
suppliers of all the tools, equipment, precious metals, books,
that are discussed and used throughout the book.

CITY

ADDRESS _

NAME, _

r------------------------------------------------------------,
I Enclosed pl,ease find a check or money order for in full payment for copies of
I "The Art of Engraving" at $19.95 each, plus $1.03 per copy for· postage and handling.
I .
I (Calif. residents add $1.20 sales tax)----------------
I MAIL CHECK OR M.O. TO: SEND BOOKS TO:

I
I HANDGUNNER BOOKS,
I Dept. 9-H3
I Suite 200, 591 Camino Reina
I San Diego, CA
I STATE ZIP _

I ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERYL J
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DEPENDABLE
& ~~~~:1~~SSTDL_.~

STEEL FABRICATED~
Featuring Extended Clips lor many Pistols &
Rilles New & Old Models

SPORTING + SURVIVAL + MILITARY
Remington. Ruger. Browning. HK. H & R.

Marlin. Explorer ·and many more!

HANDGUN HUNTING
J. D. JONES

WHEN HUNTING SEASON ARRIVES
THAT'S'NOT THE. TIME FOR NEW GEAR

22

BETTER MOUNT SCOPE RIGHT
Each scope has its specific advantage

and all had better be mounted right on any
hard kicker or they aren't going to stay on
the gun very long.

I very vividly remember getting a very
nice press release on a base and rings 6-8
years ago. It looked fairly good so I called
and listened to the spiel. I was assured a
10" TIC .30-30 posed no problem to this
rig's reliability. After voicing my doubts, I
reluctantly agreed to put it on a TIC .30-30
as directed. On the eighteenth shot, scope,
base, rings and all came off. Cut me three
times going by (hairline, side and back of
the head) and crashed into the window of
the station wagon. I still hear of similar
occurrences and they are still unnecessary:
Unfortunately when recoil exceeds that of
the .357 Magnum some of the over-the
counter bases give problems. The Redfield
base seems about the best over-the-coun
ter base if it's properly installed. It sl.iJl
depends on four 6 x 48 screws to affix it to

the gun, Now this is fine on one 14" .357
Herrett TIC I've used quite a bit with the
Redfield rig, but I wouldn't trust it on
several calibers I've developed-such' as
the .338, .375, .411 and .439 JDJ or the .45
70 that are capable of generating consid
erable recoil. For those, I've developed a
base that uses six screws and three Bush
nell rings. Installed by SSK (Rt. I, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910) it runs
$50.50.

with a scope than I am with iron sights. I've
also been shooting scoped handguns about
20 years. It doesn't take 20 years experi
ence to become familiar with using scopes
on handguns, but it does take a good bit of
practice. You still have to give a little
thought to mounting systems in order to
find one that will stay on the hard kickers
but scopes by Bushnell., TIC, Redfield,
Leupold and Hutson all seem quite relia
ble in the field. If I had to pick the toughest
of them I'd have to go with the Redfield.
The Hutson is the smallest. Leupolds are
lighter than Redfields. The TICs are in
between on weight. The new Bushnell has
a power booster to instantly change from
1.5 to 2.5 power.

TEMPTATION TO SWITCH
Another temptation is to switch from

iron sights to scopes, True, you can't shoot
any better than you can see and a scope
certainly enables you to see better-after
you are familiar with using it. Time after
time, I've had shooters ask to look through
a scoped handgun and never get it posi
tioned so they can see through it. That's
not a slam at scoped handguns or at the
shooters, It's simply a fact of life that
shooting rapidly and accurately with a
scoped handgun doesn't happen automat-
ically when you bolt qne to your gun, It SIX MONTHS AHEAD
simply takes practice to become comfort- The time to experiment with new equip-
able and "automatic" with a scoped hand- ment is six months before hunting season;
gun, Personally, I find I'm at least as fast; not six days before, When you hunt you
and probably considerably more accurate (Continued on page 48)
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THE NEW-GUN BUG
Obviously the shooter with a lot of

experience can get the "new gun bug" too.
But, he usually knows what he's doing and
will make his buy in time to get set up right
before hunting, If he doesn't find things to
his liking, he'll simply use his other equip
ment. Compare that to the novice who
practices with .38 wadcutters in his .357
and suddenly decides he needs a .44 Mag
num. He rushes out and trades his M-19 for
a Super Blackhawk .44 Magnum complete
with dies, bullet mold and powder three
days prior to season's opening. Chances
are slim that this guy is going to have it
together in three days. He obviously would
have been better off practicing with his
.357 for tl;lree days rather than trying to
buy his way to success.

W ith hunting seasons either a~

. proachmg or m full swmg, It s
tempting to buy new equipment. Some
times even desirable, Most of the time you
are better off staying with the familiar and
reliable that you've been using, When
reliability suffers-that's the time to get it
fixed or get into new gear in a hurry..

Swapping guns, particularly to go from
one caliber to another or from a revolver to
a single shot at the last possible minute is
common. With season close we start
daydreaming about getting the sights on
hair. Anxiousness increases our willingness
to buy, This malady is more of a problem
with novices who are prone to believe they
can buy their way to success. Just isn't in
the cards, Charlie, it's still the guy behind
the gun that has to locate the game and
point the pistol.
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"ASK FOR OUR EXTENSIVE CLIP LINE"
Fa' answers to your questions. send self addressed
stamped envelope. For UP·OATEO production price
list. include 2 Bucks to cover our expenses Will Ig
no,e inquiries without cover cost. For foreign mail.
price is $3.75

.1XO

JHO
JHO
JHO
JHO
JHO
.1HO
.1><0

JHO

.1XO

.1HO
9mm

9mm
9mm
Qmm

9mm
9mm
9mm
Qmln

9mm
.10

JH
45
45

45
45
45
45

22 AR·7 hplorcr (15 rd!lo) 19.95

22 Manln ~lIdcl~ 995. 9X9 M2 (15 nb) 14.95
22 (ilcnfild Model 70 (15 rd!lo) 14.95

22 tlarrlllgton & Rlt:hard~on (15 rd~. Magnum 2295

SPORTING RiflE CLIPS
22.1 Rugt'r mml 14 (20 rd~) 14.95

22.1 Ruger ~11m 14 (.10 rd~) 1f!.95

303 Hrl1l!1oh l.ee fnfield (10 rd,) 16.95

30X WlOeht'~ler XX or 100 (X rd~) 12.95

.lOX Rt'mmgltln 740. 742. 760 (X rd~) 22.Y5

24.1 Remington 740. 742. 760 (X rd~) 22 Y5

.10 Of! Rt'mlllglOn 741). 742. 760 (Ill rd .... 25.Y5) 12 rt"- 2K.Y5

TO MAKE YOUR OROER
Please print or type clearly. Compute your own tax on your
order. Include mailing charges. 2 days in·plant with Money
Order. 3 weeks for check to clear Bank.

SURVIVAL RiflE CLIPS

CAliBER DESCRIPTION
22 Astra Constable
22 Browning Belgium made

22 Bro",'mng U.S. made

22 Berena Ilts K rds & 10 rd~ l>pecify
22 Colt :"c\\, or Old mod. spe
22 HI Stand. ViC1or.Cilation.Supermallc. rroph}.
12 HI StandarHU. HA. I>.A. HE. tiE. (jl)

22 Llama f-it. ne\\. mod!>.( 14 rd~. 13.95) Reg. Sill.'

22 Smith & We!'>~on mod 41 (22 lot" mod 619.95

22 Star F~. FR. FRS. Walker PP & PPK S

25 Arm~-(jak~i mod. 9, K 95, (jelc~l late mode

25 Beretta Jet Fire fmfr 1934-1941) 7 rd~.M 95

25 Browmng
25 I itan E278, Stcrling 360

25 Colt .If. late mod.( 15 rds. 16.(5) Reg.si/c

32 Beretta made 19.'410 JX. Bcretla mod. 100

32 Browning pre "af 7 or K round~. Spccily

32 Colt. Cc!>ka. Hernardelli. Remington
32 Mau!'>cr A·(j 7 rd~

.12 Sa\ age I0 rd~.

.12 Walter 7.65 rPK (15 rd~. 16.50) Reg. Sill.'

.12 Walter PPK S (15 rd~. 16.50) Reg. Sill.'

w. ,,"d m.", mil'. cli,. "., Ii"." 'If '''i, .d.
A~tra Con~lablc (15 rd~. 16.501 Keg. Slie
Ut!'(Clla 19.14 to 19.1X

Ucrt·tta 70'~ (15 rd~. 16.50) Reg. Sill.'

Uack·up 9mm Kur/. A~tra .1()(X)

I lama fit all ne"" (~od. I5 rd~. 16.50) Reg.SlIe

Mab.mod.I). \1au~er HScOrgle~.Remingtun

Star 1-1 h!lot Mod. (15 rd~. 16.50) Reg. Silt'

Star 1-"1 Snd. Mud. (15 rd!lo 16.001 Reg. Sue

Slar Super Model SM

Waltt'r PI' & PPK S (15 rd~. 16.501 Reg. Slle

Walter PPK (15 rd~ 16.50) Reg. Sue

Uru""ntng H.P. 00 rd~..14.951

Beretta M92 (.10 rd!lo..14 (5) 25 rd!lo.
Smith & We!lo~on ~tJd . .19(14 rdl>. "17.95) Reg.

Smllh & We~~11O \1od.59{JOrd~ . .14.95IReg.SI

Star Mlldel A. Slar Mud.u. Star U!Io. Reg.SlIt·
Starltght BK M & UK S (14 rd~.17.(5)Reg.SlIe

Walter P.1X & tJ.1XK (14 rd~. 17.95) Reg SlIe

Radom 1'.15 (14 rdl>. 17_(5) Reg. Sill.'

Mau~('r Para bellum (IO rd!lo. 14.95) Keg. SlIe

I okart'\ Mau~t'r 7.6.1 and 7.65

Colt KlOllc!lo~ ~mo~e1t.~~ 7 or X Round!lo

Colt fit!lo all mod. 25 rd!lo 26.1l5 20 rd!lo.
Iktonlt'~ (15 reb. 1X(95) REg. Sill'

I.lama fit, al ne"" mod. (25 rd!lo. 26.95) Reg, Si/e

Slar Mod. P.S, (25 rth. 26.1l51 Rt'g. Sill'
Slar Mod. P.D, (15 reb 17.1l5) Reg. Sill'

Bro""ning D A



NEW CHARTER
EXPLORER II TARGET PISTOL
Take hold of the most exciting new handgun on
the market. .. the new Explorer II by Charter Arms I

The Explorer II is a semi-automatic, clip
fed target pistol. functionally proven from de
sign to performance. It has a style all its own l

This highly accurate .22 LR pistol comes with
8-round magazine and standard 8" barrel which
can be interchanged with other barrel lengths to
be announced soon.

Operation is simple. Insert the 8-round
magazine, cock and fire l At the same time, an
extra magazine can be securely held in the
Shur-Hold simulated walnut grip to give shooters
the option of firing a total of 16 rounds without
wasting time to reload the clip. For increased ac
curacy, a long-eye relief scope can be attached
with Charter's accessory scope mount It's the
perfect gun for target shooting, plinking or
varmints.

The 'Explorer II features a new adjustable
rear sight with square notch, elevation reference
line and definite click Indication Has snag-free

blade front sight, convenient thumb safety and
heat-cured, semi-gloss, textured black enameled
finish.

Accessories available Explorer II scope
mount which accommodates any standard 1"
dovetailed ring, extra 8-round magazines, op
tional barrels (available soon) and handsome
black vinyl gun case with humidity-proof pad
ding.

Note. All Charter Explorer II's are tested
for functional reliability and are sighted in at the
factory. Each gun is covered by a Charter Arms'
one year full warranty.

Get the Explorer II wherever fine hand
guns are sold. It's just one of the many innovative
products in the Charter Arms line. Write today for
a FREE catalog with all the details on the Charter
Arms line of quality products. Dealers Inquire.

§ Charter Arms Corporation
CJIAR'I'm Fine American Handguns

ARMS 475Sniffens Lane, Stratford, CT 06497

Shown: Explorer II with standard 8"
barrel (6" & 10" bbls. available as later
option), standard 8-round mag. & extra
mag. (optional) Explorer II scope
mount is an optional accessory and
naturally does not come with scope.
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BY CLAUD S. HAMILTON

PISTOLSMITHING

wooden surface to force the plug home
and hold it 'til the bushing could be swung
into the locked position.

Once assembled, there is no detectable
difference in the way the pistol operates
manually. A friend and I took the pistol to
the range to see how it might perform with
the new system and the old.

Over the years I have learned that I do
not do very well until I have shot a few
groups, so we took along a .45 to which I
have recently added a fine Bar Sto stainless
steel barrel which fits so tightly that the
gun will not yet cycle properly. We each
fired it a magazine or two and got
"warmed up."

TEST FIRING GROUPS
Then we moved to the new Series 70/

Mk IV, "as issued," and fired two groups,
each, standing, two hands, and sitting, two
hands off of a sand bag rest. I broke the
gun down and inserted the D.B.P. recoil
parts and we repeated the drill. All groups
were fired using Super Vel 190 JHPs, and
there were no malfunctions of any kind.
Our impressions were completely subjec
tive, of course, but here's what we found:

a. We agreed that we did a little bit
better shooting in terms of accuracy, with
the new D.B.P. recoil system. I could not
prove this from an analysis of the targets; it
was just a clear impression we shared.

b. We were both surprised to note what
seemed to be a little bit sharper recoil with

(Continued on page 26)

D .B.P. Engineering of New Orleans,
has recently started production of a

new recoil system for the Government
Model Colt and the Commander.

The D.B.P. system is really quite simple.
It substitutes two stainless steel parts for
standard Colt parts: a long recoil spring
guide and an open-ended recoil spring
plug. These differ from the Colt parts in
that the guide extends all the way to the
muzzle and controls the spring throughout
its entire travel. The open-ended plug
serves to provide better control of the
recoil spring in compression and to pre
vent kinking arid buckling. More consis
tent and even spring performance from
shot to shot, says the company, should give
better functional reliability. Felt recoil is
reported to be more manageable foi the
shooter, and better groups are possible off
the Ransom Rest.

WATCH RECOIL SPRING PLUG
The D.B.P. System was tried in a new

Series 70/Mk IV .45. As always with these
pistols, care is required to assure that the
recoil spring piug is kept under control and
pointed away from the face as it is re
moved. This plug is under considerable
pressure and can easily put out an eye if
you get careless.

After disassembling the pistol in the
usual way, and removing the slide from the
receiver, and the recoil spring, guide and
plug, place the slide upside down with
barrel and bushing in locked position.
D.B.P. advises that all parts be well-oiled
at this point. The new long recoil spring /
guide is placed in position first, resting on '/...
the bottom of the barrel and with its base
against the barrel link. Next, the recoil
spring is inserted from the front and seated
all the way home on the guide. This is not
as easy as it sounds; the guide has a
specially made enlarged seat at rear to
tightly control the spring and it takes a bit
of doing to get the spring onto this seat.

Next, the slide is assembled to the re
ceiver in the usual manner and the slide
stop pin is inserted and locked. Cock and
lock the hammer with the thumb safety to
hold the slide securely in position. Place
the new, open ended plug over the recoil
spring. Keep forward the end which has
the retaining cut inside to catch the spring
and the groove on the outside which mates
with the barrel bushing. This plug is more
difficult to seat than the original because of Comparison of longer D~P spring guide
its sharp edge. I found it wise to use a fiat (top) and standard Colt part (below).

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981
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BULLSEYE
BANDGUN

ACCESSORIES
The Complete Tune Up Center

Price Includes UPS Postage
KIT # I-H FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS $ 8.45

Hunting Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT # I-T FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS $ 8.45
Target Model Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 60%

KIT # I-A FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-COMPLETE TUNE-UP KIT .. '... $10.45
With New Style Hammer Spring To Eliminate Hammer Shock. Included: Your Choice Of Either
Hunting Or Target Trigger Spring-Please Specify.

KIT #I-A FITS ALL NEW MODEL RUGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVERS-HAMMER SPRING ONLy $ 4.00

KIT #2 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE COLT MARK III TROOPERS & LAWMAN REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT # 3 FITS ALL CENTER FIRE SMITH & WESSON' FRAME REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #4 FITS ALL RUGER SECURITY-SIX & SPEED-SIX REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #5 FITS ALL SMITH & WESSON K & N FRAME REVOLVERS $11.50
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up.To 45%

KIT # 6 FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS $ 2.85
Fast Snap Hammer Spring-Insures Primer Fire With All Primers

KIT #6-A FITS THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDERS-COMPLETE TUNE-UP KIT : $ 9.45
Heavy Duty Hammer & Safety Spring. Plus 40% Lighter Trigger Spring

KIT #7 FITS ALL COLT PYTHON & OLDER STYLE COLT TROOPER REVOLVERS $ 9.45
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

KIT #8 FITS ALL BROWNING HI-POWER $13.50
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9 FITS ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER & CROWN CITY ARMS .... $14.45
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #9-A FITS ALL COLT GOVERNMENT MODELS170 SERIES HARDBALLER & .............•.....•..... $14.45
CROWN CITY ARMS-TARGET KIT
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Reduces Slide Power For Target Loads

KIT # 10 FITS ALL COLT COMMANDER MODELS & CROWN CITY ARMS $14.45
Reduces Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT #11 FITS ALL SMITH & WESSON MODELS 39 & 59 $13.50
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45% & Increases Slide Power 15%

KIT # 12 FITS ALL DAN WESSON CENTER FIRE REVOLVERS $ 8.60
Reduces Double & Single Action Trigger Pull Up To 45%

BULLSEYE WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHT BLADES-FITS ALL COLT & RUGER FIREARMS $ 7.45
Will Not Blur Out

NOW AVAILABLE ... THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

BULLSEYE STONE KITS
Stones so different you have to use them to believe it. Completely stone out a handgun in less than Yo the time of a regular
type stone.
TRAIL SIZE $14.45 MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE $26.45

BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for So.W. Ruger Sec-Six & Colt Python (2 sizes)
to remove end shake from cylinder to insure proper headspace. 30 Pes. Set $21.50

BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT
For use with So.W. & Ruger Sec-Six Rev $19.45
when installing custom barrels and not using front barrel lug. enough for 20 guns

BULLSEYE DRIMEL TOOL KIT
Over 80 pes. to help polish out the works in fine guns
and jewel the hammers & triggers a must in a gunshop $24.50

BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS
Used for crowning and throating barrels; also very good for polishing out frames
where stones are too slow (6 pes. kit) $19.50

BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND
A 900 micron range lapping compound that will give a glass smooth finish to your work (2 oz. bOllle) $13.50

BULLSEYE GUN POLISH
The finest you will ever use to help keep your guns beautiful $ 5.50
Also the best glass polish for your shooting glasses and scope lens

BULLSEYE GUN LUBE
Slickest stuff around-2 oz. bottle $ 5.50

FROM CUSTOM WORK-TO TUNE UP KITS-WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

~
TRAPPER GUN INC.
28019 Harper

" SI. Clair Shores. Michigan 48081
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MARCHIAPRIL.1981

(313-779-8750)

For Overseas Postage Include
$1.50 extra (All checks or M.O. in U.S. Funds.
Dealers inquire about special prices.



RANSOM REST TEST

;BESTGROUP
2.41 inches
1.12 inches--

AVERAGE GROUP
2.707 inches
1.505 inches

But, remember, please, that this gun was
not tuned in any way and was in fact "right
out of the factory box."

D.B.P. rests their cast for improved per
formance on their claim that the long
recoil spring guide keeps' the spring under
better control and makes slide action more
consistent round to round. I am not
equipped to test out this claim in depth,
but my clear impression is that they are
correct. Installing this system won't give
you a "tuned" gun, but it has a definite
contribution to offer. D.B.P. offers the sys
tem for the Government Model for $28.50
and for the Commander for $33.50. D.B.P.
Engineering, 7821 Willow Street --M
New Orleans, LA 70118. ~

Muzz'e view of the two systems. Co't
is on the right and DSP on the 'eft.

RECOIL SYSTEM
Colt "As I.~sued'·

D.B. . System .

the D.B,P. system. It was as though a
"hotter" load had been substituted, which
of course we had not done.

c. Martha Penso, my companion, felt
that she sensed less of the characteristic
"twisting of the wrist" the .45 is famous
for. I didn't share her impression and my
observation of her hands in firing tends to
confirm my belief that there is no less twist
with the new system. This seems to make
sense to me; after all it is the starting of
rotation of that heavy 230 grain ball to the
left that makes the gun want to rotate
around to the right, and that has nothing to
do with the recoil system as far as I can see.

D.B.P., in their literature, state that they
were able to get better accuracy off the
Ransom Rest with their new system. Our
next step was to mount the Series 70/
Mk IV Colt on the rest and see what sort of
groups we could get with the early morn
ing "Coffee shakes" eliminated. Here we
did get a clear difference. I fired several
groups using a splendid lot of old Norma
230 grain JHPs and some Super Vel 190
JHPs and got distinctly better groups using
the D.B.P. system:

Nothing to write home about? I agree.

(Continued from page 24)

PISTOLSMITHING

All around hard working
holster for sportsmen and
police.

Safety strap is behind the
hammer for asafe, snug fit.

Extra wide belt loop for
added strength.

Double stitched at stress
points.

Takes up to a 2if4' belt.

Fine suede lining optional
(shown)

THE WORK HORSE
MODEL #20

M~OO CHRONOCRAPH
.VELOCITY TEST llII•••••

YOUR RELOADS <1

.FROM $79 ill .~"",~~.,
-WRITE FOR FREEn ~ '''-:. J.~'

TEST REPORT: 0
Cust. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

INTRODUCING:

· .
~ DREADNAUGHT ~
: 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. .••.•••.....••.•.•.•...•••••..........
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CLOSE COMPANION
MODEL #30

(Continued from page 14)

SIGHT SETTINGS shoot for the next Olympic team.
However, after the Olympics what? Unless'
shooting is made a television sport, we'll
never have the tournament pnze money
needed to attract millions to shooting. It

they available to the apartment dweller was not done in tennis and golf until 10-20
in D.C. or Miami, as the fun bullseye use years ago. I will always believe with the
to be? proper emphasis by the NRA, it could be

Had Smitty Brown lived beyond 1957, done for shooting.
he would probably now have shooting on When the NRA gets that rare television
equal status with tennis, both money and time now, I regret seeing our spokesmen
prestige. Along with his clowning and get sidetracked on self·defense issues and
laughing at himself and with others, were crime statistics. The NRA is the Nation~al
some very futuristic promotional ideas for Governing Body for a sport-shooting.
tournaments. Even in the '50's, he was Take the offensive, not the defensive, with
working on having television screens be· how many Olympic, Pan American and
hind shooters so spectators could watch World Championship shooting tea,ms
their targets, knowing that from spectator there are and how many medals they have
interest, acceptance and participation won for the U.S. A sport will be much
would come growth for the sport. harder to outlaw, (kick boxing even gets

Unfortunate for shooting that television TV time); don't get involved in laws and
is such a big part of youngster's lives. For a crime stories. Brag about how many Amer·
week after McEnroe beat Borg at the U.S. ican women are NRA members, instead of
Nationals, I saw boys and girls rushing to not knowing that figure, and how many
our city tennis courts. They might have youngsters are in training for the Olympic
headed to the ranges had they seen shoot· shooting teams. Promote the sport, and the
ers winning at Camp Perry. Expenses for means for performing that sport will have
those parents will be more for tennis better chance to survive its critics and
coaches and high entry fees than they enetnies.
would be buying a Feinwerkbau air rifle Next issue, what ever happened to NRA
for their son and daughter and seeing them PPC Match I?! LUCY

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981

The only pancake type
design with a rear sight
and elbow protector.

Safety strap secures
behind the hammer for a
long lasting snug fit.

Ideal for dress belts with
1'12" bell slots (1 %
optional)

A high ride holster that's
not top heavy.

Fine suede lining optional
(shown)

EN£6AD£
HDLSTER &LEATHER CD.
P.D. Box 31546
Phoenix, Arizona 85046

EACH ONLY 524.95 unlined $31.95 lined
Basket weave add $3.00

Renegade wants you to have the best! Try
one of these outstanding holsters for 30
days. If you're not completely satisfied,
we'll cheerfully refund your money.

Available for S/W K & Nframe: Colt & Ruger S-6 IDA)
Specify: Make. model. caliber. bbl. lengfh 12'/i'. 4". 6'11')
russet or black. plain or basketweave.
Send check or money order to:



"SCORE with the primer of champions!
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lipState

Please send me more information on the product
advertised here.

*RWS SINOXID is absolutely
uniform in every detail. The shape
and contour never varies,
guaranteeing perfect reloads ...
case after case!

* RWS SINOXID assures positive
ignition ... there's never a misfire!

1----------
COUPON

I
II Name

Address

I City

I Mall coupon to:
Dynamit Nobel of America, Inc.

I 105 Stonehurst Court. Northvale. NJ 07647 I
do Sporting Arms Division

I__----~__~/~I

"

It May Well Be The Least Expensive
Insurance You Can Buy!

~ Lock up your guns in a heavy duty*' steel chest designed to protect your
rifles, pistols, and shotguns from

~~. theft or vandalism. As your
'*~ PERSONAL SECURITY GUARD

the Treadlok Chest provides
safekeeping for guns, camera '

dl k® equipment. electronic devices,a 0 .'siiver:jewelry,and valuable
heirlooms .

ecur.-ty· wr;:::orfil
catalog ~

Chests~ ~' ..::'
Dept. AH-3
P.O Box 13207 • Roanoke.. Va. 24032
Telephone (703) 982-688"

Dllnamil Nobel

•••

* RWS SINbxID is non-corrosive
and will never cause barrel pitting
or .rusting.

* RWS SINOXID is non-mercuric so
may be fired in a closed area with
out any toxic effect.

*RWS SINOXID though sensitive,
is safe to transport and stores
indefinitely in varying climates.

Expert shooters, including some of
the top benchresters,rely on
superior RWS SINOXID priming
composition:

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.
105 Slonehurst Court, Northvale. New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767-1660 .Telex 134- 405

In simple gratitude I would like to relate
to you an experience I had with Ted
Schiermeier.

I ordered a set of his two-handed grips
for an improved Blackhawk frame.
When the grips arrived, there was a
small chip in one panel at the trigger
guard filler and a tapered gap was
evident at the front seam of the grips.

Not being particularly upset, I stuffed
the grips back in the jiffy bag in which
they had been shipped and returned
them to Schiermeier, along' with a note
explaining the problem. I also enclosed a
check for the difference in price between
the grips for the Ruger and plain walnut
forend and grip f9r a Contender, which I
had acquired in the meantime.

Well, the other night upon returning
home from work, I noticed a jiffy bag
propped up against my door left there by
the mailman (all this takes place through
first class mail and so Mr. Schiermeier's
response time is quite short) and, sure
enough, upon opening I discovered the
forend and grip for my Contender. The
darndest looking walnut I ever ~aw in
my life. Sure looked a lot like myrtle.

A phone call to Schiermeier the next
day confirmed my suspicion that the two
pieces were well-matched dark myrtle.
When I inquired as to whether or not he
had made a mistake because, after all,
the myrtle is significantly more
expensive, .he informed me that he had
not made a mistake but that this was his
manner of assuring that I would be a
satisfied customer.

Subsequently, Ed Harris from the
NRA mentioned that an acquaintance of
his had received similar service from
Schiermeier.

David M. Croyle
Lake Ridge, Virginia

SATISFIED CUSTOMER
PRAISES GRIP MAKER

Give today's handgunners yesterday's
guns, make them shoot one-handed, and
you'll find they are not better than the
shooters of the 30's. Harry Reeves once
fired a 34 x 50 score on the old Army
"A" target at 500 yards! I knew a shooter
personally that fired 5-shot groups at 25
yards (with an original 1858 Remington
.44) that could be covered with a half
dollar! That's worse??

Steve Lasser
Marysville, CA
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30'5 HANDGUNNERS
REALLY COULD SHOOT

SPEAK
our



BAG TWOIDBIIBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT ;.. ANYWHEREI
Buy OBI Books Locally - or Order by Mail! . .

'~lv_.-. .

#CU8916

#GT8816

8795

By John E. Traister
With this "first.of its kind" handbook,
Traister introduces you to practically
every tool used in professional gun
shops: blueing equipment, checkering
tools, drill presses, lathes, handtools, .
files, and a host of others. The text is
supplemented with hundreds of photos
and drawings. Chapters on choosing
and building a workbench, stock work,
even 'how to obtain'a complete power ..
shop for around $1 OO,and much more.
All the fundamentals, plus many tips
for the expert. 256 8%" x 11" pages.

Edited By Ken Warner
Heretofore, most coverage of custom
guns.and their makers has.been limited
mainly to a chapter or so in general
books on guns of all types. Warner
elevates the craft to its deserved
eminence with this extensive look at the
state of the art; investigating checker
ing, woods, barrels, actions, sights,
finishes and more. Articles by those who
own them, such as JohnT. Amber;
opinions, tastes, likes and dislikes. An
overview on price and demand trends.
Components and accessories direc
tory, and most importantly, an Artisan S895Directory, listing gunsmiths and spe-
cialty shops by type. Fully illustrated. .
For anyone who ownS orwants to own a
customized firearm.256 ·8%" x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Review of

CUSTOM GUNS

Gun Digest Book Of

GUNSMITHING
TOOLS...And
Their Uses

#SD5726

Edited by Ken Warner

DBI Launches A Brand New Annual!

~~KNIVES '81

SHOTGUN DIGEST ~~~
Edited by 2nd Edition ~
Jack Lewis and Jack Mitchell
Good rea<;Jing on all facets of the
world of shotguns.Jack Mitchell rebuilds
a badly neglected 1920 vintage
Winc'hester Mbdel12, adds thousands
of dollars worth of exquisite engraving,
by Master Engraver George Spring
and beautiful checkering by Steve
Fisher, resulting in a $15,000 master
piece. Modern innovations, such .
as Rottweil's newmovable rib and Ljutic's
spacegun.The classics of each type
of shotgun design, understanding
chokes,comparing gauges, the howand
why of collecting modestly priced
guns. Looks at police shotguns for the
'80's, the proper gauges and loads .
for different winged game and a simple
approach to shotgun reloading by .
Dean' Grennell. Much more.
288 8%" x 11" pages.

The A to Z source forcurrent information
on all major knives and knifemakers,
custom and factory. Together with knife
expert Jim Woods, Warner examines
design trends, knifemaking techniques,
b.lade steels, sheaths, handle material,
trimmings and the knives themselves.
There's a directory with over 400

, custom knifemakers, plus manufac
turers of commercial cutlery, retail
specialty stores, mail order houses. A
fascinating look at this diverse world
from working knives for the hunter to
elegant Damascus daggers for the
collector. Undoubtedly the finest
compact catalog of knives and sources
available! Over 600 photos.
192 8%" x 11 "pages. '

".

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

complete disassembly procedure,
down to the last pin, spring and screw.
Accompanying the text are hundreds
ofclose-up photographs showing the
most intricate detail. Where reassem
bly involved more than just revers
ing the order, Wood illustrates the
more complicated steps to "avoid an
embarrassing trip to the gunsmith
carrying a 90X full of parts". Each vol
ume also includes an illustrated sec
tion on tools, and a list of sources for
specialized items. All told, this series

. gives the most comprehensive, uni
form and professional presentation
available to either hobbyist or gun
smith. Each book contains 288 to 320
8%" x 11" pages.

Originally scheduled for four parts,
this highly regarded series has now
been expanded to five with this vol
ume on shotguns. In Parts Iand II, the
author broke down automatic pistols
and revolvers; in Parts III and IV, rim
fire and centerfire rifles. Here he dis
mantles and reassembles shotguns
with the same expertise and meticu
lous detail. He covers most modern
guns, includes a broad selection of
the older, more popular guns' and
adds some not-so-popular, tricky
ones. Disassembly takes you step-by
step to the "field strip" level, caution
jng about proceeding furtherwitl)out
having developed a basic mechan
ical aptitude. With that note of advice,
Wood continues to aescribe the

Announcing the fifth volume in this unique series!
Gun Digest Book Of

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY ByJ. B. Wood
PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS
#FP8616 $8.95 .

PART II: REVOLVERS .
#FR8626 $8.95

PART III: RIMFIRE
RIFLES
#RR8636 $8.95

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES
#CR8646 $8.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656... , ... $8.95

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!



Book I

Book I

$

$

$
Book I

Book I

Name, _
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HANDGUN LEATHER is a thick cream. Following the instruc
tions, I rubbed a small quantity of the

(Continued from pa:;e 18) mink oil into the dry leather with my finger
tips, replacing the vital oils which had been
lost over the years. Leaving the rig over-

Bianchi Gunleather. It contains mink oil night so it would absorb a maximum of the
conditioner, saddle soap, a silicone solu- cream, the following morning I wiped itl'iff
tion, and a dressing (Gunleather Lotion). with a soft paper towel, bringing it back to
Included are four sheeps wool applicators a rich, soft luster.
and an informative booklet on proper The mink oil was followed by a treat-
leather care. ment with the Gunleather Lotion. BeiI}g a

One of my prized possessions is an Andy liquid, it gets into any areas which might
Anderson Walk & Draw Western fast draw have been missed with the mink oil. Quot-
rig purctJ.ased in the mid 1960's. Being one ing from the booklet supplied with the kit:
of my favorites, it gets a lot of use. When "Gunleather Lotion is a treatment that
not being used, it hangs in the basement, provides some nutrient value to the
not the best place to store leather articles, leather, softening and preserving for
due to the dampness. The belt was begin- longer life and vitality. It also gives a deep
ning to show. the first signs of deterioration luster and shine to a treated article." The
with surface cracks from dryness. Here was Lotion was allowed to dry overnight also,
the perfect subject to test the Bianchi kit and the rig was then buffed with a soft
on. paper towel. This combination of mink oil

Si.nce the rig wasn't dirty, I skipped the and Gunleather Lotion applications
saddle soap and went directly to the mink brought my favorite Anderson rig back to
oil conditioner. "Oil" is a misnomer, as this its original condition and beauty.
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HANDLOADING
(Continued from page 16)

SO as to attempt to squeeze the walls of the
fired case to ~n equal diameter from
mouth to rim, a bulge would probably
appear at the junction of the case wall and
the web. .

And, finally, without the taper intro
duced in resizing, there would be a situa
tion wherein the cartridge would rest at the
bottom of the chamber so as to cause the
bullet to be positioned out of alignment
with the forcing cone. The result, ofcourse,
would cause needless bullet deforJ:l1ation
and lost accuracy.

There is it constant effort on the part of
reliable, established die manufacturers to
make' resizing dies that will enable the
handloader to turn out the most accurate
ammunition possible. Those of you who
have magnum pistol resizing dies for
straight-sided cases should be aware that
the properly resized case creates a most
desirable foundation for maximum ac
curacy. However, if you find that you have
a resizing die that does not produce a slight
taper in your straight-sided magnum re~

volver brass, it is best to resize no more
than a distance equivalent to the depth to
which the bullet is seated. If irreguliu
chamber diameters within the cylinder of
your gun prevent this practice, deeper
resizing with a die that introduces the

necessary taper will be unavoidable.
A slight rolled crimp at the junction of

the copper half-jack and the lead on
swaged bullets, and at the crimping groove
on cast bullets, is recommended. Thi.s
crimp is necessary, especially with the .41
Magnum and other magnum revolver
rounds, -to prevent bullets from becoming
dislodged. The correct amount of crimp
can be set through careful adjustment of
the bullet-seating die in two-die. sets, or
somewhat more easily with a separate
crimping die in three-die sets.

My observation over the years has been
that many handloaders tend to set too
heavy a crimp in apparent compliance
with the idea that more is better. Actually,
overcrimping will cause unnecessary bul
let damage, increased pressure, and will
succeed in shortening the life of cases. The
correct amount of crimp should therefore
be no more than is needed to hold the
bullet firmly in place, and you will find
that this can be accomplished with moder
ate pressure applied to the press handle..

The .41 Magnum is not to be overlooked
for being underpowered. It is equally il
logical to classify it as an oddball simply
because it generally failed acceptance by a
majority of police departments. It makes a
lot more sense to regard this quiet use
ful cartridge on its merit. It is, in this
light, possessed of excellent bal
ance in terms of reloadability, and out-
standing potential in terms of ....
effective power. ~



West Coast outfit that will make the gun
tells us that a production model is at least a
year away, and that no magazine writers
will get prototypes, only Jeff.

The first stainless steel guns from Char
ter Anns are now being produced. These
are special limited edition guns with only
500 being made, but they are sure to be The lilt
forerunners of things to come. ' ' ..

The .25 auto from Sile/Seecamp should ' IIW....II
be in production and hitting the market by
the time you read this. The delay, we hear, at Hornady
was 'caused by a decision to up produc-
tion-better the customer should wait a bit
so that dealers would have a continuing WHEN you open a box of Homady Match bullets, you'll find not only
flow after the initial shipments. a premium match bullet, but a lot of care and confidence as well.

The .357 Magnum auto by Coonan It's put there by the "Matchmakers" at the Hornady plant in Grand
Arms may be in production by the time Island, Nebraska. They're dedicated shooters, too .. .interestedin help-
you read this, but this is based on some ing you score better and keenly aware of what it takes to do the job.
additional financing. Bill Coonan is hop- They know that uniformity is the key to accuracy in bullet produc-
ing for a February start-up, and advises tion...and that every step in the Homady bullet making process must
that the second prototype is functioning be performed with unvarying precision. Every jacket must be drawn
beautifully. to the exact same thickness ...every tiny point must be carefully

We have, on the desk, no less than three formed and the concentricity of the projectile must be maintained. ".
separate drawings of prototype .45 auto Joyce Homady said it best: "Accuracy is our business and it doesn't
pistols. All are just paper guns at this time, just happen. You have to make it happen by minding those few
and only one is what could be called thousandths or ten thousandths ofan inch."
revolutionary in design. One is from a very Hornady makes 113 bullets for handloading and 5 of these
talented designer in Canada who is work- bear the exclusive MATCH label. Pick one of them for your next
ing to get ajob in the U.S. Another is from competitive shoot.
a Californian who spent a lot of time and 30 cal.
money testing more than two dozen autos 22 cal. 7MM New National Match
in both .45 and 9mm and concluded that a
design utilizing the best points of many of IE $
the test guns could be worked up; nothing
startling here, and from the drawing it 52 gr. BTHP 53 gr. HP 162 gr. BTHP 190 gr. BTHP
seems that from twenty feet it would look
just like a Colt Government Model .45. H _#loIg;elo(9QitituAiJko!Ii@jj

In the "Anything is possible" Depart- d 168 gr. BTHP
ment, watch for a report on a .375 Win. Or:K1B y
Mag. revolver in a future issue ~ I I B""lle"'s Hornady Manufacturing Co. Dept. AH-3
of American Handgunner. ~ ......., Box 1848 Grand Island, Nebr. 68801
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INDUSTRY INSIDER

Another leather care product I have
tried is Lexo!. This is a . liquid leather
preservative using neats foot oil as a base.
It is easily available, often seen wherever
shoe polish is sold. While Lexol works well
in preserving leather, I have had trouble
with it becoming contaminated. It appears
to become contaminated from rust form
ing in the metal can it -comes in. While not
a problem when used on dark brown or
black leather, I often used Lexol on new
natural leather, and the finished article
would have dark streaks in the finish.
Lexol has recently appeared packaged in
plastic bottles. This should prevent the rust
problems.

If you have a favorite belt and hol
ster rig, give it the proper care and it
will last a lifetime. Any of the above
products will keep it
like new for you.

(Continued from page 6)



Shooting NRA with the

By William F Krentz

Learning'about new
equipmen0 shooting)
and mounting
technique can bring
added accuracy

32

Since the advent of the cartridge revolver and the auto
loading pistol there has been very little real change in

the handgun. Along about the turn of the century a man by
the name ofE. Patridge introduced what we know today as
patridge sights, i.e., square front sight post and square rear
sight notch. This was a big step in the development of the
accuracy potential of the pistol. Except for some sophis
tication of windage and elevation mechanisms, progress
stopped right there. There has been many new develop
ments in most areas of firearms and ammunition interest,
but sighting equipment on target handguns has been, for
the most part, at a standstill.

Within the last decade however, the scope-mounted
pistol has appeared on the scene in increasing quantities.
Hunters were the first to use a scope on a pistol and more
recently shooters are discovering the advantages for bulls
eye tournament shooting. Optical sights are allowed in
NRA competition, (rule 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). At the 1978 U.S.
National Championship Pistol Matches at Camp Perry
Ohio, approximately 6 percent of the competitors were
using some kind of an optical sight. One year later at the
1979 National Matches, 13 percent of the shooters were
using scopes.

Since the scoped target pistol is relatively new, there is
much to learn about equipment, methods of mounting and
shooting technique. Conversation with prospective scope
shooters at Camp Perry and some of the Regional Matches
indicate that shooters are having difficulty getting a scope



Colt National Match .38 Special midrange with Sushnell Magnum Phantom 1.3X
mounted on a Custom Grip Plate Mount by D. W. James solves problem of the
slide with scope and mount attached that becomes too heavy to function right.

Above, High Standard
Military .22LR below
Leupold Modei'.S 2X on

. Weav.~ J" extension
rings and # 16 bases.

Selow, Colt .38 Special
conversion equipped
with grip mount and
adapter for Sushnell
1.3X Phantom Scope.

Above, close-up of altered Leupold
Gold Cup slide mount as described in
text. Scope was raised with welded
shims to insure cle~ce for cases.

Left, accuracy improves dramatically
when the scope is added on the pistol.
On the .45, good mounts are a must
to insure scope will not come loose.
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Above, Ruger Mark I with bull
barrel sporting Leupold Model
8 2X mounted with Weaver I"
rings and Weaver No. 32 bases.

properly mounted on their target pistols.
This is especially true with the A5 Aep.
Like any new idea, there are few instruc
tions on "how to" information available.

The basics offiring an accurate shot with
an iron sighted pistol demand that the
sights be aligned perfectly, the trigger
pressed smoothly and straight to the rear
without disturbing that sight alignment
until the pistol is fired and the bullet gets
out of the barrel. It doesn't sound like
much, but a multitude of errors can occur,
and usually do, in this seemingly simple
process. One of the greatest of these errors
is improper sight alignment. A misalign
ment of 1I100th of an inch will move the
point of impact 3 inches at 50 yards. With
an optically sighted pistol "sight align
ment" is accomplished with the scope; and
all of the shot dispersement (error) or
dinarily attributed. to faulty sight align
ment with iron sights is eliminated. A
shooter need only to look thru the scope,
placing the reticle as close to the desired
point of impact as he can hold, and
squeeze the trigger straight and'smoothly
to the rear until the shot breaks. All of

those ugly sevens and eights nor
mally due to the front sight being
over to one side or slightly high
in the rear sight notch as the shot
is fired, will now be nines and
tens. All of the concentration di
rected to perfect sight alignment

with conventional iron sights can now be
placed on holding ability, trigger squeeze
and follow thru.

Some new scope shooters are at first
deterred by the more apparent wobble or
movement of the scoped pistol. For those
willing to go back to the disciplines of

(Continued on page 48)
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HIGH
STANDARD'S

lagid-Fire
PISTOLS

By Charles E. Petty A
company policy decision

made by Carl Swebelius, founder of High Standard, and
George Wilson Sr., chief engineer, in the late 1930s, deter
mined that High Standard would "cater to the target
shooter." Nowhere in their history is the application of this
policy more evident than in their efforts to produce a pistol
for International Rapid-Fire pistol competition. This is a
highly specialized branch of the shooting sports that is little
known in this country, but widely practiced by shooters in
the rest of the world.

From a range of25 meters the shooter faces a bank of five
silhouette targets. Upon his command the targets turn, and
he must fire one shot at each target in the allotted time. The
customary 600 point aggregate is fired in two half-courses of
30 shots each, and in Olympic competition the match is
fired on two consecutive days. The shooter fires two five
shot strings at each time interval for the 300-point match.

These High Standardguns include the experimentalmodel at the top,
and the long slide and short slide versions with milled porting.

High Standard spared no cost
or effort to design the ultimate

pistol for Olympic shooting
34





bpid-Fire
Since the shooter is required to begin

with his arm down at a 45 degree angle,
and not raise it until the targets are faced,
he has only about 3Y2 seconds for a fast
string. Given these circumstances a very
special handgun is required. The .22 Short
is the standard round, for even the mildest

of .22 Long Rifle loads would cause the
shooter to lose sight of the target in recoil,
and there just isn't any time for recovery.

When International Rapid Fire became
an Olympic event in 1948, the competitors
all used special Hammerli and Walther
guns. American shooters used them too,
for there was no suitable American-made
gun. High Standard was quick to recognize
the situation, and the Olympic name first
appeared on a High Standard gun in late
1949.

Their First Model Olympic was simply
an adaptation of their Model G-E to .22
Short. In what is believed to bea first, the
company used aluminum for the slide. The

Above, short slide identical to pistol
used by Col. W. W. McMillan when he
achieved Gold Medal for u.s. in J960.
Left, the only remaining example of a
"lump" barrel. Entire bore has been
milled away, and a forcing cone cut.

Left, barrel with J4 ports. Row on
right side used escaping gases to help
shooter to swing the gun to the right.
Above, Standard first Model Olympic
only model to use the curved magazine.

light metal provided more reliable func
tioning with the Short round. A special
magazine was also needed, and the First
Model Olympic was furnished with a pe
culiar curved design. Functioning wasn't
very reliable, primarily due to the maga
zine, and sales were slow. Only 1200 of the
First Model Olympic were sold before it
was discontinued in 1950 along with all the
other guns of the "G" series. Available
evidence suggests that High Standard con
tinued to try to improve its Olympic
model. I have an experimental First Model
Olympic with aluminum frame and an
unusual muzzle brake, which appears to
be a transition piece between the First and

Above, experimental X-28 is identical
to first Model Olympic except frame
is aluminum and this one has unusu~I

barrel configuration and muzzle brake.
Below is long slide model with vented
barrel. The milling cuts minimized
recoil for even greater gun stability.
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Olympic
Gold for U.S.
hope lies
in future

In the Olympics held in Rome, Italy in 1960, U.S. Olympic Shooting
Team member Col. Bill McMillan won the Rapid-Fire event, giving the
U.S. a Gold Medal. The U.S. has not won the event since then.
Reasons vary as to why.

For one thing, scores are up. In 1948, the first tim~ the Rapid-Fire
event was held, the winning score, by Hungary, was 580. By 1960, it

. took Col. McMillan a 587 to win. The Olympic record was set in 1976
with a score by East Germany, of 597. Although this score has yet to
be beaten in Olympic competition, the event's current winning ticket
still has not dropped appreciably-the 1980 Gold Medal went to
Rumania for a 596, just one point below the record. But not only is
the winning score higher, now it takes a higher score than ever just to
make the team. Col. McMillan calls the score needed to win in 1984
"awesome." It's not getting any easier.

But so are the shooters getting better, and U.S. shooters are better
than ever. So why can't we produce a winner?

One Shooting Team member, Chief Hubert H. Legg, USAF, who
won the Bronze Medal for Standing Pistol in Mexico City in 1973,
says the problem lies in part in the attitude of Americans towards its
shooters. "We don't practice it on a large scale like they do in
Europe, it's not popular here," says Chief Legg. "In Europe,
shooting competition is a national occupation, like our baseball and
football-it's a national sport.

Another obstacle to an individual wanting to become proficient
enough to shoot the Olympics is the high cost of practice equipment:
The target mechanism, which is officially of a mechanical turning
design, would be very costly for an individual to own. Plus, it is well
known that target guns of International target capability are not
cheap, but run into four figures on up.

Also along with the lack of public support and lack of popularity
comes the related problem of no competition. An individual may
practice as much as he wants, but without the benefit of competitive
shooting experiences, he has little chance against the competition
proven Europeans. For the U.S. to scoop its second Gold Medal in
Rapid-Fire in 1984, says Chief Legg, who's seen what it takes, the
shooter will have to have been experienced in shooting under the
pressure of competition. ~.

Col. McMillan thinks there is hope yet for the U.S. "Our Juniors
Program is off and running," he says, "and that's where the talent
lies for the future." The problem with the older members, says
McMillan, is that "they don't specialize." They are proficient at
shooting four or five different guns, and won't settle on one to excel
with. Hopefully, some of the Juniors will settle on Rapid-Fire as a
specialty and the U.S. will have a chance to win a second Gold.

The only thing then, says Col. McMillan, is to concentrate on the
two essential techniques: coordination and timing. We know Amer
icans are capable of winning. They have won in the Pan-American
games and in Rapid-Fire, and a couple of 600's have been shot in
practice sessions, according to Mike Tipa, NRA Asst. Director of
International Activities.

The past shows the U.S. can do it, the future is encouragingly
ahead of us, and the junior talents are being mined. We'll ma,ke it yet.

Second Model Olympics.
When preparations were begun for the

1952 Olympics in Helsinki, High Standard
was determined to compete. According tel
Harry Sefreid, a High Standard engineer
at the time, the company prepared a spe
cial group of ten guns similar to their
Second Model Olympic. These had an
aluminum frame and a muzzle brake simi-
lar to the author's experimental gun. The
curved magazine had been replaced by an
improved design wi-th the same external
dimensions as the Long Rifle type.

For some reason High Standard did
little work on the rapid fire guns between
1952 and 1967. Instead, the focus shifted to
the military. Competitive shooting during
this time was almost completely domi
nated by the service teams. The Army and
Air Force became the power-houses of
shooting with the Navy and Marine Corps
following. Each produced their share of
champions, and it was a Marine, Capt.
W. W. McMillan, who lit up the shooting
world with his gold medal performance at
Rome in 1960. Using a High Standard
Model 102 Supermatic modified by Ma
rine armorers at Quantico, Virginia,
McMillan found himself in a three-way tie
for the gold at the end of the match. A
shoot-off was conducted by firing three
five-shot strings at the four-second time.
McMillan dropped only three points to
give America her' first, and only, Rapid
Fire win. McMillan's feat provided a real
boost in interest in the sport, and the
various military units began serious re
search. Their efforts were direc\ed toward
the modification ofproduction guns. If this
was a handicap, it was certainly not ac
knowledged, and was outweighed by the
ingenuity of the gunsmiths and shooters
who worked closely together.

At the Air Force Marksmanship School,
a number of gunsmiths and shooters
worked on the developments of a rapid
fire gun based on the High Standard.
Among these were shooters Sgt. Edwin
Teague and Maj. Franklin Green, and
gunsmiths Sgt. Lou Willing and Sgt. Bob
Day. The result of their work were several
successful modified guns and a wealth of
experience.

As late as 1967 however, there was no
American production-made gun suitable
for International competition. In a daring
move High Standard independently com
mitted to produce a high quality rapid-fire
gun for American shooters. This was a
risky venture with little chance of profit.
Perhaps profit wasn't their motive.

Beginning in June, 1967, High Standard
assigned George Snyder, Carl Leidke, and
four modelmakers to the project full time.
Their goal was a Gold Medal at Mexico
City in a year. No expense was spared, and
Leidke and Snyder made frequent trips to
Lackland, Ft. Benning, and Quantico to
discuss and test various ideas. The Air
Force co-operated extensively, even to the

(Continued on page 54)
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EDITOR'S NOTE:

I just got through talking with
Chuck Ward, who made this con
version, and he told me a few
things about this good looking
revolver.

Chuck calls it his "Cadillac"
model. That's appropriate. And
this is typical of the type of job he
enjoys working on most. With the
higher-priced conversions, he can
take the time to do all the "little"
things inside that make for a truly
high-quality custom. The list of
things he details inside-the
workings that aren't apparent
outside-are just too numerous to
list here, that's how many there are.
But, if you're interested, you can
write to Chuck at the address in our
contest rules.

Chuck likes working on the
"Cadillac" conversions the most;
however, he also does a whole
range of other work. On your re
volver, besides the full custom, he
offers action work, distinguished
class, 3" street conversions, PPC,
and police utility grade work. On a
customer's Model 10, his basic
"super tune" job runs about $185
with Pachmayr grips included. For
a little more, you can get wood
grips. You can get as much work
done as you want or the' whole
package: barrel shortening, round
ing the butt, complete tune-up with
Class A action, and hand-detailed
finish. He even does some work
other pistolsmiths don't, such as
expanding the yoke shaft for a
tighter fit and better cylinder align
ment, if you want that.

If our custom giveawqy gun
seems a bit oLit of financial reach
for you, you might be interested in
knowing that the same conversion
(on your M25) can be had.for less
because Chuck can fit it with an
Apex barrel instead of the higher
priced Douglas. Of course, if you
want top quality ...

So, if you want your revolver
tuned about as finely as it can
be-or, if you're looking to convert
your out-of-the-box S&W (Chuck
prefers working on Smiths) into
"Cadillac" quality-check into
C. Ward Conversions, and tell 'em
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER sent
you.
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custom

Converting the rolling block pistol
into a superior silhouette competitor

Above, (I-r): J50 gr. Speer spitzer,
J50 gr. Speer boattail, J65 gr. Speer
boattail, J68 gr. Hornady boattail
hollowpoint, J80 gr. Speer boattai',
J25 gr. federal hollowpoint, J50 gr.
federal flatpoint, J70 gr. federal
flatpoint, J70 gr. federal flatpoint,
J50 gr. frontier roundnose, Right,
making the last cuts in the chamber
for a round and concentric chamber.
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"H owdcha do?" I'd spent over two
months testing the custom rolling

block and had decided it was time to get
someone else's impressions ofmy progeny.
Accordingly, I'd asked AI, one of our
better shooters, to meet me at the range
that Saturday to test the pistol in simulated
match conditions. I'd given him the pistol,
300 rounds of assorted factory and re
loaded ammo, and sent him off to Black
Canyon's silhouette Range to try his luck.
He's back now, and I can't wait to hear
how he did.

"Well, I sorted through the ammo, and
started out with some of those 165 loads.
Fired enough to get sighted in, and figure
out what holds to use, and then shot
through. Took all 40. Then I found a box
of 180's,· fired a few to check the holds, and
shot another 40. Had a few rounds left so I
took some chickens out to the ram line and
went six for seven. It shoots good. I like it."

Good? Hell, that's at least alright! An 80
backed up with 6 X 7 on 200 meter chick
ens. The first time out!

I'm all smiles, and so is he. We compare
notes for awhile. He wants one, and so do
I, but I've got other plans for this particular
gun.

The pistol was born of a desire to find an
unlimited gun that would shoot possibles,
day in and day out, yet would have some of
the other attributes most looked for in a
pistol.

The bolt guns are relentlessly efficient in
doing what they are designed for-taking



Above, completed Roiling Block pistol
with hammer cocked, and block closed.
Below, pistol Is opert, ready to load.

tiny targets at long range, but that is their
prime virtue. You see, ever since Reming
ton marketed the first XP in 1963 I've felt,
well, to be frank, that they're ugly. They
just don't look like a pistol. Not to mention
being big and clulpsy.

Now the Thompson/Center Contender
looks like a pistol, and with the new Her
rett-designed wood, or some of the custom
stocks, they have their own kind of beauty.
But I've had uneven success with them on
the range. Some shoot, some don't. I've a
Super 14 that shoots real well, but it
changes point of impact as it heats up.
Custom-barreled Contenders offer better
consistency, but weren't quite what I
wanted.

With BATF's restrictions on building
handguns from rifle actions, there isn't
much left to choose from. Actually, only
one, and few, if any, have experimented
with it as a basis for an unlimited gun.

The action? Navy Arms? replica of
Remington's first single shot pistol,' the
rolling block. Designed in the black
powder era, the replicas have been up
dated to the smokeless age with modern
steels and heat treats, and are chambered
for the .357 mag and the .22LR.

After sometime spent hanging out in
gun shops studying the pistol, and pouring

(Continued on page 61)











Visa, Mastercharge

MODERN
MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS, the
world's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
for 1980, Catalog NO.9
covering a 100 million
parts inventory with in
formation never before
in print.

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREIGN $3.95

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

An International Standard for Accuracy Development

Your STAR TOOL will
DOUBLE PRODUC·
TION with a HULME
CASE FEEDER. THE
RELOADER IS
DRILLED & TAPPED
FOR THE FEEDER.
Manufactured by the
same firm for 40
YEARS. HULME FIRE
ARM SERVICE. Dept.
AH, BOX 83. MiLL
BRAE, CA 94030

NSOM "Master Series" RES

AMMO-NOW
CARTRIDGE

STRAP
Carry up to 9 rounds on
your wrist or rifle stock.
'unters, target shooters

or single shot
enthusiasts can carry a

variety of pet loads
sorted and ready for

reloading. Velcro
fastening allows infinite

adjustability.
Constructed of durable

nylon in a variety of
popular calibres and a

wide range of colors
Including camOUflage.

Club colors and logo
. ' imprints available.

Order Now!
$5.50 includes postage.

50 Grip Inserts
available to fit
different Pistol
and Revolver
Frames

P.O. BOX , WEST HURLEY, N. Y. 12491
PHONE (914) 679·2417 TELEX 145331

Cal V. Drake, G.G. Dept. AH
P.O. Box 9217, Marina del Rey, CA 90291

f.fI.: PRICE S2.95
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~
~
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C'ArcoBox 308HG,Highland, CA 92346

NUMRICH NEW
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seOPED PISTOLS
(Continued/rom page 33)

want to be sure of your equipment and
proficiency with it. I hear of, and from, a
lot of people who are thrilled by getting
their first deer with a handgun. Most of the
first timers are rightfully excited and proud
of their achievement and praise their
equipment highly. Some of the equipment
is stuff I wouldn't walk into the woods
with. But, it worked for them because they
knew it well and used it properly. Good,
bad, or indifferent equipment will work
(assuming it functions) if used within its
limitations. Excellent equipment is a
handicap if you don't know it well enough.

Through Handgun Hunters Interna
tional, Box .357 Mag, Bloomingdale, OH
43910, I'm learning a lot about equipment,
loads and performance ofcalibers I simply
couldn't personally test on game. The .357
Magnum, for example, has a quite strong
following among woods whitetail hunters.
The only ones I hear from are the
ones satisfied with its performance. A
seemingly larger group is anti-.357 for
deer. I would guess the S&W M-29 .44
Magnum is the most popular deer gun
followed closely by the Super Blackhawk.
Wide open country hunters favor the
longer ranged TIC. In any event, we're
learning a lot more about guns, .....
ammo and hunting. ~

HANDGUN HUNTING

pistol shooting bases, there are great prof
its to be had in the form of more tens and
X's. Just settle down to your minimum
wobble area and squeeze straight back
smoothly on the trigger until the shot is
fired. A short period of concentrated effort
will produce holding ability on par with
iron sighted pistols. You will be pleasantly
surprised because your group will be
smaller than you anticipated. In a short
time you will be calling your shots with
amazing accuracy. Ifyou are squeezing the
trigger properly you will get a mental
impression of the location of the reticle at
the instant the pistol fired. If you are
jerking or heding (anticipation) it will
immediately be. perceivable as the
crosshair twitches across the target.

Mounting a scope on any of the cur
rently popular .22 target pistols is quite
easy to accomplish with only drilling and
tapping. Bushnell pistol scopes with ac
commodating mounts. are readily avail
able. The Maynard P. Buehler Company,
17 Orinda Highway, Orinda, CA 94563,
can supply a very fine mount for any of the
popular target pistols. Weaver's Quick De-
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(Continued/rom page 22)

THE

PISTOL

COLT .45
AUTO

------,II DESERT PUBLICATIONS
V Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325

t have enclosed $__ PleJse Rush me"

_COpy(s) of

The Colt .45 Auto Pistol

Do it yourself action jobs
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits

$10.00
RUGER SECURITY SIX. COLT MK
III. S&W M·36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Specify Kit $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit
for all COLT .45 autos and Browning
Hi·Power.
Specify which model $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT. MICRO adJusta·
ble rear sights. Specify $6.10
SECURITY SIX
Adjustable Kit $11.00
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK·4 Spring Strength ... $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz Trigger
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring

. . $16.00
NEW MODEL S.A. RUGER TRIG·
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50% $7.10
S.A. RUGER Mainspring. Fast
Hammer Fall. . . . . . . . . $6.50
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING.
17 through 50 cal .. from $140.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink
Front Sight $15.00
2 CAVITY MOLDS. 265 & 315
GR. 044.225 & 275 GR. 041. 182 &
200 GR..357 $30.00
CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES

..................... $27.50
Rechamber T I C-30·30 to 30-40
Krag..41 to All JDJ, .44 to 0430
JDJ. 35 Rem & 357 H t6
.358JDJ $30.00
Solid rib for Super
Blackhawk $60.00

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 3AH. Della Drive

Bloomingdale. OH 43910
614) 264-0176

This book covers nearly every facet of
the Colt .45 Auto Pistol. From mechan·
ical training to manual of arms for the
pistol to marksmanship training to
complete detailed inspection, disassemb
ly, repair and replacement of parts.
Plus drawings on the construction of
repair tools and fixtures. With over 100
pages and over 80 clear photos and
illustrations, this book has it all on the
Colt .45 Auto. A must book for any
gunsmith or pistol owner.
128 $4.95

AODRESS _

CITV STATE__ZIP _

NAME _ _~ _
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tachable rings for I" scope tubes work well.
Using a pair of Weaver's #32 bases, a fine
installation can be had on the S&W Model
41, Ruger Mark I or High Standard Mili-,
tary. Also Weaver's # 16 base has a radius
cut that will fit the contour of the High
Standard Bull Barrel. So there are many
ways to install a scope on the ,22 target
pistol.

Once a shooter is enjoying the advan
tages of the scoped .22, he will certainly be
considering scoping the CF and .45 tour
nament pistols. With the CF, installation is
quite simple as the scope must be mounted
on a side grip mount. The left grip plate is
removed and a combination grip plate and
scope mount is installed using the grip
plate screws to secure. Grip mounts are
commercially available or they can be
custom built and are easy to install. This
mount can be used on the Government
Model .45 ACP also. Another method of
mounting a scope on the big bore target
pistol is the slide mount. This method does
not work too well with the CF pistol
because there is just not enough working
pressure in the .38 special cartridge to
provide reliable functioning.

Obviously, there must be enough work
ing force on the slide to overcome the
additional weight of scope and mount. So

"... concentrated eHort
will produce holding
ability on par with

iron sighted pistdls."

the grip mount is the best choice for the CF
pistols. Considering the slide mount on the
Colt Gold Cup and the Government
Model in .45 ACP, a very good reliable
installation can be had using the Leupold
Gold Cup slide mount (Leupold, Box 688,
Beaverton, OR 97075) with some alterna
tions which we will discuss later in this
article. Considering the additional weight
of the scope and mount as situated on the
slide, there enters into the picture again the
matter of sufficient working pressure to
reliably function the slide. (At this point let
it be established that this writer considers
anything more than one malfunction per
300 rounds as unacceptable.) Tests have
proven conclusively that the conventional
3.5 grs. Bullseyel200 gr. bullet reload or
factory match .45 ACP ammo will not
function reliably using the slide-mounted
scope. While hardball will work perfectly,
it is getting expensive and hard to find. It
appears that in most cases properly re
loaded ammunition is the answer for the
slide-mounted scoped pistol. Much experi
mentation and many thousands of rounds
of testing have proven that the slide
mounted scoped,45 will function reliably
with a load of 4.5 grs. bullseye1200 gr.
bullet. This writer has had great success
both accuracy wise and functionally with
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WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN YOU
LOAD &FIRE
THESE
CARTRIDGES
IN A
SCOPE
MOUNTED
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IS YOUR
LIFE
SAFE?

Postage &
handling
$1.00
Outside U.S.
$2.00
California
residents add
6% sales tax

•INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.

Some of their trophys

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send·$1.00 Postage and Handling For Full Descriptive Brochure To:
International Shootists Inc. P.O. Box 5254, Mission Hills, CA 91345

Browning High Power
s.-<t Safety

Blue $23.00
Hard Chrome $25.00

Colt .45 ACP
Extended Stide Stop

Blue $19.50
Hard Chrome $21.50

Colt Extended~d Safety
Blue $19.50
Hard Chrome $21.50

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight .

$14.00 rear sight only

Hoag Improved Ramp
Front Sight $4.00

Wide Grip Safety $26.00
Blue or Stainless Steel

Competition Magazine
Base Pads . . . . . .. $2.15

INTERNATIONALLY COMPETITION

PROVEN DESIGNS by JAMES W. HOAG

. WONDERSICRT
I ...;.-" A fully adjustable rear sight

__ • (F that requires no alteration to
III .....the older five-screw S&W

'C "K" and "N" frame revolvers.
Also adapts to current
,models and many others
using one tapped hole in

frame. 18 85CA Res. Add Tax •
Factory Orders Postpaid
FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LAB

51% YOLO AVE., DEPT. AH
OROVILLE, CA 95965

this load. Some shooters are aghast at the
idea of shooting 4.5 gr. bullseye in the wad
matches. The fact is, it's not all that bad
with the.slide-mounted scoped pistol. The
weight of the scope and mounts soak up
the recoil to the point where it is about
the same as the standard 3.5 gr. bullseye
or factory match ammo in the iron
sighted .45.

Some shooters have expressed a reluc
tance to install an expensive scope on a .45
slide lest the recoil reduce it to broken
parts in short order. In some cases this may
be true, but this writer has found the tough
durable Leupold ModelS 2x extended eye
relief scope equal to the task. Many Leu
pold Model S 2x scopes have been in
stalled on Government Model and Colt .
Gold Cup .45 ACP slides firing many
thousands of rounds of ammo with prac
tically no problems. One Leupold slide
mounted scope has fired 10,000 rounds of
.45 ACP ammo without even one sight
change.

The many thousands of rounds of ex
perimentation with the .45 slide mounting
system have provided some guide lines for
functioning success. It was discovered that
to achieve the 1-300 ratio of malfunctions,
the scope barrel or adjustment housing
had to be at least .700 and ideally .720

above the top of the slide. The Leupold
Gold Cup slide mount mentioned earlier
in this article does not set the scope up high
enough. The result is, far too frequently an
ejected fired case will hit the scope and
bounce back into the ejection port to be
caught by the slide on its way forward. The
result is of course, a malfunction. It was
found that by welding an extension or
shim 5/32" thick on to each of the Leupold
Gold Cup slide mount bases, it would raise
the scope high enough to let the fired case
out. The underside of the extension should
be cut to fit the contour of the slide. A No.
S socket head screw down thru each of the
bases and threaded into the slide would
complete the installation.

There is some concern over the use of
the scope in the timed and rapid fire stages,
"because it appears difficult to find the
target in the glass." The answer is that a
little practice will solve this problem much
the same as the deer hunter must practice
throwing up his newly scoped rifle to ~et

his eye into the glass for a fast runmng
shot. The correct pistol shooting stance
and position in relation to the target will
also help the new scope shooter to find his
target. The fact is that there are many
points to be gained with the scope in the
timed and rapid fire because a shooter
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" ••• a s"ooter does not
"ave to use "is time
and concentration on

sig"t alignment."

(Calif resldenu. .lIdd6~ta)()

for Colt Gov't Model, Convnander,
. and other Large·Frill'l'"C Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $1••5 POSTPAID

Send stamped. self
addressed envelope

for sales listings.
Catalo9due out soon.

BROCK'S SURPLUS. INC.
Box 33242. Dept. AH.
Decatur. Ga. 30033

with Colt
Trademark
and name on
blade!

U.S. made for
foreign
sales!

THE COLT GOES
DOUBLE ACTION IN '81 in the

SELDEEEN D/A
HOLSTER

ORIGINAL
COLTAR-15
BAYONET

with sheath. new

$2995

Single action autos can be carried
with no round in the chamber

and be action ready-Safely and Reliably.
This holster activates the slide and

chambers a round during draw.
"FROM EMP'IY CHAMBER TO

FIRED SHOT IN A FRACTION OF
A SECOND"

Available for all large frame single action
automatics in black or brown from

$35.00 to 39.95.

SELDEEN
LEATHERSMITHS

222 Ramona Place
Camarillo, CA 93010

Brochure on request

~
WALLE'r-HOLS'I'EIi
for Hi-Standard Derringer
looks Llk~ a Watl~t on the Outside

I~ Packs a 2·Shot Punch Inside!

~I .~NLY $17••5 POSTPAID

t 8EL'I' SLIDE HOLS'I'EII

For info. send S.A.S.E.
S'I'EYE HEIlIGSOIl
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3. Los Angeles, CA 90025
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LEAD BUILD·UP

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

51

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Automatic Pistols - $32.50
Bolt Action Rifles - $32.50
M-1 Carbines - $32.50, Rifles - $45.50
Pump and Automatic Shotguns - $45.50
Revolvers - $32.50
All work F.O.B. North Hollywood. CA
Payment Terms:
Cash, check, or money order along with order.
UPS Handling & Insurance $4.50

Long Guns $6.75

Federal Firearms License No. 9-95-019-01-01-870

For free literature please write: Dept. ~H

ELECTROFILM 7116 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91605· (213) 875-1000

J & G Sales Inc.
442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH

. Prelcott, Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1·602-445·9650

•
[!JJJ~~~-BOND GUN TREATMENT

~PERMANENT
SOLID FILM
LUBRICANT

ELIMINATES THE NEED TO OIL YOUR. GUN.
NON-GLARE FINISH ON ENTIRE GUN.
INHIBITS CORROSION.

• Two Step Process 1. Zinc
Phosphating (Parkerizing) all steel
parts. 2. Spray coating of Solid Film
Lubricant, dark grey in color.

• Dust and dirt will not stick to our solid
film coating.

• Provides super smooth action on all
mechanisms.

• All firearms must be shipped to
Electrofilm disassembled, ready to
process. Ship only the parts to be
processed.

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director.
Gun World And Annuals

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS. LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH.
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG:(ASTING

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY Is the best that I have worked
with to date.•

~ .... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... ~

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS., & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H to:

BELLTOWN DISTRIBUTORS· P.O.BOX444,BEDFOAD HILLS,N.Y. 10507 (203)348-0911

*WIPE AWAyTM

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 112"x1/2"
patch and wrap It around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead Is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To.clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS -------
IN STOCK

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials On Ruger. Colt,
Remington, S&W, SAKO, TIC, Winchester. Armalite,
Harc;lballer, Back-Up-. Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps dr change to cover
shipping and handling on ou, large illustrated list. Your'
dollar is refundable on firs.t order over $100.00.

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

FRAGILE REPUTATION
Somepiace .along the line the scoped

firea.rm acquired the reputation for being
undependable or at least fragile. This is in
~vidence by the fact that there are a multi
tude of see-thru, swing-off and tip-up
mounting systems being marketed today
for hunting rifles. The aspiring scope
shooter just cannot believe that he can
depend on that scope and so must have
access to the old iron sights. Knowledgable
shooters kno:" that a properly scoped fire
arm is no more fragile than its iron sighted
cousin. Scope sighted pistols, like rifl~s,

given reasonably careful handling will per
form flawlessly for many years.

When cleaning the lens of a scope, care
should be exercised to prevent scratching
the coating on the lens. Cleaning can be
accomplished with a cotton ball and alco
hol or lens' tissue designed for use on
plastic eye glass lens. It is a good idea to
equip your scope with a set of lens covers
for use when the pistol is not being fired.
Several different makes are available.

Traditionally, the weight of a target
pistol has been from 40 to 46 oz. If you add
another 10 to 13 oz. in the form of a scope
and mount you have a package weighing
up to 59 oz. Some shooters have expressed
concern that the scope sighted pistol may
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does not have to use up his valuable time
and concentration on sight alignment. He
has only to look thru his scope, allow the
reticle to settle somewhere near the ten
ring (depending on his holding ability) and
squeeze straight back smoothly on the
trigger until the shot breaks.

Of the many advantages of the scoped
pistol for tournament shooting, there are
some disavantages. One of the greatest is
the wind. The installation of a scope on a
pistol increases the square area by about
25 percent, giving the wind an additional
effect on the second pistol. To make mat
ters worse, the additional movement
caused by the wind is then magnified by
the power of the scope. In this case a
shooter can on:Iy go back to the basics
concentrating on squeezing the trigger
within his minimum wobble area. Shoot
ers who have mastered the art of shooting
in the wind will be similarly rewarded with
the scope. Shooters who are bothered by
the wind with iron sights will suffer disas
ter with the scope.

Duelists of old were especially aware of
the balance of their dueling pistols. It was
known that a dueling pistol, to be at its
best, must be slightl.y muzzle heavy. So it is
with a target pistol. Adding weight to the
pistol in the form of a scope and mount
must be done with great care in positioning
that weight so as to accomplish the best
possible balance to the pistol. Some ex
perimentation may be necessary to deter
mine the exact position of the scope in
order to get the best balance of the pistol.
Mounting systems should be d,esigned
with some flexibility in positioning the
scope.



X-Ring ~ize: Height: 3" ..Width: i~:'
IO-Ring Size: Height: 6" Width: 4"

fired the 50 shot group. The group was
then placed over the X-ring of the B-27
police silhouette, and centered. It goes
without saying that the tighter the group,
the better off you are, since the better the
group from the mechanical rest, the less
that shooter error would affect your score.
For instance, if the group were scattered
all over the 10 ring 'with several 9's and
even an 8 or two, just think where that 8
might have been if you add shooter error
under pressure while firing in a match.

irs .. ...
3 0 ():l

5 0 0
8 0 .0

IS 2 0
20 I 0
10 I' 0

0
'1
0,

In the attached chart, each load is listed,
along with hits in each scoring ring. Also
listed is the size of the X & 10 ring. I didn't
bother to list the size ofeach ring, since any
ammo that couldn't keep all it's shots at
least in the 10 ring is totally unacceptaple
to me for match use.

It wasn't really any surprise to me that
Federal match wadcutters came in the
winner. However, as you .can see, the
Winchester wasn't that far behind, and to
be totally fair about it, I had to fire the
WW on a different day from the Federal,
and there was a hell of a crosswind blow-

. ingat the·time. Keeping this in mirid, it's
entirely feasible that with both fired on the
same date, the WW could have equalled or

ACCURACY CHART

FACfORY LOADS
Federal FllC,tory HBWC
Precision Reloads
WW Match
Zero Reloads
Frontier Match
S&W Match
HANDLOADS
Cast BBWC
Hornaoy 148 ,HBWC'
3-D HBWC

be too heavy for tournament shooting. It is AMMO SCENE
true that the first time you pick up a scope
sighted pistol, it will seem quite heavy. (Continued from page 20)
However, most shooters of average physi-
cal stature will acclimate in a very short
time. Usually in about a month the weight
actually then becomes an asset because it
dampens recoil, especially ifproperly posi
tioned for optimum balance. Some shoot
ers have actually added weights to dampen
muzzle tremor. The scoped pistol for tour
nament shooting is a relatively new idea.
Much has been done in the area of the
development ofextended eye relief scopes.
Much more needs to be done in the area of
mounting systems.

The pistol scope, while a little slow in
catching on, is here to stay simply because
a shooter can shoot more accurately with a
scope sight. It certainly is a boon to the
middle-aged shooter who is having trouble
seeing the iron sights clear enough to stay
in the nine and ten ring. Because of the
role the handgun plays in our society, a
scoped handgun is somewhat difficult to
conceive. But for those interested in hitting
a small mark with a target pistol, they owe
it to themselves to try the scoped pistol.'
They will be pleasantly surprised. On
those days when your holding ability is' at
its best, a scope shooter's reticle hangs
steadily on the nine and ten ring as a tight
group of bullet holes eat out the center of
~he bullseye. And happiness .....
Is-ten tens. ~
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SUPERB. PERFORMANCE.
OVER 30 YEARS!
If you've been reluctant to try handgun hunting;
get AK~RIP and experience this fascinating,
challenging sport! Not a gimmick, AK-U-GRIP
was developed by a handgun hunter over 30
years ago...who lost his right index finger to a
Snakebite. He developed an additional grip on
the forward barrel, and found it not only solved
his problem; but helped him make difficult shots
he could never achieve before! Now AK-U-GRIP
is yours . with an arm-guard to eliminate any
minor powder flash. And acustom holsteryou'll
wear with pride! Fits most SA·DA revolvers with
at least 6" barrel and factory sights. satisfaction
Guaranteed or your money refunded~'

lA"Ko'ijoG:AiP; h;;-.So7n"a5': R: MY';~F'j33901
I .. . •
I NAME •

I ADDRESS CITY 1
I~ ~ I
I NOTE-Due to tremendous vlliation in barrel diameters and tlpers IIch AK·U-GRIPmusl be bored I

specillcilly lor your gun. P1e"e Illow 4 to 6Wilks lor delivery. Furnish lhelollowing informltion:
I MAKE MODEl CALIBER BARREL LENGTH I
I I
I I
·1 Amount Enclosed $ 0 Check 0 Money Order I
I Plene send: D--AK·U-GRIPS @ $29.95 II. D----.JlDLSTERS @ 48.50 "'1

PIt"e Chllge my 0 VISAI 0 MASTERCARD /I •

I I
I

Signlture -11"lrm thlt 11m 18 YII.. ollge or older Credit Clld Expiretion Dlte.
Add $1.50 IIch item lor shipping Ind hlndllng. Floridl residents Idd 4% Stile Slles Tn------------------------------------------
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Effective 10/1180

List Special Ext.

18.00 12.00__
24.95 14.95__
29.95 12.95._
24.95 14.95__
15.00 9.95__

17.50 14.00__

9.95 8.30__
45.94 41.15__

22.50 17.50__
35.00 24.50__

39.95 29.95__

45.00 34.95__
12.50 9.95 _

Q.!r-=---.45~uto Part

_ Extended Safety
Ext. SS Safety

_ Ext. Slide Stop
__ Ext. Slide Stop SS
_ High Profile Combat Fixed

Sights
_ Pachmayr Stocks

Pachmayr Housing (specify
flat or arched)

_ Colt Barrel Bushing
Kit (specify MK IV or GCI
Combat (Beavertail)
Grip Safety

_ Coil .45 Auto Barrel
__ Ambidexterous

Thumb Safety
Ambidexterous Extended
Thumb Safety

_ _ Commande,r Hammer

SUB·TOTAl- ..
SHIPPING ($1.75/frame, $1.00 + .75/part)
NY STATE RESIDENTS 7% SALES TAX-
TOTAl- - --
[J MO or Cashier's Check Enclosed--o COD Shipment (25% deposit enclosed) ..
o MC/VISA CHARGE (fill in form)

Send $2.00 for 1980 Catalog with complete price list of all
Crown City firearms, parts, and accessories.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOnNG

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement personnel. For infor
mation write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

-Enclose FFL for Frame or Gun Order I

(detach and mail)
(24-hr ./365-day live Order Phone for MC/VISA or COD: 6071753·0194)

10.95__

4.00__
53.50__

58.95__

52.95__
69.95__

7.50__
10.00__

7.50__

10.50__

1050

Zip

List Special Ext.

".o.••• nHc..,.,.. ",•• 1''''' 1_

State

Return To:

Card No: Exp: _
Inter-bank No.__ Signature

Name
Street Address
City

Qty. .45 Auto Part

__ Crown Steel Frame- 69.95
__ Crown Stainless Frame- 89.95
__ Ejector & Plunger (steel! 9.95

Installed on above (SSI 14.95
__ Crown Stainless Magazine

w/convex follower 12.00
__ Deluxe Steel Magazine wI

removable floor plate 14.00
__ Deluxe Stainless Magazine wI

removable floor plate 14.00
__ Recoil Buffer (specify

GM or Comm.) 14.95
__ Extra Power Recoil Spring

(specify GM or Comm) 5.00
__ Crown Steel Slide 65.00
__ Crown Ribbed and Ported

Steel Slide 75.00

Crown.City offers a new break-through in frame
perfection. Precision castings from a newly designed
mold by a foundry that specializes in gun pans.
Crafted by a new generation of Master Machinists
to original Government Specifications to readily
accept Colt, GI, or Commerical pans. The best
frame your money can buy-We Guarantee It!

Frames come complete with stock screw bushings installed. All
surfaces are attractively buffed smooth and fine bead blasted,
sides are brightly polished. 4140 or 8620 Steel Frames are
finished in blue / black. 416 Stainless Frames are a combination
of matte and gloss finish.

Contact Your Distributor below for Dealer Prices, Terms and
Delivery of Crown City frames. Order now for priority
shipment! FFL needed for frame orders.

Because we have the special equipment, we recommend that you have us install the
plunger tube and ejectorfor a small additional charge. Crown City Arms is not liable
for damages due to improper installation of the plunger tube and ejector by others.

THE ALL-NEW CROWN CITY
1911-Al FRAME

Now Available!

•:Ii:

possibly surpassed the Federal in group
size.

I had also expected good results with the
Precision ammunition, and, as you can see,
I was not disappointed. I have had the
chance to fire a lot of commercial reloads
in the past several years, but I've never
fired anyting quite like these. Any leading
of the gun with this ammunition is prac
tically non-existent. I fired two 50-shot
groups with Precison without cleaning the
barrel or cylinder, and there was just the
barest trace oflead to be seen, something I
couldn't say for my handloads and some of
the other ammo I fired. Precision makes
what they call the "50 Yard Wadcutter,"
and it certainly is aptly named. They make
the bullet, while the actual reloading is
done by Hudson Valley Ordinance.

I spoke with the President of Precision,
Mr. Gene Smith, who is a design engineer
by trade. He told me that he has drawn up
his own set of rigid specifications for .38
reloads, and follows them to the letter in
his operation. The only thing he would say
about his bullet design, is that in the
making process, each slug is whacked with
10,000 pounds twice, to give it it's final
shape and consistency. On top of that, my
gun stays cleaner, without leading, than
with any other ammo I've ever fired. I

". don't tllink you can
matc" mass-produced

consistency witll
lIome lIandloads."

certainly have to rate Precision as a "best
buy" for any match shooter. Cost of this
fine ammo is $44 per thousand on the
shooter supplied brass, and $5 for shipping
per thousand via U.P.S. Precision can ship
to any dealer or direct to your department
if you wish. You can write to them at
Precision Ammo Co., P.O. Drawer 86,
Valley Cottage, NY 10989.

Are my findings conclusive? I think so,
at least for my gun. Given a barrel with a
different twist, perhaps a change in
powder charge or brand, or even a change
in primers, the results with my handloads
may have been different. The point is that}
don't think you can match mass-produced
consistency with home handloads. I have a
friend who reloads on a Star press and he
recently showed me some targets that he
fired from a Ransom Rest at 50 yards using
his handloads and Remington match. His
results· were the same as mine, with the
Remington showing a much better group
over his own loads.

I also gave my handloads a try at 25 yds.,
along with the Precision and Federal. The
home brew did give X-ring accuracy at
that distance over 18 shots, but some holes
were barely cutting the scoring line. The
Federal and Precision both gave 18 shot
groups that could be covered with a quar-
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Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

RIGHT HANDERS!

BUL~TERS'SUPPlY
Oept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson. Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters· Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corp

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W ·Colt· Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

ACTION WORKS ~i~h~:I~~:~~5423

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER fl
SATISFACTION =:::::::::==:::::::::~===:::;ll
GUARANTEED 1\ f(
$9.75 IA __ !J

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading (rom
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38·41-44-45 cal. Bra•• cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park. Georgia P.O. Box 31

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

LEFT HANDERS!

BULLSHOOTERS· new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors: red, yellow, orange
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't tall out. withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl, and complete. illus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.
12 IN~ERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT S16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT 838.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT S5900 Ppd.

(Original 12 insert opaque 4 color kit S11.95 Ppd.)
Ask about our luminous pigment

Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al gov!. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling·. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

point where Snyder recounts that an Air
Force general was bumped from a military
flight so that a badly needed supply of Eley
match ammo could be sent to High Stand
ard. High Standard also went to the ex
pense ofhaving Remington manufacture a
special lot of .22 Short match ammo.

Among the problems faced in building a
gun fOr rapid fire is finding a way to
virtually eliminate recoil. The Air Force,
and others, had experimented with various
methods ofventing the majority of powder
gas through a series of ports in the barrel,
and High Standard adopted their ap
proach. Snyder determined that the max
imum muzzle rise that could be tolerated
was one sixteenth ofan inch. Many various
types of ports were studied for their effect
on recoil, and an attempt was also made to
help the shooter in swinging the gun by
placing some ports on the lower right side
of the barrel.

ter. I now use Precision at the 25 and 50
yard line. My handloads were giving
me perfect l80's at 25 yards, but now
my X. count is much higher. As I sit here
typing this, on the table ·next to me is a
plaque from a PPC match fired just yester
day, where I used the Precision for the
entire match. The plaque reads "Master
Champion." The score was 596-40X. I
could D-ever have done that with my
"cheap" ammo.

If you are fortunate enough to work for
a department who will supply you with
factory match ammo, you are most fortu
nate. However, when you're on a budget,
you can equal that performance at a frac
tion of the cost. See you in the ~
winner's circle. ~

HIGH STANDARD

NOVEL RECOIL REDUCTION
Perhaps the most novel attempt at recoil

reduction came from applying the proper
ties of powdered tungsten to dampen mo
mentum (many tool bits were hollow and
filled with the metal to prevent chattering
during cutting operations). This was ap
plied by making a sleeve which fit over the
barrel and partially filling the space with
powdered tungsten. According to Snyder,.
the results were excellent, but the un
characteristic "liquid" feel of the gun was
so unpopUlar with shooters that the idea
was abandoned. Three basic types of ports
were tried in the tests: 1. Milled slots of
various sizes and angles, 2. A jump barrel
where a portion of the barrel immediately
in front of the chamber is cut away, and the
bullet actually jumps across the space be
fore engaging the rifling, and 3. Various
combinations of holes drilled into the bar
rel. The majority of High Standard guns

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981

(Continued from page 37)

.45 COMBAT SHOOTERS

Ambidextrous Safetys S28.00
Extended Speed Safetys S17.50
NEW Trigger Guard Shoes-Squares
- Trigger Guard S14.95
Extended Magazine Release-Drilled and

Tapped. complete S21.95
Extended Slide Release-Blue S16.50
Extended Slide Release-Stainless Steel S19.95
Wide Grip Safetys-8Iue. specify G·ov·1.

or Commander S17.95
Combat Rubber Magazine Base Pads S 1.50
Pachmayr Grips-GM-45. GM-45C S13.50
Chapman Hi·Ride-Holster. 8ell. & Pouch S60.00
Long or Short Adjustable Trigger (Alumn.) .. S12.00

Add S1.75 for Postage and Handling
Send Cashiers Check or Money Order to:

IATtHEI SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
P.O. 80x 17591-A .

Nashville. Tennessee 37217
Phone 1615) 331·0224

DON JUDO 45 ACCURACYJOBS
SPECIALIZING IN

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING TH.E 45 ACP
AU POPULAR SIGHT OPTIONS

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE

COLT ... S&W ... RUGER
LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTlVE'PRICE LIST

3202 W. DENGAR 915-694-1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER
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II

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

Complete
with all necessary dies and powder measure

Set up in the caliber of your choice
Ready to start reloading

only
$335.00
F.O.B. PhoeniX

COLT 45 ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

Optional semi-automatic primer feed - includes
all parts necessary for both large and small _<t".~ ...,,'..
primers, complete with safety shield $45.00

Dillon Precision Products, Inc.
7755 E. Gelding Dr., Dept. AH

Scottsdale, AZ 85:160
Phone: 60%-948-8009

The Dillon RL 300 is a true progres
sive reloader, utilizing a four position
rotary shell plate which carries the
cartridges through the various die
positions -- producing a loaded round
with every stroke of the tool. Cyclic rate
of the RL 300 is in excess of 400 rounds
per hour -- production rates of 300
rounds per hour can easily be main
tained. The RL 300 is not limited to
pistol calibers. Powerful, com
pound linkage enables the full
length sizing of all pistol and rifle
calibers from .380 ACP to .30-06,
using standard dies. Four die posi
tions on the interchangeable tool
head provide capacity for a roll or
taper crimping station. The inte
gral powder measure system is
supplied with one adjustable
powder bar (large or small,de
pending on caliber).

Suddenly, •
with the introduction
of the Dillon RL300,
EVERY OTHER
LOW PRICED
LOADING TOOL
IS OBSOLETEI

II GUTRIDGE, INC.
533-214th Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311 . 219-865-8617

shot considerably better. High Standard's
testing also included various types and
twists of rifling, and ended up using a very
last one in ten twist. Every available brand
of ammunition was also tested, and Snyder
reports that the High Standard guns pre
ferred Eley and Lapua match ammuni
tion, but had a tendency to be erratic with
other brands. The specially ordered Rem
ington ammo had a tendency to keyhole.
Since any shot which appears elongated on
the target is considered a skidder, and
therefore a miss, in international scoring,
the ammunition could not be used. Unfor
tunately the project ended without the
U.S. ammunition manufacturers having a
chance to work on the problem.

Rapid fire guns 9f the time shared a
common problem of unreliable function
ing, and many good scores had gone down
the drain due to an untimely jam. Snyder
was determined that High Standard would
produce the most reliable gun possible,
and felt that the magazine was a major
source of malfunctions. For this reason,
one of the four modelmakers was assigned
to do nothing but make and fit magazines.
Each one was tested in various guns until
one was found in which it worked reliably,
and it was then matched to that gun. The
external dimensions of the special maga-
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used this form of porting. As an additional
feature, each hole was· tapped so the
shooter had the option of plugging holes in
varying combinations until he found an
arrangement that suited him. Both Green
and Teague felt this was especially impor
tant for it allowed adjustments to be made
for best functioning with different brands
and lots of ammo.

There was considerable concern over
the effect on accuracy from drilling all the
holes in the barrel. It was assumed that
accuracy would suffer, but the concern was
to what degree. Most of the experimental
guns grouped a little over an inch at 25
meters, and everyone agreed this was mar
ginal. High Standard set their accuracy
goal at 3/4 inch groups. Unfortunately not
all the barrel configurations were capable
of this. One of the reasons for the loss of
accuracy was that when the drill bit broke
through to the rifling, it could not cut a
clean hole. The resulting sharp edges de
formed the bullet. High Standard was
aware of this, and the guns that were shot
in competition appear to have been pol
ished to remove as many rough spots as
possible. In a later Air Force development,
a number of barrels were ported between
the drilling and rifling operations in man
ufacture. According to Green these barrels

"Snyder was determined
that High Standard

wou.d produce the most
re'iab'e gun possib'e."



FROM
$94.50
at your
dealer
or direct.

BEEMAN:
if you won't

settle for
less

(3U) 678-1900

Specialists in
Combat & Competition

Handguns

RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
QUALITY

BELLS
CUSTOM SHOP

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP
DAVE NORIN-Pistol Smith
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Send S.A.S.E.
for complete
price list.

ASK FOR NEW 92-PAGE ADULT
AIRGUN CATALOG/GUIDE ($1.50
or FREE with mention of CODE
HG3Yl. Add $1 for FAST first class
mailing in U.S. Add $3 for overseas.

• A fine airgun
for adults.

• German
quality you
will be proud of
for the rest of
your life.

• Capable of
5-shot groups
of 32/100"
at 25 feet.
No pumping, C02 or valves.

zine are the same as the standard Long
Rifle design, but internally they are quite
different. In an effort to accelerate the
action, time and promote better function
ing the new magazine was designed to
place the round as far forward as possible
by adding a spacer at the rear. This was
contrary to the customary High Standard
design which had the spacer at the front.
The change reduced by 1,4 inch the neces
sary slide travel. So close is this tolerance
that the slide may not retract far enough to
pick up a round if one tries to use a
standard magazine.

In order to better observe the function
ing cycle of the guns, Snyder purchased a
high speed motion picture camera capable
of up to 20,000 frames per second, One of
the first lessons learned from the $15,000
camera was that the magazine lips were
subject to stress when the gun was fired.
These lips were known to be critical to
reliable performance, so they were not
hardened in the manufacturing process,
and a special snap gauge was made so the
lips could be adjusted to the close toler
ances required.

During extensive firing tests, at a range
built for the project at High Standard's
Hamden, CT plant one gun was fired 2500
rounds without a malfunction. This is a

remarkable achievement when the com
plexity of the gun is considered. Each gun
was packed with a special notice advising
the shooter of the handling required and
advising the shooter to use plenty of oil.
Snyder comments that they worked best
when practically drenched.

In addition to designing a gun that shot
and functioned well, High Standard
wanted to provide a gun that felt good to
the shooter. Most shooters preferred a
muzzle-heavy feel, so two large barrel
weights were provided for most of the
guns. These weights were adjustable, and
could be positioned anywhere along the
barrel. The extra weight on the barrel
made a very heavy gun when built on a
steel frame, so High Standard made spe
cial aluminum frames for most of the guns.
The frames were machined from solid
blocks ofaluminum, and only two guns are
known to have been made with steel
frames. Both of these were modified Cita
tion frames from the company's regular
production.

High Standard used two distinctly dif
ferent slide designs. For convenience these
have been classified as "long" and "short"
slide types. The long slide design is quite
conventional in appearance, and extends
the full length of the frame. The short slide
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"During extensive
firing tests . . . one gun
was fired 2500 rounds

, witltout a malfunction."

HEIGHT • POSTPAID

8lf," $16.99

B" $14.99

OPENING WIDE

SENIOR 5'/,"

STANDARD 5"

MOLYBDENUM GUNLUB
Oil Based for Protection

MARK I for Warm £, Hot Weather
MARK II for Cold thru Freezing

2 O~ Dispenser $425 ea.-Kit (I [, II) $6.95
Now: Gunsmiths 8 O~ Bulk pac- $9.90 ea.

THEY CAN'T STEAL IT •••
IF THEY CAN'T FIND IT.

•POSTPAID IN 48 STATES. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

These books ore Brond New. Titles Will Vary. When the
Co....er is dosed, you can't tell these from on ordinary
book. Inside openings ore lined with Red Velvet·like
Material.

ROGCHILD, INC., P.O. BOX 1336F
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301

HALF & HALF BULLET LUBE
ALOX and PURE Beeswax Only
6 sticks $5.95 36 sticks $19.90

ULTRA SONIC CLEANERS- writW;r~~7~~.r>n

GARFOlAS SMITHS' SUPPUES
139 Park Lane, Wayne, NJ. 07470

We pay Postage UPS land area.

Flents Products Co., Inc., 14 Orchard St. Norwalk, CT 00850
Esillblished 1927 • Makers of FlexiplugsQP and SilaflexGP

GUNBOX

''''Ta~~~!e
will hold 10 magazines
in any position. $9.50 ea.
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23&PP-11x14

1'" LBS of INFO

VOLUME TWO-ISSU.E FOUR

·Mlnl 1.-SilenCef & Flash Hider
Plans/Info On BUIlding-Mounting

·Parts/Ammo For S;lenced Rifles
·,937 Armored Car Photos/Info
·oe Lisle Carbine-Onglnal Patents
·Low Cost Sheetmetal Stamping And

Pressformlng With Diemaklng Info
• Re·...ew Of Starlight Scope Plans
·6Omm Mortar·BaseplatefBlpodf

Buller And Mounting Collar Plans
• Foundry Work With Foam Pallerns
For QUIck And Easy Metal Casting.

.Speclal Shop Tools f JIgs/Fixtures
-Inlo On Landmlne Production

VOLUME TWO-ISSUE THREE

-MinI'" Folding StockNented
Handguard Plans/Construction Info

·Takedown Blowgun Plans-Includes
Inlo On Several Types of Darts

·60mm Mortar Sight/AlIgnment
Controls/Final Mortar Assembly

-ArmbrustS'ilent Anti·Tank Weapon
-Tempering Furnace Inlo/Dlagrams
-Special Feature Length Section On
Making Body·And Vehicle Armor
Materials Include Kevlar/Lexanl
Kiln Fired Ceramic-Fiberglass Mix
CuttlngJMounting Info Included

-Complete Index- PMA VOLUME TWO

Contains Everything From The
First Year~ Issues And More

INCLUDES THESE FEATURE LENQTH SECTIONS

PATENT DRAWINGS
ForThe INGRAM SMG!

NAME

STREET

EACH ISSUE .Iso
conl.ins UNIQUE ARTICLES
& LETIERS 'rom our rud.rs,
PRODUCT REVIEWS, & SOURCES lor
PARTS. MATERIALS & BOOKS 01 Intelest
to ANYONE with a HOME WORKSHOP
Even it you AR[N·T a Weapons BUILDER.

* Why This Magazine Is Different *
The Poor Man's Armorer is unlike any gun maga·

zine you've ever read. No sltck advertisements put
out by the firearms industry. In lac!. very few ads
at all. Our coverage of the weapons field IS unique.
Look at the subjects we cover in Volume 2 PMA.
We're sure you'll find more Interesting articles an'd
projects in PMA than in any gun magazine on the
market. Our lormat IS unique too. Each Issue IS 40
pages long, printed on 8'12 x 11 paper and 3-hole
punched for binder insertion, We think you
deserve more for your money than you·ve been
QettinQ.

The BOUND EDITION
of PMA·VolumeOne

Mailed in Plain Envelope
to the address below: () VOL. 1/ BOUND -$14.95 USA/$20 FOREIGN

Send Check or Money uroer in USA
Foreign/M.O. Payable in US FUNDS

._ CITY STA TE ZIP

••• NOW AVAf,ABLE

'N BOOKJ~ORM! ! ! !

,...\rated Dictionaryof
19th CenturyWeapon. A-Z

VOLUME TWO-ISSUE TWO

eM1Q-M 11. SMG Silencers-Specs For
HOmebUilding All Three VerSIons

-How To Obtain All MAC-SMG Pans
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Tired of BORING Gun Magazines &RIPOFF Weapons Plans? You NEED

PMA· the weapons building magazine
designedto increase your firepower ...

I I
Want to build your own small arms, ... Articles that show you how to labricate
not read about them in magazines weapons in the home workshop. Prac·
that censqr the vital construction tical easy·to-understand·designs.
specilications lor "your own good?" Helplul "how to" illustrations
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is a scant IJ/.; inches long, and operates
within a housing attached to the frame.
The housing serves no purpose other than
to cover and protect the internal working
parts. The short slide is designed with ears'
to provide a gripping area for manual
operation, while the long slide is grooved
in a conventional manner. The area of the
slide which touches the barrel is rounded
so only a small area is actually in contact
with the barrel. In studying malfunctions
of other rapid fire guns it was found that
the most common ones were where the
fired case was trapped between the barrel
and slide. The slides of the High Standard
guns were then designed to be free ofsharp
edges the fired case might catch upon, and
would instead be pushed clear by the
closing slide.

NONE HAVE EXTRACTOR
None of the slides has an extractor. This

departure from conventional designs was
made for two reasons: first, the remaining
powder gas was adequate to blow the fired
case out in normal operation, and second,
the action was so fast that a conventional
extractor would be likely to interfere with
the action and actually slow things down.

The choice of aluminum for both frame
and slide led to an unexpected problem.
The weaker aluminum frames sometimes
developed cracks in the area of the sear
and hammer pins after extensive firing. To
correct the problem the frame was rein
forced by placing a case-hardened steel
insert in the weak area of the frame. This
feature is not found on all the guns.

In a further attempt to reduce recoil and
wear, an unusual buffer system was de
signed to dampen the rearward momen
tum of the slide. The buffer is a two-part
system which is attached to the rear of the
frame. First is a spring-loaded plate which
can move rearward through two holes in
the frame. Spring tension is adjustable by
means of a set screw. Immediately behind
the place is a rubber bushing mounted on a
small pin. In operation the slide is driven
back against the plate which is, in turn,
forced against the rubber bushing. To have
room for the buffer system the special
frames are about \12 inch longer at the rear
than are the standard frames. The system
is undoubtedly effective, for the guns
which have been fired most extensively
show little battering of the slide that one
would expect.

COMMON & UNUSUAL SIGHTS
The sights used on the rapid-fire guns

are both common and unusual. The rear
sight is the standard adjustable sight used
on High Standard guns of the time, but the
method of mounting it was new, and two
different rear sight placements were used.
High Standard has begun the practice of
placing the rear sight on the barrel with its
103 series. This was intended to eliminate a
possible harmful effect from sight motion.
This practice was continued with the
rapid-fire gun. It was also noted that some
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981
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COMBAT
GRIPS

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mall!

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please InqUire.

No Collect Calls, Please!

Miniature Machine Company
21'0 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505-546-2151

Dept. AH-381, 3577 East Tremont Ave.
Bronx, New York 1Q465

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG Only S2.00

Like all our $7250imported tools,
THE QUALITY () .111 E h
SHOWS! ~ ac

This unusual Imported vise lets you ad·
just your workpiece to the best working
position. Rigid design and rUQged h.rd·
ened·lron construction provides support
01 heavy pieces at any angle. Unlike white
metal vises, this superb unit will not
chip, cr.ck or splinter under the heaviest
blows. Indlspenslble In assemblylng, sol·
d....lng, welding, drilling, tapping, grind
Ing, machining, carving or engraving.

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.
GUNSMITH SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS SINCE 1936

Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is adiviSIOn of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

FOR COLT 45 AUTOS
AND SIMILAR FRAMES

Fingergrooves
eliminate slippage
-give total control
-gun points
naturally at
target

SOLID HAND
WALNUT CRAFTED

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY

Pistol Sights'
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M·39 & M-59

"'he guns were not sold,
hut were loaned with

the understanding they
were to he returned."

shooters might prefer a longer sight radius
than would be possible with a barrel
mounted sight, so High Standard designed
a bridge mount to place the sight at the
rear of the frame; an adaptation of this
bridge mount is used today on many High
Standard guns. In order to make the rapid
fire guns as versatile as possible, many of
them were made with provisions for
mounting the sight in either location by
simply exchanging a few parts. Equal at
tention was given to the front sights, and
an adjustable extended front sight was
used on many of the guns. The front sights
are carefully matched, and most have an
assembly number which matches the gun.

High Standard also experimented with
many barrel lengths, but the purpose was
to examine handling characteristics. Many
of the guns were made with a 41f2 inch
barrel which was threaded to accept a
muzzle extension which would allow the
barrel weights to be placed further for
ward. The effective barrel length with the
extension installed was 63.4 inches. Other
barrel lengths ranged from 5 to 7 inches.
The 41f2 inch barrel with muzzle extension
offers considerable versatility for the
shooter to tailor the feel of the gun to his
particular preference. It would appear that
this configuration was more or less stand-

ard for there are at least seven guns so
made, and McMillan's guns were this type.

Although there are many other barrel
arrangements, each is different in some
respect. One of the guns examined has a
jump barrel in which two inches of the
barrel immediately in front ofthe chamber
is cut away. The effective rifled barrel
length is only a little over two inches.
Green and others state that the accuracy
from jump barrels in general is not as good
as other types.

As the project was nearing completion,
each gun was extensively test fired. If
problems were found it was sent back for.
more work, but if it performed acceptably
it was serial numbered along with current
plant production. The guns were then is
sued to selected shooters for field testing.
The guns were not sold, but were loaned
with the understanding that they were to
be returned to High Standard. The major
ity of shooters receiving the guns were on
military teams, for High Standard wanted
to place the guns with shooters most likely
to make the 1968 Olympic team. In a
gesture of confidence, two guns were sent
to McMillan, then a Marine Major, for
they were sure he would be one of the two
chosen shooters. He was.

If this were a fairy tale, or if all stories

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981

ATTENTION
9MM SHOOTERS!
r~

STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES\OR 9MM
AMMO!!-Thi5 is your last chance to buy
high quality CZECH 9MM ammo at less
than half the cost of commercial ammo.

500 roundS .. 554.95 Postage Paid UPS
1000 roundS .. 589.95 Postage paid UPS
5000 roundS .585.95 per 1000 Postage Paid

UPS
10,000 roundS .. 575.50 per 1000 trUCK Freignt

Collect
20,000 rounds. :569.95 per 1000 trUCK Freignt

Collect
50,000 roundS .. 565.50 per 1000 trUCK Freignt

Collect
Sample Box of 80 rounds .510.00 UPS Postpaid
Czech mfg. in 1950-60's. Berdan corrosive
primed. Near 100% reliable. Suitable for all
9MM pistols, semi auto MACs and all 9MM
submachine guns. We have now sold over 1
million rounds of this ammo with no
complaints-only reorders. FFL license
must accompany each order. If you are not
a dealer, find a local dealer or gunshop
who will accept shipment for you. Orders
with certified check or money order are
shipped same day they are received.
Personal checks held 10 days.
Semi·Auto MAC M10 pistols and carbines
in stOCk, call for current availability and
price..45, 9MM, .380. These are
patterned after the infamous MAC-10
submachine gun but are available for
purchase same as any pistol.

QUALI'Tv PRODUCTS CO.
DIV. OF PARAGON S-S INC.

P.O. BOX 301-H
ROMEOVILLE, IL 60441

(81.51 725-9212

At last' A shirt for us You'll feel comfortable
gun lovers Wear this and look fantastic
top quality T-Shirt en
hanced with our full col·
or print of a Colt 38
Special "packed into
your belt ..
• Expertly silk-screened
• Will not fade, crack or

peel

• Hanes top quality 50 I

50 Poly / Cotton

• A unique, one-ul-a
kind deSIgn

• Full color. blue steel
walnut grips, chrome
tnm

• Great for clubs
• Light blue shirt. sharp

navy blue .trim
• Our trusted. money~

·back guarantee

PRINTED T·SHIRT
small. med.
large. extra large

$5.95 ~~~ ~~~~rSI
ORDER 2 OR MORE 0 I I .. I ~ d
And We Pay Postage ea er nqulnes nVlle
SPECIFY QTY AND SIZE WHEN ORDERING

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS CO.
P.O BOX 8411 H-3, CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065

PACK A .38
THIS UNIOUE, LIMITED EDITION

T-SHIRT WAS DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU

Jones Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt, AMT and Crown
City Autos. Completely replaces
the existing release. No drilling or
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. Patent Pending. $19.95
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax.
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE Oept. AHG
Rd. # 1 9518 Rt. 60 Fredonia, NY
14063

COMBAT AND IPse SHOOTERS
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WILSON COMBAT

High Visibility
Combat Sights $25.00,

$45.00 Installed
3 Week Del ivery

WILSON COMBAT
SHOK·BUFF" .

Shock Absorber Kit
$5.50 std .. $12.95 deluxe

.AAAA~

o

Msir.ed, the entire gun can be coate~; w~
will provideexceptienal corrosion protection.
Parts coated with Lubri-Bond Gun Lubricant
will be grey in color. The Gun Lubricant Kit
comes with·two 3 oz. aerosol containers. One
of the aerosols contains adegrease'r which is
'used as a pre-treatment before applying the
gun lubricant. The other aerosol can contains

. the gun lubricant. Electrofilm also offers a
service whereby you send us your gun and we
will parkerize the entire gun (with the exception

of the bore) and put on a topcoat of

~
heat cured Lubri-Bond Solid Film GunEF Lubricant. Dealer inquiries invited.

I fL/6t on) Seeusflflk1Dtl1l1'1'1f1f«TheSMfS/tow"

ELECTROFILM, INC.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Wilson's Gun Shop
Route 3, Box 211-0, Berryville, Ark. 72616

Phone: 501-545-3618

All ORDERS processed within 3 business days,

Add $2,50 Postage & Handling Per Order, NO COD or Credit
Card Orders Please. Send 2-15 cent stamps for complete
picture brochure of Custom Services & Accessories.

Custom Combat Handguns & Accessories for the Discriminating Shooter.

Extended Combat Safety $19.50
Extended Combat Slide Release , , 20.00
Dwyer "Group Gripper" Kit (Govt. or Gold Cup) 22,95
Dwyer "Group Gripper" Kit (Comm.) , , 27,95
Heavy Duty Recoil Spring (Govt, or Comm.) 2.50
Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (Govt. or Comm.) 4.50
Magazine Base Pads 1,50
Beavertail Grip Safety (blue or stainless) , , , 20,00
Pachmayr GM-45C Combat Grips , " " " 17,5!l.
Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or C) 9.75
Bre.ak-Free CLP,90 gm " 3.00
Rogers Combat Grips (black) , , 16.95
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" Rig (state size) , , 76.50
Bbl. Bushing Wrench , , , , 3,00
Wilson Combat T-Shirt (state size) 5.95

7116 Laurel Cyn. Blvd.• No. Hollywood, CA 91605/ 27727 Ave. Scott· Valencia, CA 91355' (213) 875-1000

t1med-Ubrf.'llOnd SoIiIl,fJhnftii
..fable to the g8R,r8i publk:.

tobrl-aon Gun' Lubricant contains molyb
denum disulfide in a paint-like binder and
meets military specifications MIL-L-2339B and
MIL-L-46147. It is used on high speed rapid fire
guns (large and small caliber), aircraft, tanks
and spacecraft, to mention afew. It is apenna

..nent lubricant and once applied' should last the
life of the gun, depending upon its use. Lubri
Bond Gun Lubricant will inhibit corrosion and
provide a· super smooth mechanical
a'ction on all moving parts. Dust and
dirt will not stick to coated surfaces
as it does when using oil'or grease.
All moving parts should be coated .If

...-WILSON COMBAT
Competition Magazine

With Pod (7rd-Stainless)
$18.00

---II WILSON
WILSON COMBAT . COMBAT

competitio~l~:;Ch Trigger

". • . J,ut one can only
wonder w"at mig"t "ave
"appened if everyt"ing

"ad gone well." i

pleted, McMillan finished in seventeenth
place. As a gentleman and sportsman,
McMillan never made excuses or blamed
something or someone else for his score,
but one can only wonder what might have
happem,d if everything had gone well.

As stated before, High Standard spared
no expense in the development of the
rapid fire guns, and the cost was high.
When pressed, Snyder stated that the total
cost of the project might have exceeded
$10,000 per gun.

The recent sale of its museum and ex
perimental collection by High Standard
contained eighteen of these guns. Exactly
how many more were made is not known,
for some were scrapped in various stages
of manufacture, and others were destroyed
in testing, so it is possible that there are a
few more around. If the total is twenty or
thirty, the surviving guns must be regarded
as extremely rare. In Olympic competition,
according to the often quoted Baron de
Coubertin, "Winning is less important
than the fact that one has competed." High
Standard did compete, and its guns con
tain the distilled thoughts of many dedi
cated men, a considerable display of
Yankee ingenuity, and perhaps most im
portant of all, the evidence that IIIIII!IIl
someone gave a damn! ~
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had happy endings, it would close with
another gold medal for the U.S. Unfor
tunately it was not to be, and a series of
misfortunes befell the guns and teams.
During training immediately before the
Games, McMillan's number one gun
began to experience malfunctions. Lou
Willing, the team gunsmith, and Frank
Green found 'problems in the magazine
lips which required adjustment. Lacking
the special fac;tory snap gauge, they did it
by trial and error until the gun functioned
reliably again.

Shortly after the U.S. team arrived in
Mexico City, McMillan's two guns were
stolen. The panic that followed the theft
resulted in two shipments of replacement
guns being sent to McMillan. The first
shipment arrived quickly, but was held up
in customs, and nothing could persuade
the customs officials to let the guns out
before all the proper paperwork was com
pleted. A second shipment was sent, only
to be held up also. The Mexican police
averted an international incident by re
covering the stolen guns in two days. They
were returned to McMillan at the sam~

time that customs decided to let the other
guns go, so at least McMillan had enough
guns.

When the rapid fire matches were com-
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T-Shirts
Onlv $6.95

Hand Silkscreened
On U.S.·Made Shirt
Silver on Navy
Colt Also Available
Send Size, Make and $6.95 + $1 p&h to

Box 55045 Little Rock. AR 72205

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

To help protect your right
to beanarms we all need ~

more people on our side.
Encourage your friends to

learn more about
handguns and shooting
sports from the pages of

The AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. Send a

friend the enclosed
. subscription card.

THE BIGGER
GRI_THE

STRIMGER
WE GET!

Smith&~sson

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for law Enforcement &
. Sporting Use

The most practical
.comfortoble way to
corry a -gun. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with 2" to 6W'
barrels ·in three spe
ciolly.designed holster

.' pockets. Uni-Vest also
~has a two magazine

- pocket which ope.ns to
.occam mod ate loose

.7".ommo. Heavyweight
/ blue denim. Sizes

S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left h.onded. $5.00
deposit on COD's. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DepfAH, P.o. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690

Shadowshirts

PROBLEMS OVER .357MAG
For even the experienced shooter, the

time increased markedly, as did a decrease
in results when .357 caliber was passed.
Obviously, the heavier calibers caused
both shooters problems.
Data reflect the ammunition used: 123
grain FMJ in 9mm P, 158 grain JHP in
.357,210 grain lead in Al M, and 230 grain
FMJ in 045 Aep. "Targets that could effec
tively be engaged" I include as a theoreti
cal cons·ideration; I intend it to illustrate a
key difference in the large magazine 9mm
P pistol. If targets presented themselves
one at a time, and if the average number of
hits achieved by the two shooters were
made, then 21 targets could have been
attacked. My point, of course, is that of all

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL,1981

THE PRACTICAL TESTING
Each gun started clean, cold and in the

readiness condition in which I, at least,
would carry it. One complete reload was
positioned by the gun; a full magazine for
the pistols and a full reloader for revolvers..
. My first shooter was a young lady who is

an inexperienced shooter. While she had
fired ~ll the guns used, she was not familiar
with any of them.

The second shooter was an experienced
former gunsmith and excellent shot. He,
too, had fired all of the guns involved but
was not really familiar with any of them
individually.

Both shooters were notably more accu
rate with revolvers. I find it most interest
ing that both were most effective with the
.357 Magnum despite the lesser recoil and
quicker recovery with the 9mm P Model
59. The first shooter, in particular, had
several mechanical problems with the
Model 59. First, it misfired and the dud
had to be discarded. Then, the last shot of
the first magazine failed to latch the slide
back and, after reloading, she took time to
discover why the gun would not fire. The
slide was pulled back only after she was
prompted to do so.

HANDGUN FIREPOWER
(Continued from page 39)

ability to handle multiple targets. It is low
in single-shot stopping power. The Al and
045 share great stopping power but pay for
it in reduced ammunition availability. The
.357 seems to strike a balance between
them.

Another consideration enters, and that
is the mechanical difference between
pistols and revolvers.

I wondered at this point just how much
difference these things make to different
shooters, and decided to try an experi
ment. On .different days at the range I
asked two friends to shoot a planned
"course" for m~ against the stopwatch.
The four guns were used, one after the
other, each against a single silhouette tar
get at 25 yards.

DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING
FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 29 4" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Class A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
Engrv. S/W 66 4" Class AEngrv. S/W 66
2%" Class A Engrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

GENCO

STD. Width, Hard-Chrome, Bar-Slo
Barrels, Bo-Mar Sights

COMPLETE LINE
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL & ACCESSORIES
Heckler &Koch #91 &93's
Nice Selection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Oevel 39 Conversions

JW HOAG® IPse AUTO

GUNS CURRENTLY
IN STOCK

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S

For Dealers & IPSC Club
Discounts-Send for Catalog:

THE SHO GUN SHOP
26646 5 Mile Road, Redford, MI 48239

24 ·Hr. Telephone Orders-
313/535-0819

Check. COD or Credit Cards Accepted.
Send FFL & SASE for Service & Product List. or send
FFL & $2.00 for Compiete Catalog.

Pistolsmithing at its finest-building
Combat autos on your gun or ours. A
complete repair and customizing
dept.-servicing dealers nationwide.

"The Gunsmith's Gunsmith"

SHO GUN
CUSTOM SHOP

'Prepaid Orders Over $150'

SHO GUN DISTRIBUTORS

IPSC & COMBAT ACCESSORIES
PARTS, FIREARMS & OTHER FINE PRODUCTS

.---- ).w.r-:....~
t:::: . •
GET A GRIP
ON SAVINGS.
Sight In On Our
Inventory And Services!

r------------- ,
: (f}!i!i!J(ff@ ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PHONE (704) 274-4570 (24-Hour Answering)
530 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza South

\..

PO. Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803 )

-------------



GUARANTEED
THIS HOLSTER

WILL FIT YOUR GUN

Black color
$14.65

Lightest, most secure
ANKLE holster
Secured two ways from shifting.
1. By elastic "sa-spend-er" above.
2. By padded strap at holster.
Both Velcro closing, adjustable.
Gun held secure but releases
quick by thumb-brake snap.
Smooth tan cowhide. Order
Ankle,
Made for .25, .32, .380 and dbl. bbl.

$
Remington-style Deringer and 2 in.

1665 small frame revolvers.

With "sa-spend-er" $21.45

!

''4i
!

America's No. 1
SHOULDER holster
Secret agent design for
maximum concealment. Frts
all but few unusual guns.
Gun grip bulge eliminated by
cross-strap on front, plus
loop· on holster bottom that
snaps to' belt. Spring clip
holds gun secure; allows
quick release. Oil finish

$ leather. Model K.

292~er 4" bbl. $31.95

Get perfect fit. Holster is wet-molded, by hand, for each make, model, barrel
length. Over 100 sizes in stock, to fit 99% of all guns made since 1861! Get
original, proven design. Model Hwas patented by us many years ago. Snaps off
belt loop for convenience, safety. Open holster bottom collects no debris to foul gun
barrel. Get true quality, Finest 9oz. top grain cowhide and welted seams. Get color
and finish choice. Black or Russett; smooth or basketweave. Model H. .1st Shooter Total

Gun· Shots-Hits Time/Per Shot

9mm 27-18 58 secl2.14 sec
.357 Mag 12-12 50 sec/4.1 sec
Al Mag 12- 9 58 sec/4.8 sec
045 Auto 15-10 68 sec/4.5 sec

2nd Shooter Total
Gun Shots-Hits Time/Per Shot

9mm 28-24 56 secl2.0 sec
.357 Mag 12-12 46 sec/3.8 sec
Al Mag 12-11 53 sec/4A sec
045 Auto 14-11 55 sec/3.9 sec

the probable users discussed only military
personnel would seem to neeq this ca
pability. All other users discussed earlier
would seem to have more than the needed
capability with either of the revolvers.

I think that it is clear that it takes more
than average self discipline and training if
one is to achieve maximum effectiveness
with handguns more powerful than .357
Magnum. By the same token, the ordinary
handgun user is likely to find revolvers
simpler and easier to use
effectively than pistols.

Available from dealers or direct from maker. When ordering (1) state holster model (2) state make, model, bbl. length of
handgun (3) state color, Model H. "Add $2.00 per holster for hdlg. & shpg. "Get Brauer mini-catalog $1.00. "Send check
or /v1.0., no C.O.D. "Missouri, add 5% tax. "Money back if not satisfied.

ROLLING BLOCK
(Continued from page 43)

B~~ue:~ B~OS. MFG.@.
Dept. AH, 2012 Washington, St. Louis, Mo. 63103

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

through loading manuals and cartridge
references, I decided the conversionwould
work, and that 30/30 would be the place to .
start. .

Feeling that I had a good idea I con
tacted Val Forgett, President of Navy
Arms, (689 Bergen Blvd. Ridgefield, New
Jersey 07657) and explained to him my
rationale and my plan. He agreed that the
rolling block could be converted and for
warded a couple of rolling block actions
for my use.. .

A project of this nature, basically pro
totype work, requires more skill and
equipment than your average you-bust-it
we'll-fix-it gunsmithing establishment pos
sesses. Fortunately for me, a new shop
with the talent and machinery had just
opened in my end of town. Gunsport it's
called, and their slogan is "Run by, and
for, shooters." A true statement, as I dis
covered after some·discussion with Nancy
Byers, owner, and Jim Carter, senior
gunsmith.

And I shortly had another partner in my
project. Jim's years with an AMA, and
specific experience with custom rolling
block rifles made the task at hand look like
a piece of cake.

With the key arrangements completed I
turned to acquiring the remainder of the
necessary parts and supplies.

A good, but not. necessarily match
quality barrel was a prime requirement.
I'd heard some good things from a local
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Pol ice Combat Revol~ers

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16/1 round or square barrel, Bo-Mar, Davis, Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth trigger wi
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt. S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1/16" Barrel (Blue) 5245.00
Square Barrel w/ejector rod shroud 5295.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

·Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more Information write: Lou Clamillo - Gunsmith
clo Maryland Gun Works, LTD. I 26200 Frederick Road I Hyattstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

~.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY;

UNDERCOVER
SHOULDER
HOLSTER #5

[awr~

JJL
CUSTOMS

offers . ~ .
• Complete custom work for all

handguns
• Master engraving
• Deluxe refinishing
• Combat conversions
• Complete line of accessories

Delivery 6-8 weeks

.~ Forj~tcu~ToM~'OO (j)
~333Highland Pkwy.• Sf. Paul. Minn. 55116...-

••••••••
Trim, neat lilling under· revolvers Available at deal· •
cover shoulder holster that ers or by mail •
carries the gun bUll down Write for Free Catalog for
Has smooth glazed leather all details on complete •
exterior with soft English kip Lawrence line of over 100
leather lining. holster styles and other' •
Only for 2" Chiel and' Agent shooting accessories

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •

lIe.A•••p.a.o.0.7• .I

p ••••.•
••••••••••••"Construction of the

pistol was fairly
straightforward and

could lie duplicated."

smith about the pistol barrels supplied by
E. R. Shaw (Thoms Run Road,
Bridgeville, PA 15017, 412-221-3636) and
decided to give one a try. I planned to use
bullets of 150 to 180 grains in weight in long
slippery shapes for match loads, so I or
dered a blank with a slower, 1 in 12 twist.

I prefer open sights on my unlimited
guns, and as I had experienced difficulty
with mirage off plain barrels I was inter
ested in trying a rib. SSK Industries (RT 1,
Della Drive, Bloomingdale, OH 43910,
614-264-0176) offers a full length alumi
num rib, designed for the Super 14. It's
dovetailed front and rear for globe front
and for a Micro rear sights, and by happy
coincidence, could be adopted to the bar
rel contour we'd picked. It provided a
simple ~olution to the sight problem.

Shaping arid inletting a forearm onto a
straight taper barrel is a simple chore, and
I had saine scrap walnut laying around (or
that end. But grips are an ox of a different
color. Thinking it easiest to modify an
existing grip I looked around and ended
up with one of Steve Herrett's old style
Controller grips for the Contender.

Front sights on uinlimited guns are
often globes, but quite often the shooter
ends up using a blade insert. Rather than
spend the extra cash for the unused sophis-.

tication I decided to just use a blade.
Choices are limited here as only Burris
makes patridge style, rifle-type
(dovetailed) blades. I sent for a selection of
heights in a width to match that of the rib.
_ I've always had good luck with Federal

brass and primers, so I secured a supply of
both. I wanted to try an assortment of
factory ammo in the pistol to establish
baseline performance, and to see how well
a non-reloader might fare, so I ordered
some Federal factory ammo while I was at
it.

Bullets came from Speer and Homady,
mostly in the slippery boat tail shapes, and
as I had only silhouette loads in mind, I
concentrated on weights of 150 to 180
grains. I added in some Frontier factory Griffon revives the classic Original Cane Gun, popu{ar
ammo while I was gathering components gentlemim's (and ladies') companion of the 1890's. And

it's still as practical as it once was - firing a .36 cal round
to add some variety to the tests, and to see ball (375 dia.) with sufficient force to penetrate three 1"
how well Hornady's loads would compare pine boards. The cane gun uses standard No. 11 percus-
with a more established line, sion caps to ignite a charge of 13 grains FFF black

pqwder. Nipple is of corrosion proof stainless steel.
Construction of the pistol was fairly Happily:federallaw exempts this black powder fire-

straightforward and could be duplicated arm from the 1968 Gun Act (but be sure to check local
ordinances before carrying loaded).

by others. Just accurately fit and chamber Made in America. the Griffon Cane Gun is available
the barrel, and tune the action to eliminate in brown only with handsome. natural finish, wood

movement in the block and hammer to handle for $65 ppd. Dealer inquiries invited. No FFL
required. We accept Visa and MasterCardd d 1h dE' .d No COD please Satisfaction guaranteed InqUiries SASE Onlyre uce an contro ea space. aSler Sal ~rtftlln

than done though,
The barrel blank was first trued up in the

lathe, turned to about .970 inches in diam-
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BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

Send cheCk or M.O. to:

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

ORDER TODAY! ~~':t~;~'
Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.

Postpaid

Add $1.00 for postage
and handling.

(White outline blade - $350 extra)
Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Jam.s C.Clark
PISTOLSMITH
Rt 2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318) 925-0836

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

MAGNIRCENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

CLARKtllWMR
CWAdjustable
(~) Rear Sight
",&'

• __ GUNS, MILITARY __..

BOOK CATALOG
Best catalog of its type in the world.

1700 titles S2 Big 200 Pages
Profusely illustrated..

Fairfield Book Co. Box 289, Dept. AH-3
Brookfield Center, CT 06805
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As the name Implies, our "Dual-Angle Hunter" was
specllically designed with the hunter in mind.

This Innovative holster incorporates two separate belt
slots In the belt loop, thus allowing the holster to be worn
at two dllferent angles.

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" is unique because the wearer
has the option to wear It as a "conventional hlp holster" or
"radical cross draw." Both positions alford accessibility and

complete security to the wearer. The "radical cross draw"
poslllon is especially elfecllve when using a large hunllng
weapon In a seated position.

"The Dual-Angle Hunter" Is currently available lor most
popular handguns.

Retail price Irom: $29.95 (All Auto's 4"-6" BBL)
$34.95 (7'12"-8" BBL)
$39.95 (10'12" BBL)

Lining add $8.00
When ordering, state make, model, BBL, length 01 hand

gun, whether right or left handed. Add $2.00 per holster lor
handling & shipping. New York residents add apsroprlate
sales tax. Send check or money order (Foreign or ers add
15% shipping, U.S. lunds only).
Send $1.00 lor color catalog lIIustrallng our lull line 01
concealment & hunting holsters.

Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4¥i',
Length of barrel 2¥.," ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety

Jetfire-Cal. 25...Overall Length 4¥i' Length of
barrel 2¥i' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ... Half cock safety

No extractor
blowback
action
only pistol
with instant
breech cleaning
double safety
features.

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib.
Here's an outstanding all purpose shotgun. Tang safety, 12
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 2%"
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 2%", 410 gauge for 3" and
21/2" shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver.

Distributed exclusively by For full details write Dept. D-3

J L GALEF & SON INC and include your dealer's name and address.

• • • 85 Chambers Street, New York, NY 10007

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL.

NEW DESIGN EXTRACTOR
The factory extractor was so shaped that

matching the cut-out in the factory barrel
would have seriously weakened the new
barrel. Jim spent a couple, three days
measuring and shaping trial extractors be
fore he came up with the final design. It
functions swell, and the smaller cut-out
necessary for its operation left sufficient
meat along the .30/30 chamber.

Once completely assembled, Jim sent a
few rounds into the shop's bullet trap, and
as nothing stretched or scattered, the next
step was some serious shooting.

To get to that point quickly we decided
just to mount a scope, and save fitting the
metallic sights for later.

The barrel was drilled for a Leupold T1
C scope base, mounted backwards, as with
the base reversed the scope can be cor
rectly positioned on the pistol without
drilling holes over the chamber. The Leu
pold base has a relief cut on its bottom

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MARCHIAPRIL,1981

PIVOT PINS REPLACED
The pivot pins for the hammer and

block were replaced with larger diameter
pins to take out the factory slack to better
control headspace. These were made .394
inches as in diameter as opposed to the
stock .391 inches. For best fit, the frame,
block, and hammer should have been
individually precisidn reamed as a unit.
Remember though, the hammer and block
must rotate. Real tight fits may require
a grove or two to allow lubrication to
penetrate.

Once the pins were fitted the hammer
and block were lapped together with
grinding compound. Care taken here to
reduce slop will payoff in tight groups.

The barrel was rough and finish' cham
bered in the lathe, and Jim's measure
ments and calculations worked out well
enough that headspace was just right on a
Federal case the first time the barrel and
action were ·assembled. The brass we had
must be a tad thin in the rim, as the action
wouldn't close completely on the go gauge,
but as I didn't plan to shoot the gauge we
left the headspace that way.

eter, and trimmed to 15 inches in length. A
shank a couple of tenths shorter than the
pistol's frame is wide (1.220 inches on the
one we had) was turned to a diameter
sufficient to provide a tight fit when
threaded (we used .8475 inches) and then
threaded (square threads!). Dimensions
here will have to be selected to fit your
action, but the idea is to make a snug, but
not interference fit. Once that was satisfac
torily accomplished, the barrel was con
toured to a straight taper from .755 inches
at the muzzle, to .835 inches at the point
about l.l inches from the shoulder on the
shank. Should you do one, I'd suggest you
shoot for .855 inches at this point so that
the scope base will fit better.

Work on the action started with preci
sion grinding the face off to square it up
with the bore.



$16.95
ZEllRAWOOD

$15.95'
WALNUT

Complete information
on the bullets that

have set new
standards.

4 page brochure
+

4 pages of Load Data
+

4 page reprint of
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

article,
"Taurus Stands for Bullets"

MAGNUM GRIPS
P.O. Box 601. Dept. AH. Payson. AI 655~1

Give make and mode-l whe-n orde-ring.
Se-nd money order. check or COD fO:

Send $1.00 to

THE ALBERTS CORPOR~ION
P.O. Box 157 • Franklin Lakes, NJ. 07417

for
COLT

AUTOMATICS
AMT

HARDllAllER
RUGER
MARK I

TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING ....-"...~..
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
and S & W MODERN
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAe·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALl.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or &LACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum far Colt, S & W

K>11SHae6 ~trheBl~~er$a.~~;ols, ~leD ~1~IS~oti4.~
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Postpaid Deliver.y.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. l..
loaders-Iullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand·ma~e

Holsters & kits. Leather & Clarlno.
- Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.
1326 W. 8<1""" lei., Oklohoma City, Okla. 7311~

Call toll-free (800) 654-8415 (Outside OK)

"'lie rill is also neat
in tllat it only talees a

screwdriver to remove
tile iron sigllts •••"

surface for the dovetail that fits neatly over
the step in the barrel.

After completion of the load develop
ment and accuracy testing I brought the
pisfol back to finish installation of the
sighting system.

The sights reflect my belief that an un
limited gun should be equipped with open
sights equipped with normal notch and
patridge blades and that the rear sight
should be simple to adjust, repeatable in
its adjustments, and durable enough to
withstand adjustment every match. The
Micro meets these criteria, is inexpensive,
and better yet allows one to change blades
to vary notch width to personal preference.
We used a #1 which is intended for a Colt
.45 ACP. I've since fitted a homemade .065
notch in the Micro to match the .075 blade
width of the Burris W406 patridge.

The rib from SSK Industries is intended
for a Super 14. Shortened a little and fitted
with stands to support it once past the step
in the barrel, the rear-end screwed right
into the scope base screw holes. The barrel
was tapped to match the rest of the holes in
the rib, with an extra in the middle to
control things there. By the way, one could
do with only one stand at the muzzle, but
the rib has two holes. The rib proved to be
functional in the usual sense, in that it

dissipates heat waves arising from the bar
rel, and reduces the resulting mirage. I say
reducing, as the rib gets hot too, but not as
quick as the barrel and not as hot. It works.

The rib is also neat in that it only takes a
screw driver to remove the iron sights and
their alignment isn't disturbed when you
switch back to a scope for hunting or load
testing. .

The forend shape can be varied to meet
personal concepts of beauty, but it must be
functional. A rounded triangular cross sec
tion like a Fajen single shot stock would be
nice, for example. Still, the thickness near
the forend screw is necessary to give
the forend sufficient depth for the prone
shooter, so that when rested atop a gloved
fist the muzzle doesn't point into the
ground. The bottom of the forend cross
section is flattened for stability when laid
across a fist (prone), or a leg (supine) or a
sandbag. The sharp edges help hold the
pistol on the side of your leg when shoot
ing Creedmoor.

A smaller, narrower, forend might be an
option for Ii hunting version, but the sil
houette version should meet the above
criteria.

The grip is short so the prone shooter
can rest his other fist on the mat without
the pistol touching. A fatter grip than the
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GET OUR
CATALOG OF
ACCESSORIES
FOR THE
HANDGUNNER

NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $15.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page- fully il
lustrated calalog only $3.00
(free with order).

W_W_ #1 Ud. (G) ... #106J
St. Louis, MO. 63158

SEND $1.00 P.O. BOX 5lI4
FOR CATALOG ST. CHARLES

ILLINOIS
60174

SCOPES
SCOPE MOUNTS
CASES, SIGHTS

TRIGGER SPRINGS
TOOL KITS, TARGETS

GRIPS, SPEED LOADERS
.... AND MORE

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 59¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-3), 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARPM9Rl1 PA 19003

CHOOSE A WINNER

Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tl&downs, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

SpecIfy waist $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
sfze Gun make, check or money or-

. bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7W; bbl.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS
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JOHN SANDELL
Walker, MN 56484 (218) 547-1599

PRACTICAL
FIREARMS TRAINING
Midwestern Handgunners
Train In Your Own Area On the
Famous Due/ATron® Target Sys
tem. No Travel Or Added Ex
penses. Law Enforcement and
Civilian Training. Write Or Call
for more information.

STAINLESS STEEL

(Fla. add 4% sales tax)

makes this legendary Army 44 cal. by
famous Armsport a step above the best.
Also in standard blk. steel $96.50. Send
check or M.O. Add $3.00 ea. frt.(Sug. list $175)

'$13750

The "FOREVER" Remington!

Full line Black Powder Catalog $1. 00

ADVENT SALES CO. ~~tB~X~1795, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33339

BRASS
,.45 ACP-9mm-.38-.357',.

.44SPL-.223-.308

WE HAVE IT!
Call For Quantity Prices

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. aox 315
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

To order send chec

SHDDTBRST-SRIITS

SANDBAG TEST PROCEDURE
Test procedure was to shoot one five·

shot 100 yard group with the scoped pistol
from a sandbagged rest over the sky
screens of the M33 Oehler with each load.
Groups with acceptable velocities, and
pressures, that showed good accuracy and
low velocity variation were shot farther to
develop data on average group sizes for
three five-shot 100 yard groups.

My first surprise was how well the fac
tory ammo shot. My second was how hard
it was to develop loads that shot as well,
that delivered equivalent velocities and
pressures. All loads, by the way, were kept
at or below .30/30 rifle loads. Without
having access to proof loads nor the desire
to scatter the product of all this hard work
in the interests of science, I figured it
prudent to use 30/30 w,orking pressures as
maximum in the conversion. That's no
handicap as it tlim~ out lSD's can be driven
2000-2200 fps within this limit, and that's
enough recoil for most shooters. (Even the ~0097 Via Velez PI., Dept. AH-3-81 Temecula, CA 92390
.308 users load down to this level). Any tCA res. i1dd 6% sales tax) (Foreign orders add 25% postage)
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stocker is needed to fill the hand, and
distribute recoil uniformly over the palm.
This one is a worked-over Herrett, and it
turned out to be a tad too small to cover
the frame. I cut the palm swell off, as it was
too high on the grip, and bent the wrist too
much when shooting Creedmoor. The
filler behind the guard was left on as it
helps control the pistol.

You're obviously free to try other shapes
for the wood, but the above requirements
should be met.

Both forend and grip were glass bedded,
the forend the full length of the barrel, and
to the action as well. Complete, with fat
forend, big grip, and rib, the pistol is still
quite light for an unlimited, weighing four
pounds, four ounces, or four ounces under
maximum allowable weight.

HEAVY CONTOUR BARREL
The barrel profile was selected as we

. wanted the heaviest contour possible, but
most of all the straight taper and step look
business-like. To carry on that thought, the
trigger guard was blackened a.nd the re
ceiver was bead blasted and blued. The
final product is attractive, and well, looks
like a pistol. But does it shoot? .

Well, AI thinks so. And so do Cord,
Dave, Dan, Terry and Glen, all local sil
houetters who gave it a try, and did well
with it. And Terry who guided me to a
small town of northern Arizona prairie
dogs. We blew away a half dozen or so in
an hour one evening with the Federal 125
graIn HP round (once we'd got the Leu
pold4X sighted in). From 50 to 145 paces.
That load by the way, shoots good enough,
flat enough, and produces enough damage
on the dogs to be all a varmint hunter
needs for his .30/30 pistol.

But just to convince you that the rolling
block works, I shot a few hundred rounds
from the bench to develop the data shown
in the accompanying table.



FREE CATALOG

THE WORLD OF RelOADING
IS NOW AWARE OF

"BONANZA"
A NEW INNOVATIVE APPROACH

TO HANOLOAOINGI

NU-LlNE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hill Road. Dept. AH

Harvester. MO 63301
(314) 441-4500
(314) 447-4501

61/ Python Barrels. $52.95 prepaid
For parts order, add $3.00 packing and postage

NU,;,lINE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

BONANZA SPORTS MFG. CO.
412 WESTERN AVENUE

FARIBAULT. MINNESOTA 55021

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Send Large S.A.S.E. For Brochure

PPC GUNS BUILT 11/ BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS &COLT PARTS- ~

$10 MINIMUM ORDER'
S&WSIGHTS INSTALLED ON
COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO .44 SPECIAL
AND .45 L.C.

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full Range of Combat Moditicafions

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-Round Test Fire & Ransom Target on Acc;;uracy Work
. Improved Reliability

. BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
8810 Rocky Ridge Road Long SASE
Indianapolis, IN 46217 For Brochure & Price?

"In the 95 0 weather
the handgun got too

hot to touch, but
it remained stable."

taking targets with the same hold hot as it
had cold. I could also give another shooter
the pistol, some ammo and my sight
settings/holds, and he could hit targets
without sight adjustment.

From the bench, changes in points of
impact at 100 yards with changes in ve
locity with a given bullet or with changes
in bullets were small enough to allow me to
keep all my shots on my four spot, page
sized record targets.

After 1200 rounds it was shooting as well
as at the start, and the headspace hadn't
changed. Best of all it handles and feels
like a traditional pistol.

A shooter, and a looker. What more
could you want? Well, you could want one
for yourself. I thought you might, so I did
one more thing. I sent the pistol back to
Val. He's evaluating it right now, and first
impressions are good. If the economics
work out you'll be able to buy one over the
counter; no hassles with gunsmiths over
custom building, or forming exotic cases
for that other factory unlimited.

If that appeals to you, cross your fingers,
and write Val. Hopefully we'll have a new
factory unlimited. If you can't wait, write
Jim.

Either way, you won't be dis
appointed.

more is just too hard on the shooter's wrist,
elbow and nerves.

After the bench sessions were complete,
the best loads for the 150, 165, 180 bullets
were selected, and quantities loaded for
testing the pistol in actual and simulated
matches. Factory loads were also used in
this phase of the testing. The downrange
performance of the flat nose bullets in the.
factory ammo was considerably less than
that .of the more streamlined bullets used
in the handloads. The rams fall noticeable
slower, and sight corrections as the range
increases are considerably more. .

With the scope still on, I found I could
hold on the leg of the 50 meter chicken
with the 150 grain Speer Spitzerl29.0
grains H322 load, and the center of the
same target at 200 meters, and take both
regularly. By contrast, the 170 grain
Federal load required a leg hold on the 50
meter chicken, and an atop the horn hold
on the rams.

The pistol performed better than I'd
hoped. It'll take a well put together bolt
gun to beat its accuracy and it's as tolerant
of load variation as any bolt pistol.

On the range I shot simulated matches
at a pace far faster than match conditions.
In the 95 degree weather the handgun got
too hot to touch, but it remained stable,

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8·3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk
-<~ 7%"

~~~~
For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

Lee
... Echols
.. tJ.45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941

Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640
Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

The originol Mog-na-port~ a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-na-port~ or
the Mag-na-port Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.

We thank all of our customers for Mag-na
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

Patent No. # 3808943
®

ARMS, INC.

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump
-,''''

Mag-na-port®

A BOMBINATION OF
MIRTH! The Funny,
Funny Book Abou
The Pistol
Shooters.

1::::::::::::::OOll NEW! ~)(=~
"WINNER 44"
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by Barry Sadler

Each book will be
personally autographed

by Barry Sadler.
Vietnam war hero-Green Beret
Balladeer, Barry Sadler's first
book about the personal contact
war on the ground, against the
Viet Congo

Vietnamese for animal is moi
and that is the name a North
Vietnamese Major calls his
personal POW, a sergeant of the
U.S. Special Forces. This is a
book about th,e duel of wills
between these two men as they
become less human. It's a savage
experience and Barry Sadl~r

knows the scene about which he
writes: he was there.

Price $9.00 plus $1.00 for postage
and handling. (Allow from four
to six weeks for delivery)

Guns Books
Dept. 96-H3
591 Camino de la Reina
San Diego, CA 92108

Enclosed is my check for __
copies of THE MOl @ $9 plus
$1 postage & handling each.

(Calif. residents add 54¢ each sales tax)

Name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _

LOADS FOR THE
CUSTOM 30/30
'ROLLING BLOCK
SILHOUETTE PISTOL

Average Average
Powder Charge Velocity Group
125 gr. FEDERAL HP
Factory 2283 2.31

150 gr. FEDERAL FP
Factory 2098 2.15

150 gr. FEDERAL RN
Factory 2045 2.20

150 gr. SPEER SP
H322 26.0 1741
H322 28.0 1877
H322 29.0 1941 2.06
H322 30.0 2034 2.69
3031 29.0 1879
3031 31.0 2043
3031 Top load 33.0 2182

150 gr. SPEER BT
BL-C2 30.0 1737
BL-C2 32.0 1838
BL-C2 34.0 1995
H4895 30.0 1864
H4895 32.0 2060 1.60
H4895 Top load 33.0 2132 1.84

165 gr. SPEER BT
748 Mild 28.0 1671
748 30.0 1719
748 Top load 32.0 1870
BL-C2 31.0 1843
BL-C2 32.0 1902
BL-C2 Close to top 33.0 1950 1.41
H4895 26.0 1643
H4895 28.0 1779
H4895 Top load 30.0 1890

168 gr. HORNADY BTHP
BL-C2 Inaccurate 29.0 1749
BL-C2 Accurate 31.0 1841
BL-C2 Close to top 33.0 1960

170 gr. FRONTIER FP
Factory 1911 2.55

180 gr. SPEER BT
H4895 Too light 23.0 1466
H4895 25.0 1633
H4895 Top load 27.0 1715
4064 28.0 1569
4064 30.0 1728
4064 Top load 32.0 1912 1.52

Velocities are for one five-shot group,
measured· ten feet from the muzzle using an
Oehler Model 33 chronotach with skyscreens.
Group sizes are the average of the extreme
spreads of three five-shot groups fired at 100
yards from a sandbag rest, using a Leupold
four power pistol scope (their M8-4X). Federal
210 large rifle primers, and Federal cases were
used throughout. Overall lengths were: 150 gr.
Speer, 2.86 inches; 150 gr. Speer BT, 2.77
inches; 165 gr. Speer BT, 2.91 inches; 168 gr.
Hornady BTHP, 2.90 inches; 180 gr. Speer BT,
2.91 inches. Top loads were estimated to equal
30-30 rifle loads, judged in 75°_80° F tempera
tures. HP-HollowPoint; FP-Flat Point; RN
Round Nose; SP-Spitzer; B T-Boat Tail;
BTHP-Boat Tail Hollow Point.

At last!
Here's the whole story.

INTHE
GRAVEST EXTREME

The role of the
firearm

in personal protection.
By Massad Ayoob

"Excerpts from this book were a
smashing success when first
pUblished in GUNS magazine.
Now read the full story- .
unexpurgated and unedited:
Seventeen chapters of
streetwise information that every
gun owner needs. Ayoob pulls
no punches!
"Should be required reading for
every person who owns a gun
for self defense."

. Never before, the truth about
what happens to you when and
if you use a gun for self defense.
Price $7.00 plus 75¢ for po~tage

and handling. (Allow from four
to six weeks for delivery.)

Mail to: Handgunner Books,
Dept. 102··H3
591 Camino de la Reina
San Diego, CA 92108

Please send __~ copies of
IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME.
Enclosed is $ plus 75¢ per
copy for postage and handling.
(California residents add 6% sales tax)

Name~ _

Address _

City _

State Zip __
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THE LOADING CHART
The loading chart is but part of the

directions that come with the tool. Sara
spread them out in front of her, and read
them through carefully (if all else fails,
etc.) A key point here is to identify each
tool, and pay particular attention to the
step by step photos to determine how the
tools are' oriented for each operation.
This is critical because most do more
than one operation, and are turned about
to suit the job at hand.

In a couple of minutes she had located
the decapping base and punch and was
busy driving the spent primers out of the
38 Special cases we'd set out to load.
Here she decided to depart from the
directions to do a single operation (de- .
capping) on all the cases, rather than all
operations on a single case. The first
approach is probably the faster of the
two but either is satisfactory.

In this operation, and all that followed,
it only took her 10 to 15 repetitions to get
the hang of the process, and begin to
work efficiently. Simple.

"Improved Reloading Kit" that lists for
$13.98. Comes complete for most any
popular rifle or pistol cartridge in a
pocket-sized red plastic carrying box.
Complete means everything (save a mal
let for motive power) to load a cartridge
is in the box.

Seemed like a logical pairing to me. A
captive beginner, and an inexpensive set
of loading tools. We made a date one
Saturday.

To make this a valid test she was on her
own, save for my collecting cases,
primers, bullets and a suitable powder. I
expect most any beginner could get that
far with the help of a friendly clerk or a
quick review of the loading chart that
accompanies each tool.

BUDGET RELOADING
(Continued from page 44)

SIZING WITH LUBRICATION
Sizing comes next, and we used Pa- ."

cific's Unique lube (Pacific Tool Co., Box
2048, Grand Island, NE 68801) (Lanolin
would" do fine too) on the cases to ease
the sizing effort. A couple of raps with
the mallet drove them home. The direc-.
tions call for driving the case out of the
sizing die body on to a primer placed in
the priming chamber. Sara was puzzled
here by the direction's use of a new term
(locating ring) and I had to show her
where and how to place the primer (drop
the primer, legs up, in the shiny spring
loaded ring with the small hole.)

She elected to size and prime all 50 in
this fashion, and was happily hammering
away when there was a loud bang. In the
interest of speed she'd been driving the.
cases out of the die and on to the primer
with one wack. There was no harm done,
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SAVE 30% up to 60% SAVE
Send for big b<lrgain catalog of revolvers, rifles, pistols and
derringers. Big selection of guns and accessories. Manv
hard to find items. All items at low, low prices. $$ 
Order direct and save - $$

"25 years" of service and integrity
EMF Co., Inc.,
Dept. AH3. 2911 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505

AUTHENTIC
- - A'Wft~~A
=-~~&-

SEND $1 FOR

BIG NEW GUN CATALOG
(SEND $7 00 FOR FIRST Cl ASS MAILING)

Genuine Dakota U.S. Army Single Action Revolver.
The Dakota revolver is an exact shooting copy of the
original Colt Single Action Revolver. These fine guns
have the Colt-type hammer with firing pin. beautiful,
polished. blue finish, genuine case hardened frame,

~~ one-piece walnut grips and genuine solid brass back
strap and trigger guard. They are superbly balanced

Authentic and accurate revolvers and have perfect timing. They
Qualitv are made of the finest materials and are manufactured
Shooters ~~al~tyea~~ ::u~~°tn~'i~i:~~est gun makers. The best in

CALIBERS, .22 LR - .22 MAG - .357 MAG - .44-40 CAL.
.45 LONG COLT - .30 Ml CARBINE
See Your Dealer Or Send For Information

For Information Call (213) 843-7777

The BUEHLER pistol base for Ruger _. . ... 0-

Blackhawk and similar frames fits into "<~~""•. "' ""
the rear sight. Installation is easy. Just two "
holes to drill and tap. Strength and durability ~-J

are needed on the big 44 Magnums and the
BUEHLER system has it. See our complete line of
pistol and rifle mounts. Send for FREE Catalog 36H

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

Single
Action
Revolvers

FAST & ACCURATE!

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RINDA, CA. 94563

Using a Michigan Arma
ment customized Colt .45,
Nick Pruitt, Newhall, Cali
fornia, had the fastest time in
the U.S. Nationals at York
town, Virginia. In man vs.
man competition, Nick was
timed at 5.35 seconds.

Complete .45
Combat Modifications

Specializing in all
Colt A.C.P. handguns

MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC.
Custom Handgun Specialists

214 East Adrian St. • Blissfield, MI 49228 • 517/486-4000
Thomas Kohler John Post, Sr.



but she did slow down, and use a couple,
three light taps for the rest of the cases.

We cleaned the cases by rolling them
in an old towel, and then she was ready'
for the next step.

The case mouth must be flared to
facilitate starting lead bullets, and there's
a small punch that is tapped into the case
while it is held in the decapping base.
Sara pointed out it wouldn't be a good
idea to flare the cases on the bench top, as
a high/hard spot could set off a primer
(suddenly she was safety conscious).

CHARGING WITH POWDER
Once through, and the flared cases

were ready to charge with powder. She
decided to do all 50 at once, so 1 fetched
her a loading block to hold all the cases
to keep things organized, and eliminate
knocking a bunch of loose cases over
domino-fashion.

The powder dipper was a tiny little
thing, and easy to use-just push it
through a small container filled with
powder, shake it off, and drop it in a case.
The dipper had a static charge though,
and powder grains stuck to it. A dusting
with graphite cured that.

Once all of the cases had been charged
1had her look in each one to check for an

"A few taps seats the
bullet, turn the die

over and a few more
taps crimps the case."

Bianchi Doesn't Gamble
With Quality!

'i7
100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH3/81, Temecula, CA 92390

And you don't have to either! Not when Bianchi Gunleather is
going all out to bring you the finest quality leathergoods money
cart buy.

A major ingredient in the famous quality of Bianchi Gunleather
is individual commitment. Dedicated craftsmen who cherish the
reputation of having the highest standard in the world for pro
ducing beautiful gunleather.

When you see Bianchi Gunleather, you see "Quality"! No imi-
tation here not by along shot. Run your fingers across the
feel of its carefully cut prime leather; leather that is specially
selected for exacting requirements. Examine how it was meticu
lously fitted by hand for a smooth draw. Look at how every
stitch is locked individually and, more important, hand finished
in every detail. Now that's quality ... quality unknown by any
other holster manufacturer in the world.

Whether it's fast-draw beauties or sophisticated special rigs for
law enforcement agencies, you'll know when it's branded
BIANCHI it's made by the master who created the world stand

ard by which all gunleather is judged. At
Authorized Dealers worldwide. Completejull

color catalog $1.00.

FEW TAPS SEAT BULLET
A few taps seat the bullet, and the case

is then crimped by turning the die over
on the round and applying a few more
taps.

That's all there is to it. My test subject
loaded her first box of ammo easily, with
no help from me save for answering a
couple of questions. She'd probably fig
ured those out for herself if I'd left her
alone.

Took her about an hour and a haJf to
do that first fifty, and as she
said, "I never hit a thumb."

inadvertent double charge. Safety first.
Bullet seating is done with the case in

the decapper base and surrounded by the
sizing die. The decapping chamber has a
threaded rod and lock ring on the side
which serves as a bullet seating punch.
Threading the rod in or out of the cham
ber adjusts bullet seating depth, and the
desired setting is fixed with the lock ring.
(Nmmally the bullet is seated to the top
groove, which is intended to provide
room for crimping).

Sara chose to start each bullet in the
case mouth by hand (to make sure it got
started straight) before placing the case
in the die.
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THE 0-7 VS THE LEE AUTO
Well, after loading a few hundr.ed

rounds to familiarize myselfwith the 0-7's
operation, I had a race. Me and the 0-7
versus me, the 0-7 and my Lee (Auto
Prime). Now the Lee is the fastest priming
tool bar none. I've primed thousands of
rounds with mine. Could the 0-7 keep up?

I set out 200 7x47 cases, primers, and
adjusted the tools.

Go. Necksizing only, I sized and primed
a 100 cases in 12 minutes 10 seconds with
the 0-7, including time spent filling the
primer feeder.

Next. With the primer feed and priming
arm removed I sized the other 100 on the
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PACIFIC 0-7 PRESS

degrees to the right. This opens up the
front of the ram, but at the same time it
closes up the rear. Ifyou're used to a big C
press like I am and work from the side, like
I do, the new Pacific seems claustrophobic.
Moving around to the front as was inten
ded relieves this feeling.

Unlike many bench presses, the main
link has an offset extension for the handle,
which allows one to sit to the front of the
press wthout hitting yourself with the han
dle (if you're right-handed that is). The
handle is topped with a large ball-shaped
knob; unlike the usual straight handle the
ball allows you to operate the press with
out shifting your grip as the handle swings
through its are, all the while maintaining a
comfy wrist angle.

I mounted the press tipped back 10
degrees or so, as that's what I'm used to. It
has two mounting holes, which some will
say is a weakness, but the fastening points
work well to hold the press to the bench on
the down stroke, which is when heavy
loads are normally exerted. A third bolt
near the front would eliminate some

"Did I like it? Well,
the 0-7'5 still bolted
to my bench. It's a

deal you can't refuse."

movement on the up stroke, but if you're
working that hard to extract a case the next
one will stick in the die.

The linkage goes over center the end of
the down stroke, and oddly, the directions
instruct you to screw the dies in far enough
to stop the ram before it does. Why I don't
know, but often you can't do that, as there
are times when setting the die that deep
oversizes the case. Strange.

All this discussion is interesting but does
it work? I mean, who's in a bigger hurry 10
get the ammo together than a handgunner
with a week's practice fodder to load?

(Continued from page 45)

• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and comfort

$19.95 each

EXTENDED SUDE RELfASE

eCYlINDEIi&SlIDt SNDP INC,
'oJ P,D. 8(JX 9J1

INMONT, NE. 61fJ1S
":: PI/. .fJ1 11H111

Dealers please inquire

r ....,.....-.-
THE COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL S6.30
AR-15, M-16 ANO M-16A1 (5.56mm Rifles) SB.70
INGRAM MAC-10 S5.50; M1 CARBINE $8.75
The most comprehensive, best illustrated manuals for the use,
maintenance and repair of these effective weapons.
Money order or credit card only· In store or by malt· catalog $1.00

SURVIVAL BOOKS (213) 763-0B04
Oept. AH • 11106 Magnolia Blvd.' North Hollywood. CA 91601

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

erformed on the .45 auto.

EXTENDED MAG. RELEASE
\\\\\l
\\~\,
tW'
it'l'
~\"tl

'tl ~ J
I'lll~

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy instaRalion
(drill & tap 1hole)
installation available $ 10.

$ 19.95 each

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 • Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673·2810

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

complete with detailed instructions

please add $1.00 postage per order

TOM'S GUN
BLUING snop
1818 Crestview Drive
Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for
.22 auto In-Shop bluing, satin nickel.
gold and all types of metal and wood
finishing. Delivery time-3 to 5 weeks.
Write or call for details and prices.

THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCT.S FOR SHOOTERS OF THE

BROV\lNING HI- POVVER

• Drop-in installation
.Special design will not

snag 011 holsters
• Reduces felt trigger pull
• Ideal for combat ond

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAITSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544
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Metaloy Co., Inc.
6567 E. 21 PI. "E"·Tulsa. OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "e") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against rust
(4) All internal and external parts

processed

The first major Holster innovation In years. A
perf«t combination of Top Grain Leather with
Teflon lining.
Add $2.00 for BfW plus $1.50 for shipping. California
resldents add 6% sales ;ax. Send cIteck or money
0\'dI!r. Dealers Inquiry weIcomll.

STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION NEW PRICE
1070 Walther pp, ppkfs [New Models] .22Ir., 32acp., 380 $35.00
1073 Browning Hi-Power, Model P-35, 9MM Para 35.00
0972 Colt Bisley Model Single Action 35.00

1 1075 Colt Single Action Army [Pre-WWII Models] 30.00
0971 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Earlier Models] 28.50
0970 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Latest Models] 30.00
1072 Colt Peacemaker, New Frontier .22 3El,00
0973 Colt gov't. M/1911 auto, comdr., ace: gold cup, etc 24.75
0974 Colt Python, other off. pol. Old model Frames

Magna Ext. Style 39.75
0975 Colt Python, other off. pol. [stand size replaces

factory wood] 28.50
1071 Ruger Bearcat Single Action .22 28.50
0980 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [New models XR3·RED] 28.50
1074 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [Old models XR3] 30.00
0978 Ruger Super Blackhawk 33.75
0979 Ruger Security 6, Pol. Servo 6, Square Butt 30.00
0983 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Round Butt "... 28.50
0984 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Square Butt 28.50
0985 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Round Butt .....••... 30.00
0986 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Square Butt " 30.00
0987 Smith & Wesson, "N" Frame-Square Butt 31.50
0988 Smith & Wesson, Model 39 "..... 49.50

Bona Fide Dealer Inquires Solicited.
Best Ivory Grips Available

TefloIlLl/I8d
$38.95
$38.95
$36.95
$36.95

TEB ··:BODYatrA~D"
WITH.THE ALL NEW TEFLON LINING

\

tUME~~OYu
finish

High-quality genuine
STAG once again avail
able and at REASON
ABLE prices! All orders
must be accompanied by
certified check, money
order, or formal request
for C.O.D. shipment. In
clude $2.50 per order to
all 48 states.

Available in Black or Brown. The two tone
brown pictured is available WIth B/W only.
Available for: SleW K·Frame, Gov't Auto,
Commander, Brng H. P., Meel. Auto's, Small
Frame D.~

0-7, dropped a 100 primers in the Auto
Prime and seated them. Elapsed time-13
minutes 40 seconds. Sorry Lee.

Now before some of you curl up your
nose in disgust at all those uncleaned
primer pockets, and poo-poo the 0-7's
advantage because of your peculiar pas
sion, let me note that I've never cleaned a
primer pocket in 20 years of reloading and
although I've never tried benchrest I shoot
40's and sub-minute groups with my
ammo. So much for theory.

Did I like it? Well, the 0-7's still bolted
to my bench. It's a deal you can't refuse.
Not only has Pacific created the most
innovative press seen in years but they sell
it for seven dollars less than their cheapest
similarly equipped C-press. Now that's
progress. Pacific Tool Co., Box ~
2048, Grand Island, NE 68801. ~

(Continued from page 46)

BELLING & POWDER CHARGING
Belling and powder charging are also

handled quickly at station No.2. Leaving
the freshly primed case in the second
holder, the handle is lowered once again to
elevate the slide and bring the case mouth
into contact with the top-mounted ex
pander die. This, happily, opens the case
mouth just enough to allow easy bullet
seating without nicking or shaving the
bullet; in fact, the eye can hardly detect the
mouth expansion. The glory of this gentle
belling, of course, is that the brass isn't
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further simplify this Job, C-H makes car
bide resizing dies available to eliminate
the need for messy resizing lubes and the
need to wipe off lube, which slows reload
ing markedly. Carbide dies are obtainable
in .38-.357, 9mm Parabellum, .30 MI Car
bine, .44 Magnum, and .45 ACP. Steel dies
are also provided at slightly less cost, but if
one is going to utilize the speed and ease of
semi-progressive presses he must always
think seriously of the carbide resizer.

Once a case is resized and deprimed, it is
taken to the left front station for reprim
ing, belling, and powder charging. This is a
unique operation, one which actually be
gins when the case is being resized. At that
time, the reloader, thinking ahead, works
the Auto Prime device by pushing its
spring-loaded knob. This carries a fresh
primer to the priming arm which runs
through the second station. With the pri
mer in place, the hand-loader lowers the
slide only enough to reach the resized case,
extract it from that shell loader, and bring
it to the second holder. Then, final lower
ing of the slide performs the repriming
operation. Thus, just one up-and-down
move is all that's needed to accomplish
resizing, depriming, and repriming.

C-H 444-X PRESS



All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the
best coverage of the firearms scene ever
assembled. Whether you own a giant
killer or a plinker, you'll get a lot more
enjoyment from it when you gain a
thorough knowledge of all types of guns
and their uses.

Ifyou're a sportsman who wants to
know more about reloading, competition
shooting, or even have black powder in
your blood, you'll be able to pick the
brains of some of the most
knowledgeable experts in the world,
right from the pages of GUNS magazine.
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of
color stories and features, come your way
when you become a regular subscriber to
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of
money over the 52.00 single copy price,
plus a trip to the newsstand.

For a sUbscription to GUNS, use the
attached postage-paid card or send your
check or money order for the term you
select: 3 years 533.45 {you save 538.55),
2 years 524.85 {you save 523.15), I year
$14.95 {you save 59.05). FREE 80NUS if
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for
jacket or hat ... a $3.50 value!

Write to: GUNS Magazine,
SUbscription Dept. 108,591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego,CA 92108

•



Fred Schmidt
Tel: (004) 74&9269
5904 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va 23111

worked strenuously; hence; it doesn't split
after just a few reloads. Indeed, most pistol
reloaders bell the mouth far too much,
thus sacrificing case life.

As the accompanying photos show, the
powder measure sits squarely atop station
No.2. This works on a push-knob basis,
the powder being measured by a bushing a
la the shotshell press. The C-H No. 333-X
has the same setup; various bushings are
available and listed in the C-H literature.
The powder drops directly through the
belling stem; hence, belling and charging
are accomplished at virtually the same
time. The operator merely pushes the
powder measure's knob while the case is at
the top of its belling stroke.

Matchll5,A&B
Stage A . 7 yards 12 ROo. 25 sec.
Stage B,· 25 yards 18 ROo. 90 sec.
6ROo. Kneeling
6 ROo. Standing Barricade, LH.
6 ROo. Standing Barricade, R.H.

25X, 5-16

1J1rrlla <&un ~Qnp
Custom Gun Work 45, PPC

Shcrt CyhIer P.P.C. ea.-sion (pat Pend)
Douglas 1·10 twist BBl1,(1llO" Dia. 6" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylindef is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.BW.C. only

• Reduced Leading
• No bullet jump
• Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

BULLETS TO THE LEFT
If the handloader has his box of bullets

sitting directly to the left of the press's
base, he can pick'up a bullet and have it
propped in the case mouth immediately
after releasing the powder charger's knob
and lowering the slide plate a mite.

The next step is removing the powder
and-bullet-charged case to the middle
front station, which is the bullet seater.
Variously shaped punches are available
for the different nose' configurations, and
lowering the handle merely forces the bul
let to a desired depth.

The round is then taken to the final
station at the extreme right of the slide
plate, at which point the taper crimp is
applied. In general, the taper crimp is
highly desirable for cartridges which head
space on their ·c.ase mouths in semi
automatic pistols, meaning the 9mm'Para
bellum and the .45 ACP. Ditto for the .30
MI Carbine in either a rifle or the Ruger
single-action revolver. Putting a roll crimp
on rounds like the 9mmP or .45 ACP
merely invites problems due to improper
headspacing because of reduced case
length and the absence of a case mouth to
squarely abut the chamber's shoulder.

150-200 ROUNDS PER HOUR
Although reading the above sounds in

volved, one can actually load 150-200
rounds per hour with the No. 444-X. Once
a reloader gets the feel of the press, he'll
note that a full-length stroke of the handle
isn't needed for each operation, and that
all case movement and bullet seating can
be done with his left hand while the right
hand remains glued to the handle. A ses
sion of two will teach each handloader
how to conserve motion and position his
bullets and boxes for utmost efficiency.

I've been using a No. 444-X in
.38-.357, and it's been a smooth, slick rig. I
find that if the powder hopper is kept at
least half full, the charges are quite uni
form with practically all powders; and
when one uses Bullseye or ball powder,
uniformity continues easily to the one
third level. However, the fluffier flake
powders like Red Dot, Green Dot, or "Hi
Skorn 700-X need more weight on top to
drop continuously uniform charges, and
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DEVEL CORPORATION INTRODUCES

A SPECIALIZED
PLATING SERVICE

. FOR DEALERS. GUNSMITHS AND INDIVIDUAL GUN OWNERS

Because of numerous inquiries regarding plating finishes for custom
handguns. we have initiated a new service. Devel Corporation now offers
non-reflective finishes in Hard Chrome and Matte Nickel for the following
pistols only:

COLT GOVERNMENT AUTOMATICS
and

SMITH & WESSON M-39 & M-59 AUTOMATICS
Guaranteed three-week (3) turn around service on prepared work from the

time it is received at our plant to the time it is returned to the customer.

'For details write:

time favorite Herrett's design is properly
nee 0 ht or left hand hold. It features a serrated

front strap for a non-twisting hold and exceptional
directional stability. Extended butt and filler block

insu re rpaxi mum hand contact for recoil absorption
ana control. Memory groove instantly identifies
correct firing position. Carved from select grade

American walnut to tolerances that exceed the gun
frame itself. This is quality to match

your professionalism.

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger SA&DA, and Colt
and S&W DA revolvers.

/- -~r'41 0 ITetts~ Ava i lable from your dec ler.
~. ~ For catalog send $1.
--- gto.cks, Cf~' P.O. Box 47J.H3

'< ~ Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 USA
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(Continued from page 47)

one should keep the reservoir half full to
insure best results.

Anyone who considers himself a serious
handgun shooter and reloader, or anyone
who feels he's about to burn up goodly
quantities of handgun fodder, should take
a long, hard look at the C-H No. 333-X
and No. 444-X. Both are considerably
faster than the single-station presses which
require die changing for each operation,
yet both are much less expensive than .the
fully automated progressive machines. My
information tells me the new No. 444-X,
complete with dies for one caliber (includ
ing a carbide sizer), Auto Prime unit, shell
holders and powder measure plus one
bushing, retails for $269.50. Without the
dies, but with four shell holders, powder
measure, and priming arm, the No. 444-X
goes just $158.00.

An Auto Prime accessory for the origi
nal No. 333-X press goes .$29.95 with a
tube for one primer size. An extra primer
stud in $2.65; an extra tube, $3.90.

Additional information can be had by
writing Mr. Tony Sailer, C-H Tool & Die
Corp., Box "L", ....
Owen WI 54460. ~

CONTROLLABLE .44

indeed save lives. On the other hand I was
determined not to relax my standards..

During the past year, although I am now
retired from law enforcement, I have been
experimenting with the 4" S&W .44.
Magnum as a police handgun capable of
delivering accuracy within the strict time
limits of the ppc. It has always been
apparent that the problem must be ap
proached by modifying both the gun and
the ammunition. Particularly the ammuni
tion, in that no current factory loading is
designed for optimum results in a short 4" .
barrel, not even the Remington medium
velocity load. Most commercial loadings
produce top performance in hunting style
barrels from 7112 to 8:Yg inches long. Som."
commercial ammo even performs best in
20" barrels. Hunting is undoubtedly the
most common use to which we put a .44
Magnum, other than possibly prestige in
ownership.

First, however, let's look at the gun and
see what can be done to tame our short
version of the S&W Model 29. Starting
from scratch, I purchased a brand new 4"
and ran into two initial disappointments. I
had to pay a premium price for this high
consumer demand item. I couldn't touch it
for a penny less than $50 over suggested
retail. The second problem was that it
needed an action job from a qualified
pistolsmith before any serious use could be
contemplated. One can only shake his
head at the lack of quality control in much
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Jieintt
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Madel #5DA "CHAPMAN HI·RIDEJlTM
WITH A NEW "ADJUSTAB.LE TENSION" CONTROLI

NOWAVAI.LABLE FOR BROWNING H.P. AND HECKLER & KOCH P9S

Bianchi knows competition .
demands confidence - that's
why the "Chapman" HI-RIDE
features:
• Full grip clearance. Full
leather lining. 1Deep sight
channel for a fast draw .Ver
satile cross draw and side draw
holstering • Low cut front
• Hand fitted togun. Adjustable
tensions. Metal reinforced.

Made for Colt Gov'!. 45 &
Gold Cup, Brng. H.P. 9mm.

Plain tan only.
Complete rig as shown $74.40,

includes belt, holster a.nd pouch.

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of !D0difications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, ll. 62644

Also available, the new Lee White
Outline rear sight blade for Colts,
Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each.
Jobbers and distributors call or
write for quantity discounts.

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95
The original liquid sight kit, highly fluorescent u'nder poor lighting conditions. Our
material should not be mistaken by the "Bull-ogna" being offered by some would-be
competitors. - Mini-Kit - 1 color (your choice), will do 25 sights - $9.95.
- Deluxe Mini-Kit - all four colors
(red, orange, yellow and white), will do
100 sights - $35.00. - Regular Kit 
I color (your choice), will do 55 sights
$19.95 - Deluxe Kit - all four colors,
will do 220 sights - $69.50. - Our kits
are very easy to use. Fully illustrated instructions provided. (No tools).

Our kits are being used by many major law
enforcement agencies and by most major pistol
smiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems,
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings,
Mathews & Sons, and Pachmayr. With a minimum
of tools, you can have an. attractive, functional
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed
by Lee Baker. Send chetk or money order to:

lEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, littlerock, CA 93543
Phone (805) 944-4487. MasterCharge, VISA and COD orders are welcome.
Residents of California please add 6% state sales tax.

Write
Model #B9 today for full color

"Fancy Stitch Belt" r~ catalog. send $1.00

AT BIANCHI FRANCHISED DEALERS WORLDWIDE --'~ BIANCHI
DR ORDER DIRECT! Send cash. check or money ~~r ".'
order (sorry no C0.0 's) Add 10% for postage '~:It ! '{#
and handlmg Calif res add 6°{, sales tax I.~ ;t/r:!l
When ordering holsters please state Model ~~~~\ @W~~IEIJ[frnIEffiNo . color. fmlsh. fight or left hand and make I - 'T"1® • D
of gun. model. calrber and barrel length I':l/ - 1M

Immediate delivery. 100 Calle C~rtez. DeptAH3/81Temecula. CA 92390
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Compact Unit: Aluminum canister
:Jesigned to withstand years of use
contains'40 grams of silica gel. For
individual gun and camera cases,
lackle boxes, silver drawers etc.
Protects 3 cubic feet of enclosed
space. When monitor "window"

2000 Gram Canister: This self- turns pink, unit can be easily re
contained unit provides maximum activated in any oven.
protection. Only 4" x 16", yet can $4_95 postpaid_
protect 144 cubic feet of enclosed
space. Used on naval vessels, in HYDROSORBENT WILL PROTECT:
armories, museums. Ideal for
camper-trailer, large closets, dark- Trailers f Workshops f Darkrooms f
room, gunroom, workshop. Steel Sporting Equipment I Closets fElec
construction with precision-cut tronics I Gun Chests I Display
side breathers to silica gel within. Cases I Tool Boxes f Camera
Built-in indicator signals when unit Cases f Clothes
should be reacii- ~

vated. (Reactivates ITo: Commonweal Corp., Box 675, Rye, N.Y. 10580
eaSily In any oven.) Please send postpaid: Dept. Z
ThiS Unit can pre- I . .
vent thousands of I - 360 Gram Units $ 8.50 each
dollars of damage - Compact UOits $ 4.95 each (NY Residents add I
due to rust, damp- I _ 2000 Gram Units $35.00 each 5% sales tax)
ness and mildew I Please Print TOTAL ENCLOSED $ I
A lifetime of pro- I -- I
teclion.. . I NAME I
$35.00 postpaId. ADDRESS I

C:Y ~~~-=-...:~ :
75

.. . provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.....

WRITE FOR
Full color lIIustrat~d

brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

HUMIDITY, CONDENSATION IS RUINING VALUABLE EQUIPMENT

• No electricity required
• Reactivates indefinitely

SloP Rusl, Mildew with SIlica Gel·
Thai "DrinkS" Dampness From Ihe Air

Once marred by corrosion, no oil,
rust remover or chemical can re·
store the value of fine guns, instru
ments or other precision-finished
objects. Now you can protect them
with the same government spec
silica gel used on naval vessels.
(You are familiar with silica gel as
small packets of crystals packed to
protect new guns, cameras.) The
desiccant of choice by gov't and
industry, silica gel creates a shield
of dry air within any enclosed area.

360 Gram Unit: Ideal for eliminating
dampness and humidity in large
gun chests, display cabinets,
safes, large storage containers,
etc. Protects ov'" 27 cubic feet of
enclosed space. Built-in indicator
signals when unit should be re
activated. (Reactivates easily in any
oven.) $8.50 postpaid.

aware that others had published experi
ments along this line in several gun maga
zines, but I did not have those particular
issues available.

The bullet I found most suitable for my
purposes, after much experimentation,
was the Taurus 230 grain lead hollow
point. This .44 caliber dry lubricated bullet
actually weighs a uniform 228.5 grains.
The soft lead bullet mushrooms consis
tently to .75 inch in flesh like medium at
appropriate velocities. Its only limitation
was a tendency to lead barrels if dri'(en too
fast. As it worked out I would be pushing it
to limit. Anything over 1000 fps would
produce unacceptable leading.

I worked with more than a half dozen
powders; including DuPont PB and 700-X,
Hodgdon HS-5, Hercules Red Dot, Bull
seye, Herco, and Unique. Many proved
just a tad too slow burning for the 4"
barrel, as evidenced by too much recoil
and huge fireballs during night firing ses
sions. For police use, a severe muzzle flash
is a by-product best done without. Bullseye
showed initial promise but was finally
eliminated. Being the fastest burning
powder available it was also the powder
presenting the smallest granules. For every
plus there seems to be a minus because this

. (Continued on page 78)
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"rhe next task was a
few hundred hours at
the -loading b,ench to
develop 'he load. 'i'

of the modem gun induStry. With these
unexpected expenses out of the way, I
invested in some planned improvements.
The large target-style wood stocks were
removed and replaced with a pair of soft
neoprene Mustang/Rangefield grips.
Pachmayrs would have done well also, but
I wanted the finger grooves offered by
Mustang. The soft neoprene does much to
absorb the "push" of the Model 29 while
also eliminating the "sting" in checkering
of hard wood grips. My second operation
was to send the gun to Larry Kelly for a
Mag:Na-Port job, a process which defi
nitely reduces muzzle flip. There would; in
my mind, be no way I could accomplish
my goals without the help of Mag-Na
Port.

The next task was a tedious few hundred
hours at the loading bench in an attempt to
develop a load that would deliver approx
imtely 100 fps velocity and at least 500 foot
pounds of energy. An additional ideal
would be a bullet that would expend all
that energy within the adversary target. I
was looking for stopping power, maximurn
utilizat.ion of powder charge within the 4"
barrel, accuracy, and lowered recoil. Al
though I have almost every reloading
manual published, I 'could find nothing
listed that satisfied all my needs. I was



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge
$4.90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of
the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for July/August issue (on sale
May 1) is March 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue. Please
type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city
and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, Calif. 92108.

ACCESSORIES
MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder. VG, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Kenneth Lane (AHG),
Sulz (Vorarlberg), Austria.

HANDGUN OWNERS AND COLLECTORS: What if your
zippered pistol case scratched or marred your fine gun?
Think about it. We manufacture a complete line of high
quality zipperless gun cases that will not scratch. Send SASE
for complete details. Shasteen Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 527,
Dept-HG-l, Defiance, Ohio 43512.

AMMUNITION
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON QUALITY RE
LOADING, BULLETMAKING TOOLS/SUPPLIES.
BEGINNERS/COMBAT SHOOTERS OUTFITS. STAR
UNIVERSALS, C-H AUTOCHAMPS IN STOCK. FITZ
PISTOL GRIPS/AMMO BOXES, FACTORY DIRECT.
"HOW TO" BOOKLETS. NEW "1980 DISCOUNT
CATALOG"-$5.00-CONTAINS "HOW TO"
INFORMATION ON BRASS CLEANING, TUMBLING,
TAPER CRIMPING, BULLET LUBE FORMULAS,
COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PROGRESSIVE
RELOADING MACHINES. PAUL JONES, BOX 1087G,
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340. FREE EXPERT ADVICE.
213/365-4450.

CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 65358.

Will your Ammunition be ready if you need it? Military type
sealer for primer. Kit with 4 fluid ounces, enough for several
thousand rounds. $8.95 prepaid. Southwest Ammunition,
P.O. Box 92, Mesquite, TX 75149.

U.S. MILITARY BULLETS..22 ca. FMJ, BT, Cannelure as
used in M193 Ammo. $45.00 per 1000..223 military brass,
$25.00 per 1000. 308 military brass, $42.00 per 1000. Call for
price and availability of .45 ACP brass. All prices include
freight. FFL required. Widener's, 2309 Nave Dr., Johnson
City, TN 37601. Phone: 615-282-6786 after 6:00 E.S.T.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108***

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
$16.95 + 50¢ post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108**

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound
& $14.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * *

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG: B-PEC, DEPT. AH5BO,
9889 ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CA 90706.

FAST & Fancy Revolver Shooting by Ed McGivern, the
Dean of Revolver Shooters; $14.95 postpaid; Sportbook, Box
776H, Barrington, IL 60010.

INGRAM-MAC MlO & Mil .3BO, 9mm, .45. Operation &
Maintenance Manual. Contains 35 illustrated, detailed
pages. Info on Operation, Disassembly, Cleaning, Mainte
nance, and Silencer, $5.75, MO or Credit Card only. Catalog
$1.; Survival Books, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood,
CA 91BOl. (213) 763-0804. In store or by mail.

RARE, scarce, out-of-print books on Firearms, Edged Weap
ons, Hunting, Fishing. Catalog $2. refunded with order;
Melvin Marcher, 6204 N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK
73112.

Fascinating new Paladin catalog listing books on weaponry,
survival, home workshop guns, revenge techniques, plus
more. $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO
B0306.

THE MERCENARIES the truth about men who fight for
pay. From the Middle Ages to modern adventurers in the
Congo and Biafra. 300 pages, 39 photos. Send $3.00. Free
Companion Press, Box 542D, Sugar Land, TX 77478.

SHOOTING HANDGUNS SAFELY AND ACCU
RATELY. Excellent 28 page manual for handgun owners
who have no opportunity for fonnal training. Imparts safety
precautions and teaches proven techniques for becoming
accurate shooter. Supplemented by instructive photographs.
$2.50. Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany,
Georgia 31706.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
START GUN BUSINESS TODAY! Part-time O.K. Proven
plan! Cash in on fantastic demand! FREE INFORMATION
(S.A.S.E. appreciated). MESA, Drawer 9045-NR, Steamboat
Springs, CO 80477.

A-U-S-T-R-A-L-I-A ... N-E-W Z-E-A-L-A-N-D WANT
YOU!!-17,500 JOBS!!-PAID TRANSPORTATION!!
NEW REPORT!!-$2-MONEYBACK GUARANTEE!!
"AUSTRALIA COMMISSION," DEPARTMENT 894
QA1, NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 20045.

EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

FIREWORKS

BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Infonnation on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

FOR SALE
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

Order your "Life Insurance by Smith & Wesson" T-shirt
now! Only $6.95 plus $1 Postage. Colt also available. Specify
make and size. Shadowshirts, Box 55045, Dept. AH, Little
Rock, AR 72205.

FOR SALE: Japanese, German, U.S., etc. Swords & Daggers.
8 page list $1; Need same; Fredericks, P.O. Box 92~, Mid
lothian, IL 80445.

BULLETPROOF VEST. Tested by the U.S. Army Edge
wood Arsenal. Will stop the .44 magnum. Send $1.00 (re
fundable) and SASE for details. MPS Co., PO Box 1754,
Matthews, NC 28105.

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $1.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91B01. (213) 763-0804.

GUNS FOR SALE
GUNS! CONFIDENTIAL SUPPLIERS LIST. $5.
HORTON, BOX 0B332AH, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53208.

GUNSMITHING
Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

LUGERS blued and restored. Kreighoff blue, Mauser blue
and rust blue. Grips recheckered; Nick Burson, 18788 West
Jefferson, Riverview, MI 48192.

S & W revolver. Smoother, lighter trigger. Reliable, safe for
street, duty. Detailed illustrated, professional's secrets, $10.
SASE free info. NRA life, gunsmith, Police Firearms Instruc
tor. W. D. Basden, Box 8471, Corpus Christi, TX 78412.

INSTRUCTION
REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MBO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. New
Jersey-N.Y.C.-Philadelphia Area Only. N.P.I. is now accept
ing applications for the instruction of qualified students in
the Basic Practical Skills' of Modern Defensive Pistolcraft.
For information and application send $1.00 to: NORTH
EAST PISTOL INSTITUTE, P.O. Box H-453, Union, NJ
07063.

AVAILABLE FOR SURVIVORS: Advanced firearms train
ing manual. INEXPENSIVE surprise-type courses present
challenging ways to determine your SURVIVAL QUO
nENT. Designed by FBI-Trained instructor. Develops your
ability to defend your retreat. $2 JJ. KISH, POB 216A,
Fishkill, NY 12524.

KNIVES & SWORDS
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H1/3 MOON CLIPS
Readily available .45 APC ammo can be used
in your U.s. 1917 Model and newer models of
Auto Rim Type .45 Caliber Revolver. This new
clip holds two cartridges and has many advan
tages over the half·moon clip. For a FREE
sample, send stamped. self-addressed envelope.

Clip Prices: 25 for $3.95; 50 for $6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS, PO Box 145, Malinta, OHIO 43535

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
t~i1ored to your needs

w. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

~~ \
o. ~').A,oc.2 \~

• ... b"lo \0'" :,;.,....IlOi....~

I
L A beautiful collector', Item.

Complete Kit-Easily assembled includes: Quality j I
machined bra~s key assembty.. investment cast steel

L
hammer and tngger. Full instructions. Free information.

Fernwood Gun Supply, Inc. J
1341 Camina Tassajara. Dept. AH-1. Danville. CA 94526

MISCELLANEOUS

J-E-E-P-S-$19.30!-C-A-R-S-$13.50!-650,OOO ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS
HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUR AREA-$2
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-2,
BOX 99249, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

AMAZING-NEW OFFER-COULD SAVE 400%
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BIDDERS IDENTIFICA
TION CARD. WE PROCESS YOUR BIDDERS CARD
NO RED TAPE. PLUS YOUR NAME IS RECORDED ON
THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SURPLUS BID
DERS LIST. ENTITLES YOU TO FREE SURPLUS
LISTS. JEEPS $19.50-CARS $16.00, WEAPON
ACCESSORIES, FIELD GEAR, AGRICULTURE
EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONICS, CLOTHING-50,000
ITEMS-SEND FOR FREE DETAILS. LEGAL
PROCESSOaS, HG-MAT, 707 S. WASHINGTON, NEO
SHO, MO 64850.

MILITARIA

MILITARY SURPLUS

RANDALL MADE Knives, li2 Variations stocked. Ten week
delivery on special orders. Bagwell, Crawford, D'holder,
Pardue, Ruana, catalog $l.,list prices; Lay-away plan; Doug
Kenefick, 19 Leander, Danielson, CT 06239.

TOP QUALITY AMERICAN MADE MILITARY
GOODS. Spurs, Buckles, Saber belts, Holsters, Helmets,
Hats, Insignia. Slings, Bridles, Manuals, Uniforms, Saddles,
Saddle bags, Bits, much more. Finest line available. Send $1.
for Illustrated catalog. BURGESS & CO., #9 Hillcrest Ave.,
Meriden, CT 06450.

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Sta horn.

Send $1
for illustrated

32-page catalog.

SPORTS, INC:; PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn.

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

DEERWEAR-Luxury in Deer skin. Dress coats, moccasins,
buckskins, purses, vests. 36 page color catalog $1.00. Man
Sene Trading, Box 6AH, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

YOUR PERMIT TO HAVE AND CARRY GUNS, GUAR
ANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION. WALLET SIZE.
SEND $2.00. EQUIPAGE AH, BOX 1487;1, LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA 89li4.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER. BRITISH MADE,
UP TO 1751bs. DRAW. CATALOG $1.00. B & P BARNETT
(CANADA) DEPT. A.H. P.O. BOX 968, LAMBETH, ON
TARIO NOL ISO..

DEER HUNTER'S COOKBOOK. 35 mouth-watering veni
son recipes. Make the most of your hunt. You'll be pleased.
Only $4.95. SPICY JERKY RECIPE. There is none better.
Delicious spicy flavor and aroma. Jerk any game easily and
expertly. Only $2.95. Both for $6.95. HERITAGE RE
PRODUCTIONS, P.O. Box 382, Dyer, IN 463li.

LASER HANDBOOK with burning, cutting, Ruby Reds,
Co's, complete with plans, books, and parts. Send $4.00 to
Famco, Dept. G, Box 1902, Rochester NH 03867.

COLT, LUGER, RUGER WALNUT PRESENTATION
CASES, high quality, USA Mfg. Also available in kits for the
handyman. Details 50¢. Replica Products, 61057AH, Vienna,
WV 26105. Dealers wanted. 1-304-295-7239.

Decot Hy-Wyd Custom Sport Glasses. 30 lens shades
"Finest under the Sun." Interchangeable lenses-Permanent
mount. Write for brochure: P.O. Box 10355, Phoenix, Arizona
85064.

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES, Name Changes, whatever.
Custom made Badges. I.D.'s. List $1. (refundable); C.w.L.,
Box 3230, Pasadena, CA 9li03.

KEYCHAINS! 45 ACP, 44 Mag., 357 Mag., .223 inert FMJ
cartridge on snake chain. $3 each or 2 for $5 plus .50¢ each
postage. Keychains, P.O. Box 68352, Indianapolis, IN 46268.

REAL ESTATE
"ALASKAN HOMESTEADS: 160 Acres at $1.25 per acre.
For Federal Regulations send $2.00 to Homestead, P.O.
5741AH, Yuma, AZ 85364."

S-U-R-P-L-U-S L-A-N-D FROM $3.50/ACRE!!-NEW
BUYER'S GUIDE SHOWS HOW!!-VACATION!!
INVESTMENT!!-$2-MONEYBACK GUARANTEE!!
"SURPLUS LANDS BUREAU," 894-NAl, NATIONAL
PRESS BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20045.

WANT TO PURCHASE
Buddy L Toys and Trains 1920's-30's. T. W. Sefton, P.O. Box
1871, San Diego, CA 92li2.

ANew Era-
in Firearms
Training

FEATURING WIRELESS:
•. Pop Up Targets

• Swing Out Targets
• Bi-Directional (Friend/Foe)

Electronic Targets
FOR:

• Officer Survival Training
Counter Terrorist Training

Hogan's Alleys/ Combat Villages
• High Stress Combat Training
• Executive Protection/Defensive

DriVing Courses

From the leader
in electronic target systems

ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS

12 SKILLMAN LANE, ST. PAUL, MN 55110
(612) 483-8113
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CONTROLLABLE .44
(Continued from page 75)

fine powder did not take up enough vol
ume within the large .44 Magnum case. An
appropriate load of Bullseye (8 grains) to
produce the desired 1000 fps, left too much
unfilled space. Unfilled space, I believe,
affects uniformity in burning character
istics with resulting accuracy problems.
Fillers, such as Dacron, were out of the
question for police use where the gun
would be carried day in and day out.

In the final analysis, Hercules Red Dot
proved the best powder available. Eight
grains of Red Dot filled the case well,
produced 995 fps measured by a Custom
Chronograph at nine feet from the muzzle,
burned clean and completely as evidenced

by the low level muzzle flash, was accept
ably accurate for combat shooting, and
produced recoil which was less punishing
than most police .357 Magnum revolvers.
With the Taurus bullet I was getting 503
foot pounds of energy, expansion to .75
inch, and penetration of only three to four
inches in hard backed but soft target me
dium. It was indeed a "manstopper!" The
combination of work on the 4" Model 29,
and the load, made the gun comfortable to
shoot for an experienced combat shooler.

The final test was, of course, finishing
the PPC within the time limits. The first
phase was the aforementioned 12 shots in
25 seconds at the seven yard line. My very
first try produced a tight little two-inch
group in less than 20 seconds and, I guess,
it was at that point that I realized I had
accomplished my goal. Final score on the
PPC for my first run was 97.2%.

Unfortunately, there are probably few
policemen whose department firearms reg
ulations would allow them to carry either a
.44 Magnum or reloads. If you have this
freedom, as do the members of myoid
department, you might consider this load.
On the other hand there are many honest
citizens who have or carry a handgun for
personal protection. If yqu have shied
away from the big magnum as "uncon
trollable," you need do so no longer-as

.Iong as you are practiced enough to con
tribute your part.

Mustang/Rangefield Grips, 1334 E.
Katella Ave., Anaheim, CA 92805.

Mag-Na-Port Arms Inc., 30016 South
River Rd., Mt. Clemens, MI 48045.

Taurus Bullets, Alberts Corp., P.O. Box
157, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417.

Hercules Powder, 910 Market --M
St., Wilmington DE 19899, ~

~IEMIIiITOILIElIAIIIIB llIlE~
Handgun bullets of the highest caliber.

At Remington, we offer you the most complete
line of reloac:ling components in the industry
So no matter what type of shooting you do
-from silhouette to target to law enforce-
ment to game-there's a Remington
pistol or revolver bullet that's
right on target.

And you'll be happy to
know that all Remington
bullets-from our .3$ cal,
148 gr. wad-cutters to our
new .44 cal, 180 gr semi
jacketed hollow points-are
the most consistent per
formers for your money.
Which is why, on the range
or in the field, shooters of
the highest caliber shoot
bullets of the highest
caliber.
Remington
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To learn more about the advantages of reloading in the
Remington Reloac:ling Zone, ask your Remington dealer
for our new components catalog. It's free. Or write us
at the address below. These bullets, listed by grain

weight and type, are generally in .
stock at your dealer's. Others
are available on special order.
9 rom. 115 JHP, 124 MC; 357 cal.
110 SJHP, 125 SJHP, 158 SP,
158 SJHP, 158 LDSWC; 38 cal.
95 SJHP, 110 SJHP, 125 SJHP,
148 LDWC, 158 LDRN, 158
LDHP, 158 LDSWC; 41 mag.
210 SP, 210 LD; 44 cal. 180 SJHP,
240 SP, 240 SJHP, 240 LDGC.
240 LD, 45 cal. 185 MCWC,
185 JHP, 230 MC,230 LD, 250 LD

Remington is a trademark registered in the
Uruted States Patent & Trademark Office
by Remington Arms Company. Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06602.
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